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My ztvCidoiioK of the Various phases of (fie Great pyramid's design has

icd me ifo pentht that it is an serpression of the Truth in structural

form.

I proclaim, With humility and yet with confidence, that the Pyramid's

Message establishes the Bible as the Inspired IV&rd of God, and testifies

thid Jesus Christ, by HIS DISPLACEMENT, paid the purchase price

oj mankind's Redemption, atid effected the Salvation of all who truly

believe tu H iwt.

This Message concerns all- mankind . to whom, is a humble spirit, this

work is dedicated, in the hope that it may bring enlightenment and

comfort io many.
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INTRODUCTION
It £3 very probable that the reader has already perused many other

books dealing with the Great Pyramid, and professing-

to elucidate its

mystery, and to demonstrate its connection with ancient astronomy and

its supposed confirmation of Biblical prophecy. The history of modem
Pyramid theory is not a long one, commencing only in the second hsdf of

the rSth century. During the latter half of this century, and at the beginning

of the 19th century, several works were published containing the theory thar

the Pyramid's base measurements were an intentional representation of the

number of days in the year. A considerable advance in Pyramid theory

was made in the year il^jg, when Mr. John Taylor, a London publisher of

some repute as a literary man and mathematician, published a book advanc-

ing the hypothesis that the proportion of the Pyramid's height to its base

circuit was that of the diameter of a circle to its circumference, chat the

Great Pyramid was built to convey a Divine Revelation, and that its unit

of measure was the Polar Diameter inch.

Strong confirmation of Taylor's theories was furnished by the survey

undertaken by Professor Plam Smyth in 1^64-6j. The interior of the

pyramid was carefully measured, and angular measurements were taken of

the casing stones in situ, and of the slope of the passages, These measure-

ments indicated the probability that the Polar Diameter inch was the unit

of measure employed
;

that the base circuit was a representation of the

solar year- and confirmed Taylor's theory relating to the proportion of

heLght to base. Tins survey and the accurate survey made by Sir William

M. F, Petrie are very fully discoid in the preifeiit work, and furnish, the

materials for the authors' reconstruction of thm Great Pyramid-

In 1865 Mr. Robert Keniies advanced the theory that the Parage
System was a chronological representation of prophecy

;
that the scale of

the chronology was one Polar Diameter inch to a solar year, and That the

Great Gallery symbolised the Christian Dispensation. Subsequent develop-

ment of This theory indicated ttiat the entrance doorway to the Antechamber
symbolised the beginning of the final period of Great Wars and Tribulations

prophesied in the Bible. It should be noted that these identifications were
made tong before any evidence had been obtained from Egyptian texts to

show chat this interpretation was correct, and before anything wras known
about the ancient Egyptian Messianic prophecy.
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Menses' theory was adopted by Piazzt Smyth, but, unfortunately, he

also adopted Menzie' idea that the Christian Dispensation began at the

Birth of Christ artd accepted the date of the Nativity a* i A.D.. The
Christian Dispensation, of course, did not begin until the Resurrection, or

until Pentecost of the Crucifixion year, and bad this been realised by Smyth
and his followers, and had they adopted a perpendicular co-ordinate instead

of a vertical co-ordinate for the end of the Grand Gallery, they would have

defined, fifty-nine years ago, the precise date of the beginning of the Great

Wax,

Many Christian thinkers realised that it ’was incorrect to date the

beginning of rhe Christian Dispensation from the Birth of Christ, and pro-

test was first made in 1S81-82 by the Rev. Commander L, G. A. Roberts,

who took up the matter with Smyth's followers, but was unable to persuade

them to accept his views. About the same time, Dr. fi. Aldemmitb and the

Rev. Dr, Denis Hanan both agreed that if the Grand Gallery Symbolised

the Christian Dispensation, then the commencement of the Gallery must
necessarily symbolise the date of the Crucifixion or that of the Pentecost

of the Crucifixion year,

But it was not until 1505 that Col. J. Gamier, R.E., published a work

entitled " The Great Pyramid, Its Builder and Prophecy,' ' in which he

identified the beginning of the Grand Gallery with the date of the Crucifixion,

His system of chronology was invalidated, however, by bis adoption of 31 A.D.

as the date of the Crucifixion and by his use of a vertical instead of a per-

pendicular co-ordinate at the end of the Grand Gallery, Nevertheless, be

obtained the date of 1013 A.D. for the beginning of the War Chaos.

Following this short history- of the development of Pyramid theory,

the writer desires to submit a brief epitome of the subjects discussed and

the conclusions reached in the present work, It is demonstrated that—

(1} The Great Pyramid is a geometrical representation of the mathe-

matical basis of the science of a former civilisation,

(2) This former civilisation had condensed its knowledge of natural law

into a single general formula, and the application of this formula was

analogous to the modern application of Einstein's Theory of Relativity.

(3) The universal application of this formula in the world of this former

civilisation left its impress on every7 form of constructional expression,

whether ethical, literary, or artistic,

{4) This civilisation was anterior to all Other known civilisations, of the

ancient East. These civilisations were established by the former civilisa-

tion, firstly, by intercourse, and finally, by migration, and their various

phases of ethical, literary, and artistic expression all bear the stamp of the

original scientific principles of the former civilisation,

(5} The Egyptian Records define the geometrical dimensions and the

unit of measure of a Standard Pyramid that constitutes the geometrical

expression of the ancient Law of Relativity,
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(6} The survey of Sir William M. F. Petrie shows that the Great Pyramid

of Giieh is the Standard Pyramid defined by the Egyptian Records.

(?)
The Passage System forme the graphical representation of an

elaborate system of prophetical chronology, intimately related to the Biblical

prophecy, givmg various essential darings for the Christian Dispensation

and accurately predicting the precise dates of the beginning and ending of

the Great War.

(3) The Pyramid symbolism, when considered in ton] unction with

Biblical prophecy, indicates that its message is addressed to the present era
r

and that the final Time of Tribulation, so often prophesied in the Bible, is

now upon us.

The reader will realise that many new and startling interpretations are

presented that will give ample scope for criticism to students of many and

various branches of science. The authors do not claim to be experts in any

particular science, but believe they have succeeded in co-ordinating the

finished work of the best authorities in each particular branch of knowledge

that is alluded to in this work.

It will be found that the work naturally divides itself into the following

subjects :

—

I. The History of Geometry and Metrology.

II, Gravitational Astronomy,

III. Astronomical Chronology,

IV, Archaeology and History.

Y. Theology,

This, range of deep and apparently unrelated subjects is necessary

because it is found that the literary records of the ancient civilisations of

the Rast—but particularly those of the Egyptians and Hebrews—indicate

that the mathematical application of the ancient Law of Relativity governs

the ancient form of presen cation of each of the subjects enumerated.

A brief discussion of the scope of the present work under each of these

headings will not be out of place,

I, THE HISTORY OF GEOMETRY AND METROLOGY,

It is shown that the system of ancient metrology was founded upon

two functions of the earth and its orbit, the standard time unit being the

solar year, and the standard distance unit a decimal sub-division of the

earth's Polar Diameter. This standard distance unit is established inde-

pendently from innumerable ancient metrological sources, from the Egyptian

text?., and from the Great Pyramid Itself, as the primitive or Pyramid inch,

of the value of i-qoii British inches. Twenty- five of such inches are one

ten-millionth part of the earth's Polar Radius, and are also equal to the

ancient Hebrew Sacred Cubit,
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rl*y “ of CirauBfiiiuB (LwrtE. xii. j i Luke ii. z [ )
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tti rat day J

" and '"
il tli day J1

ed
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day erf the week, upon wtiicli ttue:,
- feU. la this particular year, these days tell upon tlie actual

week V ijabhith- Now the revuienn. Li) : j_|.n P.C. it tin* time tl Josb‘ia'4 “ Innn riav ” (Kcte * t<>

p. jj. bad ilttred ttw weekly Sabina th. from die original jtti day tq the ori^inai ist day cl the tatmsIc

to tk-C fltli day} when retkuaed by cluck tillUl. The Gtreiniiahiusmi cJ the- ReeurrtctiaQ

indleatn what ttia prtfjgojied (Note to j>,
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the solar year and the messianic year 5

THE FEAST of tabernacles prefigures the nativity.

The Feast of Tipcmades bqjam ofl tile i£Ch Ttsri And continued for 7 days, FOURTEEN
LAMBS were sacrificed on S&ch ttf the 7 days- With die Nativity on the Feast of Tabcmacls,

fjicse 7 days would be tfld initiaJ j days of purification of Lsvit. sol, i
p
prior to bdr Lord being

dranicpeci on the 3«Z» day (Lcrit. xii, 3. and Luke Ei, 23J With this jeaiwed,, the sy mhoittaJ

iyrufican.ee of the fourteen lambs 0/ the Feast of Tabernacles becomes apparent as soon as we
read Matt, E, 17- This deass with, the generations prior to the Birth of our Lord. These arc ;—

Abraham to .David
_

. . . * , , « 34 generations.

David to Jewish EjclLc * , , , . . . . 34 generations.

The Jewish Exile to Christ . T , „ „ „ 14 generations.

Moreover, sE the Feast of Tabernacles beginning on the 1 jell of Tisri, the Divine Com-
mand in Lerit, xriii., jSj states ” ye shall keep a feast unto the Lora 7 days : OH theyirrT day

shall be a Sa&bsLth and on the rigkth day shall he a Sabbath”* Why ? Because CHjf Lord was

to be bom at the Feast of Tabernacles,, in a year divinely appointed in which the decreed ist

day shotiEd fall, in the nature course of events, upon a Sabbath. This occurred in B.C+ 4, m
the year that ww the Birth of our Lord, In that year the first day of the FtiiSt

—

the 1 5th

of Tlsri-rieEE on the Sabbath, SatJtyd&y, 6th October (Julian) and the decteeij $Sh day fed on

the Sabbath, Saturday, fjti October (Julian) -when Our Lord was dreumcised*

Everything poiirtfci to Our Lord having been bom at the Feast of Tabernacles/the Romans
having arranged that the entailing nr census should be taken at the great gathering of th(

people for the Feast. In RG 4, the actual day of the Feast of Tabeflfl&iles fell on 6th October

(Julian), a Sabbath (fj., Saturday), if we take this as the day of che Nativity, our Lord
was. taken up to the Teihple on ijch November, And Shortly afterwards taken to Egypt.
He would arrive in Egypt »c latest early in December, where Ke remained until after is
death of Herod on the following 18th January. He returned CO Nazareth some time in

February, and He parents went up CO Jerusalem tc he present at the Passover on the fofFow-

ing 31st March (refer to Plate L)

THE COURSE OF ASIA CONFIRMS THE DATE,

The date of the Nativity at 6th October does not, therefore, depend upon our interprr

Cation or the statement conoerniina the course of Abin, The two, however, are mutually
ffl-rJinuatory, it being; admitted that ;he Course of Abia (Luke i

3 5) besjan fifteen months
before our Lord's birth. Now there were 34 Orders for

l£
the governors of the sanctuary "

(f Chroo., xs&v)t and Abta was the eighth. In the paraEled Cases of the twelve
captains tiiai served the king, And the twelve officers of the royal household, the courses
began with the year {at ist NLan), and completed the year, a course for A month (E Ch/OEl,,
xivu, i-.

! 3 and T Rings, fv, 7). By the same sequence, the 24 ardns of the priests above
bfcjan on jst Nbirt and contplricd the year, two Courses a month, This is not necessarily so,
but if it gives the Sth October Nativity date, the CWO lines of evidence are in agreement. Tn
inch case, the ist course wouid begin at 1st Nihao in B.C- j p

and the fich eourfe, that of Ahia,
™* c c-tri Tammuz of theSMM year, The Nativity was fifteen months later- This gives the
151b Tisri iri B.C. 4, Now, 15th Tisri is the date nf the Feast of Tabernacles, and in BC.
4 i fjth Tisri coincided with the Oth October. The two items of evidence arc therefore us

agreement, Our Lord was horn on fith October, B.C. 4, This is all fully discussed in " The
Grsit Pyramid : Its. Divine Message/' pages 463 and 47 (-

' RESURRECTED " The LORD OF THE SABBATH,' 1—la the yeai o£ the Cmchidun
-fr= ayala a ,J

tsfc day " and an " 3 th clay.'’ These (eLI ngt . the jth dav q[ th? week bet
sa t

1

st day of the week. Oar Lgrd »aa fleeted as Gad's Faswver ' Lamb ' on tne coth
->yau [Joba .seif, JJ-JJ ; Jnh® i, rg : Rev. jciii. & ;

I Cat- V. 7). when the Passover lamps wers
Miectrd fEjsod. xij, tj), Thi* wu oa " P^lm SnBd*v." the " cat day " of the week, Alter His
crarcajc^a and, huriaL. fie rwe again From (h* dead do this ist day of Lhe wfe^-k. 17 th Nfcaaa. an

i\r j j.
^ " The Sua nd Rigb teausqess-

"

r Bara
" r th? LorJ of the Sabbath H

ri 1 h

1£

U'
: ^'1 rcsarrcctM " the Lord of the Sabbath ” briniitiiF; ia the Sew

gVyJr ^ New Covenant, aad oobaecmtLnn Hia day ot RcsTixrertna a? the Sabbath |Rest-diy}
i c“ Loveoant. What happened to the weet in the rime of Joshua again, occurred at the

Monday ig thciefori the Chrisdan'i Sahhath fRest) by the Mew goy-iti.tal " Cirqum-
- 7?, ^tlL

(Col. ti t;,C4). who is both " the minister of oiroumcisiciQ " iRom, sv. a) mJ
he Lord of the Sabbath " (Mark iL zl) llsat Is why etrcunicisLot! was go " che Sth d+y -

Sivi/jj
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n 4>.. Ei*

ELKaSETB'S fcBflfiaSTH&l
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in* MJj

A recently rliscoveroi fecun^tTisa] rcprefscn tg-tirm <?f chc Pyramid farm ill's fur the E^ainu-ses

:mtf SoJatorts iiun; 44-^9 fi-t. to 2001 _V1>. ijii-es essentially the s4-0*e result*—within t«5 thin

4 l- tiur of variation— as nre tn be- der-ved from >[iTiaen '

t

solar fables. The Pyramid repr-esfttiHOQ

is sfivwa sb terms el the Displaccror-ce Factorage; other *itnpl« hipceioire *i ti* ge&riseny of He
solar yttj; ^crsplit. Hansen's snLar utile? are coTsnrmftd by sewccun-Va djscustiOG ot aLl recoeded

«ljps=J JrDEn 733 B.tL 10 ttjo A.O,

Mmt-TTjs Oa giver. lijnv - fijr tjir Snlsilien ami PCjulnOKOt Sfe the csciitt Ji3,-iCicL iia,£*S

for the fiartfeBLir v«» afahed The usual Julian ?st« given by Christron rhia colours are for

tbt ifid. Ctatury A-D- This cunnrra,* tbs date uL jN.u Of th-C traditional Clirtititin CiiLcndif.

For e-x-daastioii of Gr-fi^c nan CaSeudar dates refer pa^e S,

PLATE H,

The ah0y« dJ&grant thews tit* Diipiacs ment Factor defining Uib iStli Nljjn beginning

imri 41)1 April, A.O, 30, as the day &l the PnsSion Of eur Lent, This is eon fir mad by till

Great Pyramid dating which is 4&S3. 511713 A.?., f.fc. USth HiSlfl. 7lh April, A.D. w,
1-M p,m. at Jeruialirit, the time when our Lord was on the Cratt.

Th* SByernFng physical propcrBiS Of th? earth antf iti DThat (as giysra TF Booklet H*, t

Pip I2)j She Urucittal on date and the iapressron Of 3F|R-fPUftL UPLIFT accorded to man
fn IliBi dal* aro all deftnei by the same- Displace nrtrtt Factor, TliJs cflirsfltutBa. a dear
dEdiration—given In terrni or fiod's Craatfy* Law—prad aiming TitE OltflWlTV Of QUH
LQltD 0ESU5 1JMHS4T, ami sonRrmlhl the words ul the Apoitfe concerning "The imrstify,

whreti from the beginning of the world hath been hid IB Gfld, «WO ftfl EATED AIL THIWGS BY
JESUS ChKLST/' “in whom are hid ali ths trtuum flf wEsdom and Stnovriedge.”

xvif-sf
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PYRAMID RECORDS 3

TABLE I.

the wo recognised forms of solar year in ancient

TIMES.

(Statue with reference, tq modern Calendar Year tor eq-oi a.d.)

The Solar A str<mQim$al Year. Thr Solar Vegilaiion Year.

Early Semitic

Astronomical Year 33 Sept,

began at Aotumnal EQUINOX
j

Winter Begins

Winter Solstice

Spring Begins

Later Semitic

Astronomical Year

began at Vernal Equinox

Summed Begins

Summer Solstice

Autumn Begins

Mid-Wav

23 Dec.

Mid-Wav

3i Mar,

J

-

Ancient November
& Nov.

|
Agricultural Year

I began.

4 Feb.

Chinese Agricultural

Year began,

I (B.C, 244^ )

A

Mid-Wav® .. 6 Mav
Ancient May
Agricultural Year

began.

31 J ONE,

Mid-Wav®

Autumnal Equinox 23 Sept.-

S Aug,

Y 2 STONEHENGE TEMPLE OBSERVATORY AND ALMANAC
CIRCLE. {Plates I and II),

In our own country there exist hundreds of ancient structural devices for

indicating the principal points of the two recognised forms of the Solar year.

The best-known monument of this nature is that of the Stonehenge ancle.

This consists of the airaoE^ment of upright stones and lintels contained within f^SS S^h*

the earthwork ancle, as figured restored, on Plates I and II. The Avenue A«5S-lMiiMi

Approach to the Circle cuts the Earthwork circle as shown on the Plates. Y*fl.*UI*d*

iwii
l" The Chiaes* SAx-KiHi" W. G, Old. pp- jm-J, «d nett, Irartflabea a* &wk I. Sect 1.

pp. 1 -3 , Translator's &oira to samt
Eocyel. Keit {nth Edit). VoL VI, jiy.
*By 11 Hid-Way ” ta intended 4$* of Fight AsttntiQP flora aa Enuimos or Sodsticc ; sot raid-

« deeaM by th* iiileTvii. ta dayiL
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PLATE V,

Pyramid Noon Reflexions ^ Shadows
NOON REFLEXIONS OF

THE SOMMER HALF OF THE YEAR.

REFLEXIONS



PLATE VI*

Pyramid Noon Reflexions & Shadows

NOON REFLEXIONS
AT SUMMER SOLSTICE.



PLATE VIL

Pyramid Noon Reflexions & Shadows
naan ueflulci^s & ShADaws, nOom qpuxiOms i shadows.

]4-fS QC.T,, NOON SHAWLS 1
*- A?P6WLt« . -OF THE WINTER HALF

W’ffl «B. HOON SHAOOWS LtfO[AJt«*AraHii. OP THE YEAR.



PLATE VIII.

Pyramid Noon Reflexions s, Shadows
NOON DEFLEXIONS AND SHADOW
2-3 DEC. AND If -12 JAN.

A &
UPPER LIMIT flF TOOTH SLOPE
SHADOW' *ho
upper u&trr gf South Slope
ReFUEXIOM LB mn
SAME PLANE.
fit in THt AMNTUje PLW^ a1

HOQH 3 LHN|>.

Fig.

WINTER SOLSTICE NOON REFLEXIONS
AND SHADOW
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1 14. THE PYRAMID’S EQUINOCTIAL NOON REFLEXIONS.

The noon reflexions from the East and West faces of the Pyramid projected

triangular images {Plates V to VIII) on the ground on each day of the year,

Almost East and West respectively at the Summer Solstice (Plate VT) t the

Ap** of each triangular image was North-East and North-West respectively hlfcciiifc* [
from the East and West corners of the South Base side of the- Pyramid at the

instant of Vernal Equinoctial and Autumnal Equinoctial noon (Plate V, Fig. A') T

This may be otherwise stated as follows :—{Plate V, Fig. A).

The East noon reflexion from the Pyramid projected a triangular image
ARB, on the ground. This triangle consisted of a base,, AB, lying on the

Pyramid’s East Base Side, AB, and of two other stdes, which we may define, in

terms of the plan, the South side, AR., and the North side* BR. of the triangular

image. Thus defined, the line of the South side, AK, Of the triangular image,

pointed due North-East at Vernal Equinoctial and Autumnal Equinoctial noon.
This was precisely the case during the period in history when the Pyramid was
thus operating as a Sundiai of the Seasons, In modem, times the phenomenon
noted would occur a day or so beton: the Vernal Equinox, and a day or so after

the Autumnal Equinox.

Similarly defined [and with reference to Plate V, Fig, A}, the line of the

South 3ide, DQ
r
of the triangular image, DQC, projected from the West face slope

Of the Pyramid, pointed, due North-West at Vernal Equinoctial and Autumnal
Equinoctial noon-

3 15 , THE PYRAMID'S DEFINITION OF WINTER,

The solid beams of reflected light proceeding from the East and West face

slopes of the Pyramid at noon had a further remarkable property defining

Winter as distinct from Spring, Summer, and Autumn, Reference to Plates

V to VIII shows that in ah cases the East and West Solid noon reflexions had a

sharply defined ridge line running from the Pyramid apex to the apex of each

of the images projected on the ground.

The East and West soon reflected beams had, therefore, each a surface j
seen from the North side of the Pyramid, and a surface seen from the South

™*

side of the Pyramid. The side of the East or West noon reflected beam, as

viewed from the South, always, throughout the year, appeared inclining away «3Eu*ii«

from the observer. The side of the East or West noon reflected beam, how-
ever, as viewed from the North side of the Pyramid, appeared inclining away feEid

from the observer during Spring, Summer, and Autumn, but appeared over-

banging towards the observer during Winter, as shown on Plate VIII, Figs. sSSSir, m
F and G.
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PYRAMID RECORDS 22

Apart altogether from this evidence, however, we know that the noon

phenomena of the Great Pyramcd automatically fixed the November Agri-

cultural year. Now the Calendar years of 360 and 365 days were in use in

Pyramid times, and the November year, beginning the sowing season, had

previously been fixed—the fixing being monumentalised in the names of the

Calendar seasons. It is clear then that the Pyramid's noon phenomena gave a aitmlSiS

high degree of accuracy to an adjustment of the Calendar year in relation to the *s^*L

Solar year that had already been long previously effected.

The fixed November year, again, is confirmed by the dated Calendar

records of the activities of the agricultural for Sclar) year during the period of

Dynasties VI, XI,. and XIL These are as graphically represented in Plate IX,

Column 1, stated with reference to the Time Basis, of Column z> and as compared

with actual conditions of Columns y, 8 and 9, stated with reference to the JjJ"*™'
Time Basis of Column 3A

<] 25, THE FESTIVAL OF THE DEAD.

Attention has been directed (in ly) to the fact that the 1st November
dating was intentionally observed instead of the beginning of Winter, seven

days later. The rst November Pyramid phenomena defined the first day of the

fixed agticuJtiirai year of the Ancient Egyptians, It is with respect to this

fixed rst November year that the early Egyptian Calendar year was intercalated *•

at the end of every five or six years. HertC§ the festival Of the true beginning

of the New Year was observed in Egypt at intervals of this duration as early as

the time of Dynasties I and II.9

At the time of Dynasty Xll r the celebration of the New Year festival took

the form of lighting lamps for the dead on the last day of the old year and the ££2^?,!!?

first day of the New Year.* As Dr. Frazer has pointed out, this proves that the t“

New Year's Festival at this time was the ancient Festival of the Dead—the

modem All Souls
1

, or All Saints' (ist-snd November).4

t 'The custom/' he remarks, 1 “was observed throughout the whole of Egypt,”

and is referred to by Herodotus fll, 62), as prevailing in the 5 th Century R.C.

* 4 On All Saints' Day,, the rst of November,” Frazer continues,
,E

the shops

and streets in th= Abruzzi are filled with candles, which people buy in order to £*“251 l^
11

kindle them in the evening on the graves of their relations : For all the dead

come to visit their homes on that night, the Eve of AH Souls', and they need

lights to show them the way,"

Similarly, he states, “ The Mrztecs of Mexico believed that the souls of Che

dead cams back in the twelfth month of every year, which corresponded with g™™.^
our November. On this day of AH Souls the houses were decked out to welcome i*

the Spirits,”4

iDctuicd. ?ivcn 15 •description.-? oi Plate* IX. X. and XL
^For Che data, ceoatmios tlat refM &eetioa IL f 5^*
,Brrz3.,bed. " Adiimit KcconiV i r pp- t&>i?t. Fraser,

rr
Add<Ei2 i. Osiiia, Attis,

1
' pp. Z4t-34;t,

Adonis, Osiri*. Atbfi/’ pp. 241-3.

‘ibid., pp. J41 -J.
EIbid, d 7'p. ;+e-A
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INTERCALARY CYCLE AND ITS INTERCALARY
PERIODS.
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TABLE TV.3°

THE SERIES COMPRISING THE PERTOD OF THE CYCLE OF
72£ YEARS.

No. of
Sexica. id vciri

Chit, illa-

tive Vun

FaTcr-cal-ar

y*ir of

TibEt 11,
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td Ytit *1
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f

SubtTavbasi uJ penacLs as

iOj y-wtrj' cyd'W Trorc

OutaulidvO yt'ir3 of itn-ea

hrt obtain vear it preceding1 o^nmn.

iso cumulative years of series.

Deduct *03 —i primary solar cycle.

(I) 120 120 l7 17 Year of Tables II. and III,

240 cumulative years of series.

Deduct 206 = 2 primary soter cycles.

fa) 130 24O 34 J4 Year of Tables IL and III.

360 cumulative years of series.

Deduct 309^3 primary solar cycles.

(3) x20 360 5 E 5.1 Year of Tables It. and IK,

4S0 simulative years of scries.

Deduct 412 = 4 primary solar cycles.

f4) 120 4S0 68 63 Year of Tables II. and III.

(5qi Cumulative years of series.

Deduct 515 =5 primary solar cycles.

(5) 121 6oe 86 86 Year of Tables IL arid 111.

721 cumulative years o( series.

Deduct 6 r8 ks 6 primary solar cycles.

m t20 733 IOJ 103 Year of Tables II. and III.
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THE GREAT PYRAMID: ITS DIVINE MESSAGE68

f Si. THE ORIGINAL LINEAR UNIT AND THE ORIGIN OF THE
COMMON CUBIT,

The division of the ataura square side into IOO parts—as observed by

Herodotus and Horapollo—supplied the common Egyptian cubit of 20.6066

units=20 -63 British inches. The most general value of the common Egyptian

?irthjj”|p"a cu^^ observed by Petrie in the best work of the Pyramid. builders is 20,639
Britiftk Lchwi British inches, from which the original selected unit— 1.0011 British inches, as

ig-ft" stated to 4th decimal place, or n^nyths of an inch longer than, the British inch,

Bri tills iaeiiw

The latter values agree closely with the mean Gregorian year value of

365.2425 days as basis, giving a basal tircumferente of 3652.425 selected units

of length- These units we may now define as
“
Primitive inches,” and here-

after refer to simply as P indies, or P\ avoiding confusion with British

inches by stating the latter as D inches, or BL

AhIh*
Ef?priMM
uj*uuh*
ll-i*3B*d u
Kflllf
f4liliAiidUp ju
^* 1 .*—

Simpli
SbLbElbbi

bitwM.
gidif beeeI

•rmitb u{
PteIh ps us

kd4
|Tiirl| liu
fi-iuru «d Ifa*

ecb-ur li*jd

UdiflH UacCi
Di MbBITBTB t-"»

LLb psr Dirifa,

Fm I

DLfrci.l-Brm,

CiTlBU.

StFALfbt Lu<
Fiiniii

f Ss. THE ANCIENT EGYPTIAN SYSTEM OF MEASURES,

With the preceding data as basis, it is found that the ancient Egyptians

formulated a system of measures that* in the case of circular areast and sectors

of circles, avoided the repeatedly recurring trouble of the tt relationship. By
employing in their everyday wort separate units and scales for circumfeneflees*

diameters, and areas, they avoided calculations- that embodied the troublesome

ratio of diameter to circumference. Simple formulae were drawn up from

which the circumferences and areas of circles, or sectors of circles, were im-

mediately obtained from the diameter, or vice verm.

.Sectors wore correctly treated by analogy as triangles, by the following

true relationship £

—

Area of Sector , . . , = “ Ea^e " of Sector x
u
bright

**
of Sector.

- Arc of Sector x radius.

The geometrical analogy leading to this relationship is explained for the

particular case of quadrants in Plate XIV. The same treatment holds for

similar sectors, ia, sectors whose arcs are subtended by the same angle.

The principal units of measure formulated to effect the various translations

were the following

The Linear Digit, Foot and Cubit of Diameter.

The Linear Digit, Frat and Cubit of CiieuRfiferenoe.

The Linear Digit. Foot and Cubit of Square Measure.

If THE SYSTEM OF LINEAR UNITS,

(The algebraic relationship of units is as stated in Section TIT. Description

of Plates, if 137a),



PLATE XIV.
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Tb* Cain d
iln B3t[*r.

XL. Ife*
Cl T PJTB f r.

Tt* i.l>«r
UbIu d

tt:

To obtain the Units of Diameter, the standard diameter ot 1162.6 PT

(^1163^3 B*Tl was divided into ;

—

(a) 64 diametric cubits of 18.1656 P* each {iS.i-SjG BU-
(b) loU j. feet cf ir.626 P' „ {11+6388 S').

(c) i6*m „ digits of 0.7366 P" „ ( ®.W+ B*).

The Units of Circumference ^ere obtained by dividing the standard

circumference of 3633.435 P' (^3636-44 B*
1

)
into

(a) 3M circumferential cubits of rf.afiii P' (i&.2d&2 S'),

{t>} 300 ,, feet of r3.17.4S P- (ia. 1&81

(c) joqq tt digits of 0.7305 P' ( 0.73x3 JJ*}.

The Linear Units of Square measure were derived by dividing the side of

the square of area equal to the area of the standard circle into :

—

(a) jo common dibits of an. 6066 P' {20.631} E^).

(b) 1600 EinGftr digits of 0.6440 P* ( 0.6447 BjL

An illustration of the various units in operation is figured on Plate XIII,

Here the rferth strip of amum, L*., a strip of IOC common cubits long by I

common cubit wide-area of sector, of arc length 12 circumferential feet, and

diameter 50 diametric feet. Worked examples are given in Section 111 , If If

137, b and c*

Tb. fflridM
oi Eb-s Tifinl
tiii* (JutiE.

i-'t* tS-

Thi 9<ul
Cubic tfa*

S.cflnl
Kitjf.il Cubit.

C'ufcrt

ni Stnu 1?c

Dtoiailui it
bfnillf XVIII.

5i>b* utrifri

S<n Cn»i*™e-
tl#» O-l itDHB
aril# *4
St»a»bm*-

tl.b-f.p 5« vr-iJ
CuhLt mat

IES&B&.
£ m.infn
difi.-r.ili rc-oa ih

TH* Rtlw»i

f*r™*U?»4
In' th* E*T»Mf

Tf S4. THE SACRED HEBREW CUBIT,

Comparative scales of the various emits are figured on Plate XV. Refer-

ence to this shows that there are 25 Diametric Digits in the Diametric Cubit,

and 25 Circumferential Digits in the Circumferential Cubit. These suggest

that the Basal Cubit of the original Primitive inch system consisted of 25 P.

inches. This gives the value of the Sacred Hebrew Cubit as derived by Sir

Isaac JJewtoD. f
and Since confirmed by the metrological researches of Oppert,

Petrie, and others. This again confirms the sequence as to Euphratean origins

obtained LA Chapter I.

Completing this connection, Petrie finds the 25 inches
1

cubit in use in

Egypt during the period of Dynasty XVIII. At this time the Egyptian

language and the political and religious- institutions of Egypt were strongly

influenced by a powerful Semitic faction in Egypt, 1 Around the same time

Stonehenge and similar monuments were being built in Britain by a race whose

astronomical and metrological cults evidence Egyptian influence, yet whose

folklore and traditions indicate Semi tie origins.

The Sacred Cubit of 25 P. inches {Plate XV) never occurs in Egypt unless

during periods of Semitic dominance, The other systems of Flate XV belong to

the wbote period of Egyptian history. The fact that these systems wore

derived from the scale of the Sacred Cubit of 25 P, inches again confirms that the

Egyptian units of measure were not formulated in Egypt. The sacred system

and its derived Egyptian Units all clearly belong to the period of the former

civilization pictured in Tf If 41-47.

‘Prtric, ' Hist. Egypt, " VoL II, pp, 146*1$!.
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Tt* facn4
HxU- I:,biT.
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Ot»t i.

F Ijuria

.

ilfl-nin9nri.it,

Chapter I.

1 85. THE FOOT OR SACRED HALF-CUBIT OF INCHES,

According to Petrie, the balf-cubit fiaf- indies j
appears in Babylonia as the

foot of the Babylonian system Of measures. It appears also in indent Greece

(12 .44 to 12 .63 B*K in Etruria (12.45 B* average ), in what Petrie deems to be

Roman Britain, and in medieval England; (is .47 B" average). The migratory

sequence indicated dearly confirms the Euphratean connections established in

A statute of Richard I, belonging to the year rrgq, defines an acre in

Cornwall as
4
* 40 perches in length and 4 in breadth and every perch of £6 feet in

length-
s *

; Cornwall was the principal British centre of the Oriental colonists

from 2000 B-C. onwards. Their influence still predominates in the folklore,

traditions, and customs of Cornwall, It is obviously front this race., with its

Mediterranean and Atlantic ports of call
d
that ancient Greece,. Etruria and

Britain derived the Sacred half-cubit of xa-J- P. inches.

Now r6 feet of ISf JR inches giv$ the ancient perch in Cornwall as con-

sisting of 200 P. inches. The modern perch or tod consists of 16^ sect of rz

inches, or rg3 inch.es. The numerical interchange and the reason for it are

fert*?
*}*** T obvious, Tlie inch remained the basal unit, unchanged, except for small local

-/wLoTb**
variations. The perch also remained practically unchanged—losing but 1%
of its original value.

nil hkb
= 1( Im
TWl CottiAj
1* Cdh,iLI
Wdu Suid
li*U-C li hLt.

AninlaC Pil’rt ,

llfHt !
12k ii

- 3D0

rf 86, THE RELATION BETWEEN ANCIENT AND MODERN
BRITISH MEASURES.

AjicrBUI-

F^Tlnai =

-4B p.xrh,,
n <B> 3dO
— l.flW incbri.

AiumI Hilt !

— H ludwt*
-HW4

A™™i £/"*>

fi II Kfll

All Him
Hilf'i' mLl*,
uf ii.uitf Inolm

AncLiDl iml
Mil H itt.

Sflltill r~
Ml KIN
— lii|, mil*

The manner of effecting the change from the ancient to the modem value

of the perch or rod suggests that the numerical relations between the perch and

the higher units were main fainted. Now there are 40 perches or rods in the

furlong, and fi furlongs in the mile. With the ancient perch as zoo inches, this

gives the primitive basal furlong as consisting of $,000 inches, and the primitive

basal mite of 64,000 inches,

An acre in Cornwall (in ngp A.D, and earlier) was measured as 40 perches

by 4 perches. This is the strip of a square of ro acres area. The side of

the square of to acres therefore measured I furlong, or 8,000 inches, and the circuit

of the 10 acres square, 4 furlongs or the half-mile,—53,000 indies.

Following from these relations we find that

primitivie acres ^-i sq. mile (primitive.)

This relation between the acre and the square mile still holds.

The decimal subdivision of areas into and rfevth strips of squares

—

indicated by the definition of the ancient acre in Cornwall—is both Egyptian

and Semitic. It occurs in the case of the Egyptian araura. The 10 acre square

was a large unit of square measure of the Hebrews. (Isaiah v, ro.)

liotti Ricbaul 1 , statute
" tatef fluta Fl

atit*a " Acra la Corownl iemdiititi 41J peridot* 141

LoDBitndia* 4 in jifetadifle it qua liferet percwata do 16 pedibui ia lougitudine,"’
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f 3?. THE MEDIEVAL ENGLISH PROCESS OF COMPROMISE.

A decimal subdivision of the ancient Perth of 200 inches gave the ancient amhim 1

Ell or yard of 40 inches. Petrie gives the latter as averaging 39 .66 B\ The =

t

Bd«b h*

font of this system—the Betgic Foot—is -j of the ell or yards; 13J-' (13.22 B*
^ ariUT

Petrie). With this system Petrie finds a longer mile of 10 furlongs in use from

as far back as the 13th century.. This system is as follows 1— 3 " im* , ‘,f‘'

Btlgic Font. 3* Yard a= Fathom- 10— Chain. IS = Furlong. 10= Mile. . .

Iji*. 40* So'. £00', S rroo'. fe,o», skEST^

Petrie's values extended from his average of the Belgic foot in England

(13.32') are

Foot. Yard. Fathom. Chain. FufSong. Mile

« 39 -6$. 79.33. 793. 7,93s. 79,33a JT.

!t will be observed that the furlong (S.ooo*) is of the same value as was

obtained in If 36 -

The reason for the difference evidenced by Petrie's examples is that these

ara all from buildings belonging to the noth to r^th centuries, when the Belgic

foot and the foot of 12J inches still competed with the legal foot of £2 inches i*u.-isth

instituted m the roth century. The legal foot altered the. perch or rod to
t<Tll #f

rgS'in plate of the former 200', which contained 13 Beigic feet of ±3$ P inches. „
To effect a compromise between the two competing systems, the perch or

rod of 198' was reckoned as containing 15 Beigic feet- This gave an adjusted

foot of 1:3.2 P' (13.22 B'
p
as Petrie above).

r"M»n*<i l b*!

Petrie, however, observes that the latter foot originated around Asia

Minor* averaging there 13-35 B*, and passed to Greece as 13.36 B'. Now

13 J- Primitive inches of value 1.0011 British inches (^ 8r) equal 13.343 B.

inches, or to 2nd place* £3,35 B, Inches, as in Asia Minor.

<| S3 . THE EGYPTIAN METROLOGICAL EVIDENCE.

Returning to consideration of the Egyptian system of diametric and

circumferential measures and their linear standards for areas, we find that

all the values of If S3 are found indicated In the structural measurements of

the ancient Egyptians, A half diametric foot and the circumferential cubit

were actually* in one case noted by Petrie, found on the same cubit rod. This

is a graphical representation of the tt relationship, as the half diametric foot

(3.813 F') was the radius of a circle of 36.525 P' circumference, of which the

circumferential cubit (18.2625 P*J was The half circumference. (Refer Plate

XV, lower portion.)

Metrologists, having failed to observe the origin of the system of measures
a

have universally Supposed the diametric digit (0,7274 S'"), and the circumfer'

enrial digit (0.7313 B*), and also the diametric cubic (rS.rSjS B'), and the

StrOTtsnl
Mtiiiniuili
u Ejrrpt h™
jlizimE
dUcbbEfle bad
aKbaiiru'
1 , L unib andU™ f n-lu to!

ll^Vh

MbtrnPbijitl

Hikanwliic
dif Lt t Fid.

{inabJuil-
LibJ. diill, mi
Ijai mplililb
CD>h[h,.
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circumferential cubit 22 B'J, to be variable values oi the same digit and

the same cubit respectively. They therefore average the two values, in each

ease, obtaining the mean values as follows

TL* bliutf ia
...rifUf tn
]*t—n>u

Diazattrie Cubit

rjntnmfgfgntiaJ Cubit

Mean Cubit of MECnoFogists

H . m D^
.,-iS,i&2i B*.

rS.2339 BC

This is stated by Petri* as 1^,33 B'. Again,

Diametric Digit *

Circumferential Digit .

.

Mean Digit <Jf Metrobgiscs ..

This is stated by Petrie as averaging 0,739 B*.

Petrie obtained 0.729b B',

..-5,7574 IT,

.,= 0.7513 B*.

.,-0,71935 B'.

From Greek remains

It is quite possible, however, that for ordinary everyday commercial use,

m the two separate systems were merged into a single “ ml*-of-thumb ” system

at a comparatively early date in the dynastic history of Egypt, After all,

'Tf*
]“ tfl

as we have seen., Egypt is only a stage in the tracing of origins to their source

in a former civilisation. The Egyptians, at an early date, lost the meaning

and application of much than they have handed on to later days for

elucidation.

FwtiHin dp«i

stfdia«iY UHL

FiUr'i t*Iv—
f*r tJi* Cr#*fc

SflllD
J Li_B**r
Mn»rth

IV. Mhi
Vrfp*. of

I|Trti“ .

Dmnrtiht i>nd

Cirev Rnlarra-
ti *J M«n*r«i-

eg. THE GREEK SYSTEM OF MEASURES DERIVED FROM

EGYPT-

With the average values 0! f SS as basis, Petrie has grouped the known

data from buildings in Greece as follows l—

03d Digit
|

Cubit: 4-
j

10= Amina. IO-Stu£«L

BT 0,7*9. lS - J - *»** 7*9' 759^-

But with the stadionss 7,296 B*. as stated by Petrie above, the values

are accurately :

—

Otd IH^i t. Cubit QrguLa. Amina- Stadion,

B' 1S.34- 72 .9*5. 7*9 ^ J396.

Thus indicating that the system tabulated is the mean Ot the two early

Egyptian systems—diametric and circumferential.

Petrie further shows that the cubit of 1 S. 24 B*. was also divided by the

Greeks into 24 digits, obtaining the new Greek digit as 0.76 B'.
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He shows again that the Gceiik foot was taken as f of the mean cubit of £*«**» u »

iS,34 B*, and therefore as 13 , lb B', This Is dosely approximate to the

Egyptian diametric foot of 12. 174ft P*=sI2.j8® B*. (Tf 83.) ES*-***

The resulting Greek system, as stated by Petrie, is as follows i—

r.
Foot,

is .16,

id - Adena.
TSt.fi.

10 rn Ftechron.

ttifi.

The early Greeks also used the diametric foot of 11,626 inches. (fl 83.I

If
go. THE ROMAN SYSTEM OF MEASURES.

The Roman system of measures was derived—through the Greeks—

from the Egyptian diametric system. Its basis was the diametric digit of ^gSuV"
1™'

0.7266 inches, and the diametric foot of 11. 626 inches (1 83). As an average

from existing Roman remains, Petrie gives the system as. follows

DupSUS.. 4=Pahnus. 4»P«s. 5- P&BtU* * Stadium, 8**MjUiiirt

E* D„;sfi r 2.90. ll.Ss. 5S.1- 7 ,
2^3 -

The above system was used by the Romans in Britain and Africa*

The Roman foot appears in. Medieval England as n*6 EG

If 91. ANCIENT RECORDS OF AN EGYPTIAN PYRAMID OF

MEASURES,

The data from ancient Egyptian documentary sources show that the A»*im

various metrological dimensions and standards of linear and square measure ^ *

were preserved in the form of an existing Pyramid, The primary unit of

measurement, the various outstanding dimensions and structural peculiarities,

and the angles o£ the iace slope and the Apex angle of this existing Pyramid JV"'“d'L

ate all precisely defined by the Egyptian literary data*

The data define as follows :

—

(r) GENERAL BASIS OF PYRAMID’S DESIGN.

(a) That the unit of diiaensEaas « , .."iF. inch.

= 1 .0011 Brit inch

(b) That the angle of face slope with horizontal = 5r ,-5i
r

-*i4'
l

.j.

() That the apra angl* + * -

(d) That the base squart circuit

and (defined independently) - +

(e) That the height from biUe to apex.

.

76-17 -31 -+

4 4 = 36,524 or 5 P. fcichei.

.,--1.773 common Egyptian cubits (of

ao.63 B, indies)

. ,
a ^£13 P r inches.

ill it nil LtLl

Idmk

Hit* Cfeiri*

JMibt 5.313

The data define (b) and fc) independently of (fi) sad<«)
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A Sfliifi
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dciuoillf
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(H) DETAILS OF DESIGN.

(a) That the Pyramid ictdicated 3 square rirruit of 55,^26 or 7 P, Lriche? (th-* sum of

the diagonals of the h&se square) at a height of 1700^ P. inches- aeova the base,

both, dimensions being given independfiruJy of She other.

(b) Tbar rhe Pyramid indicated a square circuit of ag^iio P. JnefiBs At a height af rifis.6
P. inches above the base.

(c) That :he tacter defined, in elevation, the oranm rectangle of 3652,5 P. inches*:
n6f.6 P. inches, and a Series of such rectangles (eight Lft aJ]) encirciicg the
Pyramid as seen in Its four elevations of rirCuit.

(d) That the Pyramid vertical section was equal in area co a square of Jength of side =
5t5j.fi P, inches J this being defined independently of the other relations.

The quarter-arowra goes into the Latter square* Of the area of the Pyramid
section, 15 times.

fl 92 THE FICTITIOUS PYRAMID DYNASTQLOGY OF THE
EGYPTIANS,

Cqic.p-taqi a£

£l Tptjs-iu lillt

tfa» 5 [» nand
Pjfiinid

^Ii4
SiPFiinn* of
AltTIMIlilli
FniiJk

Qm IhLi
CtM.-tflliid

Efrptiui
fnfesnJ ikfci*

IdytluciE
if

thrurtc
CbrwDPigrr.

Viil.nn.1

Vmilbd. 1 iful Cliiiillf
Srilimi idL-t*i

kr SlTP+W
Fii*l MiiflSit
’ ird
Cmiitt R,C.

MlBrlEho'*

r
r>«™j by

Atnrjrvq* i[i.ri

Ewetbaaj ia Ird
C*n turf A.D

The Pyramid measures thus standardised were all associated ivith the
geometry of the year. For this reason, and for other reasons to be explained
later,, the Egyptians of various periods* subsequent to the erection of the

monument, deemed that all its measurements denoted the duration in years

of astronomical periods. In accordance with this conception, they formulated

various systems of fictitious or mythological chronology. Each cult had
its particular system, always, however, based numerically on the Pyramid
year cycle feometry. Each system claimed to be a presentation of the
chronology of the Egyptian Dynasties—Divine and human. The systems
all differed considerably, so that it is impossible to synchronize the various

intervals given for the same Dynastic periods.

All the systems in existence in the third century B.C., were edited bv the

Egyptian priest, Manetho, and entered in his work on Egyptian History,
+f /Egyptian:/

1

written in Greek. Several versions of the systems of fictitious

chronology, known as the Egyptian King Lists/' were extracted from
Manetho's work by Julivs Afrkanus in the third century A.D. The composite
nature of the King Lists as given by Africanus is seen by analysis of the various

alternative details of summations of years.

Another version was preserved by Eusebius—also in the third century
A.D.—together with the version known as the Armenian Version of Eusebius.

The versions of Africanus and Eusebius were, in turn, preserved by George
Syncellus about floo A.D, With the exception of certain important extracts

from Manetho J

s history, preserved by Josephus in his Contra Apion^ this is

all that now remains of Manetbo's notable work.

To account for the difference between the chief version of Africanus and
the version of Eusebius, Syncellus accused Eusebios of tampering with the

figures as given by Manetho. The analysis given in this chapter, however.

Etiitbiui ii shows that the version preserved by Eusebius, as stated to the feign of Amasts
cliiirjVc. II was En existence in the fifth century B.C.*—700 years before Africamis

was bom. and 200 years before Manetho.
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Other associated numericaJ details are found in records of the period of

Dynasties XVIII and XIX,

A typical tabulation and analysis of the King Lists of Manetho—and the

different versions of these and other lsats—are shown on Plate XVI, Had

this matter been dealt with otherwise than by the comprehensive tabulation &rtH3

and analysis given, the subject-matter would have extended to many tedious xvt

pages of text;, without giving a fraction of the elucidation resulting from the
]lp

graphical presentation of Plate XVL For the statement of Manetho s a
and "

other Ring lists. And for the historical evolution of the various dynastic

schemas oi Plate XVI
r
the reader is referred to the Appendix,

-J g3 . EGYPTIAN KING LISTS DEFINE THE STANDARD PYRAMID.

Reference to Plate XVI shows that the numerical details of the King gTJMiPtwg-i

Lists define the standard Pyramid as follows i—

(a) THE HEIGHT OF THE STANDARD PYRAMID.

Table A Dynasty of M&oes =* 5,813.

— Radius of Circfe, 36,554 or S-

HapftaisJos to Osiris and las 3 x 5,813^= 11,626.

-Diarnetcr of Circle, 3^534 or 5,

Un(Ot a—
0-fd.il If "f

(b) the base circuit of the standard pyramid

,

Table E. Old Chronicle, Gods AtuI Kings = 36, 535,.

TahEe E, Gods and Xing? to 139 AO, ,,-36,334,

P*ji Citdti
TdlsJ *iji

kinno MJIS
rtui.

(e) THE BASE SQUARE OF THE STANDARD PYRAMID,

The dissronal Is defined by the two sic®, each 9 f
i31 3^ totalling 18,263 1

Tie resulting iiaganaE is IA,9I3|, This relationship is given as follows :•—

(Fig. B). Base Diagon&j .. ,. = 12,913! {obriottsEy period Gods),

Version AfricaciuS. Table C (4) . . f - = 5fJ49 Human Kings.

lUJtl
Oi.E.ui 11411

Differ.uk* SAM

3 Sides defining Diagonal Gods and KingS-
Vuj-i mi £ik|h

i-Em 1

—

The haitf-sido of the base square is defined by Table C (7),. 'Version Eusebius,

Kings *4,365. (F%- S-)

{d) THE ANGLE OF SLOPE OF THE STANDARD PYRAMID.

The Pyramid half base adc and the Pyramid height define Lhe Pyramid angle

of slope as j

I

fl~5

r

J
-i4*. 3. This however, IS independently defined by Table C (id).

Version Castor, Kings -3*7211 (Fig, A), the arc of the circle of 25,826 or 7 corresponding

to the angle -14'. 3,

Again, the apex angle is defined as tht corresponding arc of the circle of 25,827,

thus Tab!* C (
3 ), £if>gs= 5,474 $AUk «™ct- CFlS- A)

These relarioret prove that relations (a) to (c) apply to the Standard Pyiamidj

and SOt alone to the year circle of 36,534 nr 5 circumference,

Fi«i 31*134

ir-ti-if'.i

das.
Imp n E4i*
A,it Auli 1—

*

Vt ni CjJdL*

•sum
JIU,.

dldltid-B *1
Anilu prm-Twi
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Dt*m*H«%xi
«4!a mn
Bn m 41 Bit*
Dia|E«cii ui
5qam CLr^iui
it 1**4 lTtti
Dtumt lit

Dtjni-iudt

Sid, «J icrmVr
-J iquxl /u
Miit.

Vur* of Rial*
14 H
Omrtiif.

fc) TEE SQUARE CIRCUIT OF *5,326 sr 7,

This JE equal to the SuBUBiticiil of the Base Diagonals- (Fig. B)l The circuit

freebin at Lewd MN of Hg, A.n
where height of MN above base KC => Thu is

defined in Table A a3 Dynasty III £ DeCii-geds (Memphis)^ 1,703,

MN^
m 7

. So that square cirerit round Pyramid at IfN - 25,526 or 7- Divine

Dynasties (Table A),

(f) SQUARE OF AREA EQUAL TO STANDARD PYRAMID SECTION.

The side of this, square is 5,151!- This is defined as follows

Version Afncanus, ist 26 Dynasties-* 5,151 b

Last 5 Dynasties^ 197!

Table C (4). 51 Human Dynasties = 5-349!

This cnmecta with item (c) above, 5,3.19 being common to both, and identifying

5,151! with the same geometry as Ladutfes the half base circuit, and the base

diagonal, 12,913!-

lii H K[**<
Old Ckrtotud*m

Ku. 5U*
J.E3-U Um
-HI Canal*]on
L-.ufai.tJ

TMi a*ftn«
Uiil gf
&LK11J.J rH
Ptiiul <<
3 LAch.— 1 . EO Ll

BfiliiL Laii.

E*t [5 fjpn of

Erkigotb-tai**
1U T**ra-, h*

nil if run «i
Hudjof »f
Qnri
Pliimil

Tbi» aiiMlKtl
lb* Sta n-duj d
PrnndU *f

Lal-lf wit" fcb*

C/hi
Flrt«ii.

1J 54. EGYPTIAN KING LISTS DEFINE THE STANDARD UNIT,

The Old Chronicle of Egypt (Plate XVI, Table E) gives, for the first 15

generations of the Cynic {Sothic) Cycle, the duration of 443 years. This is

the initial item of the human dynasties in this List.

Now the base side AB (Plate XVI, Figs, A and B) of the Standard Pyramid

consists oi 9,13a:! units, and a measure of 9,131! Primitive tnohes (each i.ooii

B. inches) consists of 443.1 Common Egyptian Cubits of 30.6066 P. inches

{20 , 63 British inches). Tile occurrence of the number 443 in the Old Chronicle

therefore proves that the base side of the Standard Pyramid consisted of 443

common cubits, and that this measure equalled standard units,
4

As the common cubit is known (20 -63 B") t the identity gives the standard unit

as the Primitive inch of the value of x.oon British inch.

It should, perhaps, be explained that 443, whilst defining the standard

Pyramid base in common cubits, is also half the numerical value of the length

of side of a square of area equal to a quadrant of radius 1,000 units of any

value. Hence its importance as an independent number, accurately calculated

as 443,1134627, regardless of the value ot unit. It is the latter value that

defines the Primitive inch as 1,00 El B- indies, from the identity 36,524 P.

inches==4X443. 1134627 cubits of 20.63 British inches.

That the number 443 was known to be connected with the Standard

Pyramid, and that the latter was identified with the Great Pyramid is proved

by the following
- a .

(a) That the King List of Eratosthenes give the duration of the fijst f g Dynastic kings

of Egypt as 445 years—-this proving that the 75 generations of the Old Chronicle

fnx 443 years are the first I| Dynastic Kings.

(h) That the tech Dynastic king of the list gf Eratosthenes is Saophis 1 , with whose

rekfi Inclusive the 443 years end.

(e) That the Saophis I of Eratosthenes Jt the Suphis l gf Manetho, the IVth Dynasty

king Kbufu—the Cheops gf Herodotus—*hn hails the Great Pyramid-
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^ 95, THE ORIGINAL OLD CHRONICLE OF EGYPT,

The occurrence of 443 as the number of years for the first 15 dynastic

Jongs of Egypt, and the fact that 44,3 is the number of coalman cubits in the

Standard Pyramid's base side suggest a further identification. This is that

the Divine Dynasties and the first 15 human kings were given the duration

of 4x445 years, this being derived from the Standard Pyramid's base drcuii csHti-

ef 1,772 common cubits=36,524 or 5 primitive inches. The Matter identity

thus obviously suggested the later extension to the duration of Gods and Kings

for 36,525 years, -as given in the Old Chronicle,

If the suggestion above is correct the detailed statement of the system

suggested should confirm itself. Thus, as suggested,

Original] jr, Gods and Demigods , „ . „ ... =3x443=11,329

Fust 15 human kings . . *. , . ... -443

Oripv>f Old.

Ckrmjdf

G*d«

1.772

Remaining hu man. kings, u Old Chronicle . „ . . „ = i.SSr

Definition of Length of Aroura Rectangle (

P

3a.ttXVI r Fig , C) .3.653

Um£mmM
Amur, -

IWinilf
X!!)^|!OX

Now the height of the arovn

1

rectangle is irfe -6 and ther Standard Pyramid

section, ±s represented in Plate XYI, Fig. C> Cou tains two aroum rectangles.

Confirming the relationship inferred.

The Old Chronicle, 1st 15 human longs . - .. . 443
remaining do. . . . . . . * . ™ I .-^53 t

3 x 1,16am 3,334

defining the height of the two ar$u rg, rectangle;—deleting the detintii! oi an inch-

0 IS CSraucJ*
Hu rata Msfi
2* 1142 ,+fcM,

Tin

Kurlmaj In,

« 96, THE MYSTERY OF MANETHG’S 113 GENERATIONS,

as

Now the generations of Gods and kings En the Old Chronicle are totalled

follows

, , 1 ji Gods
^ '

i. S Demi-gods

I 15 generations of Cyme Cyde
'

i, B kings nf Dynasty XVT

{4} and (b) obvitjLisfr a duplLCatscn.

OflJ

113
JMCfcKCfl Tori

C -pdi j.a-d. liukf
aAflLbrd » fmw 34
f3T«uti.4a oalf.

(c) 67 kings, Dynasties 3£VTI to JOCX inclusive.

Total 113 gods and kings,

Synceilus, in introducing the List, however, states that the 30 dynasties

contained 115 descents.

This, again, is explained by another statement from SynCeUuS contenting *

Manetho's Dynasties. This is as follows ;— ?«|uT™3rt

" The period of the 113 generations described by Manetbo in his three iwT

volumes, Comprises a sum total of 5,555 years.
5 '
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plate XVIII.

DIAGRAMMATIC PERSPECTIVE VIEW ILLUSTRATING FEATURES
OF GREAT PYRAMID’S CORE MASONRY,

* roa. A FRECESSIONAL CONSTANT?

Connected with this question of intention is an important question relating smt^nui
to the significance the ancient Egyptians attached to the measurement of^STr*

f

2j,&26 or 7 Pyramid inches. (Plate XVI, Figs, A and B.) Up to the time
of the Persian Conquest, they recognised 35,8*6 or 7 years to be the duration

of the great astronomic^! cyc!e known as the period of the Precession of the P™«JlL <j

Equinoxes. As a statement of the period of Precession it is as accurate as
any modem determination. Whether, however, it is the precise interval or
not does not immediately concern us. The matter of importance is that it

BlfW:"d“
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If Miy one of tJie values D, Sj Of 0 is given, iia value in terms of d-HTor D and. S-—and!

in terras of b or E for can be found from fcrmnUe (l) aftd f*Jj and therrai'ter substituted

in formula: I to IV. 4S

A * Jh
e6

ar t “ Jlj
5°

B *- Al
^5

An iFpffflpt
liinpla -rtUrini

ainranbnr and
4*Ja J uiiuii
«l 1-4Hi iru.

Eiumpi* fur
rim
jLkbucajf I—

Tuiiu
lUbnninll tar
dinjoLlad ! .£

ifiibnTnql Hnlll^

H ij?h. EXAMPLES OF SIMPLE RELATIONS, (PLATE XV).

One important relation is obtained from the formula: A3 follows :—

A given diameter*3 diametric digits,

From Formula (H) :

—

Length of side of square of equal area, in digits of eoatmiMi cubit** A * ifid.

From (i);— & = t£d.

Hence A — b.

Otherwise expressed, the length of side of the Square of area equal to the area, of a given
circle contains the same number of digits of the common cubit 41* the diameter of the given
circle contains diametric digits.

A worked example of the above ia given fur a circle of diameter measuring 3,000 diametric

digits.

For Diameter :

—

From (l) 3 - SjOoo diametric digits.

a,000

16
d ™ —s- diametric feet =

id

— 1,35 diametric feet.

D * — diametric Cubits w-—
*5

, ,
*5

<* 80 diametric cubits

From (i), (a) and (I):-

Fob CIRCUMFERENCE:*—

35 X g|OCQ

Vnwn
f«T

ia ej-fftrinl

uBi.lt

V-*riw»
itatnati
lliuar p.n H

iritBir*!' Iir
Hjur* *£ 1411]
fat Ln

4iruul linJlIr

ft —circumferential digits-

= 6,*50 drcumferfintial digits,

b - ~ circumferentud feet =
16 kG

= ,375 dmimfercntLal feet.

_ ^ 2,000
B -®—cirCunt/ereaiial Cnfots = '%

m 2^0 dicumfereutial cubits.

For Sn>E OF SquaM: Of Equal Asea

5 = 3,000 digits of common cubit

--- 62$ common cubits.

A -

L *

Area of Squaee or Eotjal Area

A- - £,000x2,000^4 milliad sg. digits of common cubit,

L* = (““) ” 3906.35 sq. (comnraa) cubits.

ds *2$ X 12$ H» *r &. TOO02J OIVKTQ.
40.000

3
40,000
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J 137c. THE SIMPLE- CALCULATIONS TOR AREAS OF SECTORS AND
SEGMENTS OF CIRCLES,

Let m = No. of CircumfCTcndal Cubirs ic 1 .gdvtn Sector arc, of diameter d diametric feet,

far drde of B drcuffllferertual Cubits.

d3
Area of wiioEc circle — common equate cubits. (From 13,7a, Formula HI),

+

Number of the given sectors iu drde = =» —

—

(N lira, Formula D.0 m m ' 4 *
*T~ «f WM

Therefore, Area of given Sector =— x ^; =
4 id

common square cubits.

Otherwise expressed, the area of a given sector in -common square cttbiis is equal So

ocLc~e;giJth the product of the number of circumferential cubits in the sector arc and the

number of diametric feet id the diameter of the drde ; or, is equal to a quarter of the product

ol tbe number of circumferential cubits in the sector arc and the number of diametric feet

to the radius of the circle.

To obtain the area of the segment in the given sector, in common square cubits, deduct

the area of the isosceles triangle of the given sector from the area of the Sector as above

obtained Irt common square cubm.

<[ 13a. PLATE XVI. CHART SHOWING THE GEOMETRICAL, ASTRONOMICAL.
and numerical bases of the fictitious chronologies of
THE ANCIENT EGYPTIAN KING LISTS.

General remarks -

—

The chart is a record of facts that have been long in existence—in some cases for several

thousand years. The dementi that are distinctly new am the co-ordination of three facts

and the self-evident origin and significance of the facta revealfld by this Co-ordination.

The outstanding new facts derived from the statement of the chart are the following r—
(l) That the Egyptian King Lists of the Egyptian Priest, Manetho, do not contain a

true statement of ancient Egyptian Chronology, rtS and Ilg.)

(?) That prior to the 3rd century HC, the Egyptians knew nothing concerning the

hypothesis now adopted as the basis of modem Egyptological chronology, {f ^3
and Appendix.)

(3} That the Ring lasts contain a written record of the tmmericaJ values -of all the

external linear and a^gsslar measurements of a Standard Pyramid 93, 95-

99, IlS and 119), Lo terms Of units specified in the Lists as of values equal to

I.ooir British inches and SO, 63 British inches respectively,
(^f

jup)

(4) That the Standard Pyramid of the Egyptian King Lists is the Great Pyramid of

Giseh, 94, 99-101 and llS.)

The complete statement 05 Manetb.o's Divine Dynasties is as given in Table A of chart.

This is precisely as stated by Sir Ernest Budge, “ Book of Kings,” VoL I, pp. lx and bti.

The detailed statement of MaaecWs Human Dyoasdei is as given in the Appendix.

This is precisely as stated in Barer: Bunsen's Greek and Latin Text (“ Egypt's place,” Vof, I,

Appendix), for the versions of Africanus and Eusebius, and in Cory’s
M Fragments " (Hodge's

Edition, I&70)- The other lists are preserved in the same works. Statements of Manetbo's

lists also appear in Budge's
Cl Book of Kings,

13

YoII, his “History of Egypt,
7
' YoL I, in

Sayce's “ Ancient Empires of the East ” (Appendix^, and in the various volumes of PetHe’s

“History of Egypt." These, however, generally omit some important details and state-

ments peculiar to the Version of Africarms. Budge's statement (

J<
Baok of Kings,” Vot, I)

0# she basal totals of years for the Version of Eusebius .for Manetho’s Book I, 13 and IU
has been adopted in the Chart (Table B). The Stated totals for the same books, according

to the Version of AJricarms, have hecn adopted from Gory in the chart (Table B^.

VOL, L S

™Sit»=
i-»»rtnr in ia
cLrcuaifaT-
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«f £33*. SOME DETAILS CONCERNING THE VERSION OF AFRJCANHS.

F&nr features affecting the statement a£ the Version of Africanus Ln Tables B and C
rftlt for special remark.

illfr HripEkT
H Ymt*.

ShImI
dufitlvD
DfBlHT

IK) IMEL

{l) Under Dynasty VI, it is stated that the fourth king, " Phi-Sps, who began tq reign

at jis years of ag*, reigned dll he had completed his ioa year." The stated

total for the duration Of the dynasty—given as 303 years—includes reign of

PhiSpa [Fepy II) as of duration af rco years. Accordingly " S03 years ** appears

in the summations giving one series of fictitious tnrah for Book L But the

reign of Pepy II was 94 W 95 years, and the total of the Dynasty therefor* 197

or t^S. Petrie (Hist. Egypt, VoL I t Dyn, VI) adopts 95 and tpS years

respectively. This agrees with the summations giving another series of fictitious

totals for Boat I, whereas 94 and 197 yearn fail to give summations agreeing

with any fictitious system.

tiwt-W* IYIDL

InHii L

SiattniKM it
4ht»Uim nf
T*i r" r 23 ?«rt.
»WltW4 r tlrt

EFlf I uc«l EDAM
aJ

HDII mtEnu-

Tbi lt» r«n
6# Abitniw.
BmI liL

Cnifr^j lu u efa

vrvlit
i>i XI

Pi.pjmL

Sur-E tlFra,

it: Vun
jAfriuiailr

J IT furE
:ou nrnoiiEi^

(3) Under Dynasty XYTII the OAtnt Of the first king appears as Amosis (Amosis I)„

with duratiufi of reign, omitted. Other versions give this reign as 35 yean,

.Accordingly one series de fictitious totals for Book I, Veratflfl AfiHcamss, omits

the- reigri of 25 yeans, and another series includes the reign a? =5 years
l

both series supplying the numerical bases ot their respective systems of fictitious

construction,

(3) la Book m the Stated total deration of time after Dynasty XIX and up So end

of Dynasty XXXI is given as 1,05a years, whereas the added stated totals for

Dynasties XX to XXXI inclusive amount to SSS years. This indicated the

theory of an interregnum of iSa years between Dynasty XDC and Dynasty XX,
Such an interregnum is mentioned in the Harris Papyrus. This was Written

in tfre cariy period of Dynasty XX, under kfog XunetSu JHr who WM clwely

associated with the events that terminated this Interregnum. It- would seem

that there arc good grounds for adopting this theory of tho Version of AfncanuS,

Again, the Old Chronicle gives the statement of 3,334 years for the duration

of all human Dynasties. Its stated totals for duration of Dynasties., however,

amount to i,f5Br years. This gives an unplaced interregnum Of irS years—

4 years short of the total of Africans for the Interregnum betweers Dynasty

XIX and Dynasty XX. As the Old Chronicle totals for Dynasties XX to XXX
inclusive amount to A6B vears—as in Dynasties of Book III, Africans—it

would appear that the two periods are identical.

Th* tH fHti (4) At the end of Dynasty XXIV in the Version of AJriCnHui, there occurs the St&te-

*" ment ,H Total 990 years."
Aflifun.

Tb * iwn
egatt-nivv
31 ’M/'l 1

CiEiEam >i

*nlim| eie!
*n«n«i em:

M55 .

Th« Ealfr Um y«ntw
* KHIITP
eekiEIJII
bhJi ii
rafori'lBI It 1
prinl I*
. A.-mil >1 r

mwi> atiL

Now in, the Statement of the previous dynasty there occurs a note that

throws sum* light upon this. Tire note is Zt^t erij Ad, read M St
Zet

31 years.” For long Zct was supposed TO b* unknown king's name. !t

appears in no other version of any List. Professor Petrie and Mr, F. W. Read

have shown, howevier. that £tjt- was commonly entered in sack MSS. a*

Hanethtf
T
5 by editors, critics and ichohists to indicate a query. 1 Petrie explains

that Manethu bete added a query concerning 51 years that belonged to a system

of summation, but could not be accounted for by the summation of details.

The added totals of Afriraaus, including the 31 years noted, by agreeing with

tho system Framing the Summations, confirm Petrie's explanation.

The summation of Plate XVL- Table A indicates that the statement of

Africanua concerning the 99a years is to be similarly eacplflitied, 990 years

added to 24,33? years, the duration of the Divine Dynasties, give 35,337 years,

the sum o£ the Pyramid's base diagonals. 990 years added to the years

of £usehiii3 for the human kings, give the 5,60 1
yearn of Ainemus for tha human

kings.

'AtxitHt Egypt, to E4, p. 3a, 191^ p. ijo,
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variation at different times ni oniy i .o Inch. [ thttdiCre carefully1 fomd, by nine observation

at each corner of each Sate, where the mean plane of each fact would full on :he sucker

flours; ijsin^ a straight md as a guide Co the eye- in estimating. On reducing these

observations to five the mean term of the cure plants at die pavement level, it came out

thus
Core Plane Sides.

* B*.

N. . -u 9WS.

^

Prirlt'i E. „ 1 , , T , r , T S999-4
5 r - * r 9001.7

W. * - - - ... 90OE.5

Mean .. 9MI -5

Mean difference .

,

, * r 4 - r.o.”1 (Refer H i^9.)

On pp,. id, Petrie then states as to "the facts of the core masonry being very distinctly

fuTi iln ""
ii- hollowed." “ This hallowing.

:
’ he continues,

u
is a striking feature ; and beside the general

ftuUa-iniU'-LB .eurve of tile face, each side hm a, sort of groove specialty down the middle of the face

The whole of the hollowing was estimated at 37 ST on the N face. *-.U

'Pyds- ami Temple ol Gieeh, pp 3?,
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CHAPTER III,

THE ELEMENTS OF

ANCIENT GRAVITATIONAL ASTRONOMY.

SicTrow L—'The Pyramid's External Definition of the Earth

and ns Orsit,

<r 14s. THE ANALYTICAL APPLICATION OF PETRIE'S PYRAMID
SURVEY DATA.

Professor Petrie's admirable survey data, for the Great Pyramid are so

comprehensive and accurate as to enable us to settle three momentous

questunis. These questions, which are closely inter-related, may be expressed

as follow :

—

(i) Kow far the existing measurements give evidence concerning the

designer's intentions,

(i} How far they indicate the extent of workmen's errors, and

{3) How far they indicate the extent of internal and external movements

due to subsidence and earthquake shock.

To form the necessary basis for the analytical investigation for the

above, Fetde‘s system of Survey Co-ordinates has had to be converted into

an equivalent system of co-ordinates oriented with respect to the mean

azimuth 1 of the Great Pyramid. All the necessary data—Petrie's original

co-ordinates and the new equivalent Pyramid azimuth co-ordinates—are

given in relation on Plate XI K, to enable the mathematical reader to check

the conversion for himself.

S*-*i * far
dtnnniiwnv
d.(-tifR+r'i

Vwhna'1

MV»«
bfaf fa *"l'fiir-

IHt *dJ
*unlu).uli.

Cunmho op,
=f bn-

P^TWFifJ
(BBIlllk far
j,nd

TxLmLiLin* Ol
rbt«*>rri-9 B-

Subtraction of related co-ordinate units of PSate XIX

—

\.c, for co-

ordinates from the same base and ort the same straight line—and conversion
hm

of the units into British inches give all the Pyramid's true azimuth basej-J^h*

distances shown on Plate XX, Plate XX also shows Petrie's oblique dis-i^«i.

tanecs between base points and diagonal comers of sockets, The latter

LFor Flits XX, the isdmnti erf 1 Lina nmcing true SartJi—or of the lierpsodjcular to- £ tas*

njunlTift ianai! East West—is defined ^ o*- Tts azimuth of a. Liae West of tflie Norm is

defined ££ aiigJc from trae North line. The aiimath df a- lifl-G East toas North ;a <5ei: htU,

w (+) angle from. true North line,

The iiiiuiitli of the Pyramid'* b££a diagonals 33 defined by the earner? of to= rack-cnt

a -V* y 43'.
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distances are not stated with reference to iny common asimuth. They are
nothing more, in each case, than the direct distance in a straight line between
two stated points. In this form, Petrie's distances are not a suitable basis
for the analytical investigation of ail the related data,

*1 142 . THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PETRIE'S PYRAMID EASE
DISTANCES.

In one application, however, Petrie's base distances are of direct value
for analysis. They determine the existing form of the square defining the
central extent of base hoElowing-in. This is the square RQPS on Plate XX.

The North side. QP. of this square =9069.4 B' and defines the line of

CD where casing was found and surveyed.

The East side, PS, of this square =9067,7 B rf

, and defines the line of EF
where casing was found and surveyed.

The South side, R5
,
of this square *9069,5 B'. and defines the line of

GH where casing was found and surveyed.
The West side, RQ, of this square=9068 .6 B', and defines the line of BA

where casing was found and surveyed.

The close agreement of the North and South measurements, 9069.4 and
9069.5 B' respectively, and the variation of 0,9 B* between the East side

(9067.7 B*) and the West side (906fl.fi B*) suggest

—

(1) That the North and South measures define the intended or original

value as 9069,5 B' ; and

(3 )
That the shorter measurements of the East and West sides, 1 .8 B -

and Q.9 By
respectively, less than 9069.5 B* indicate workmen’s

errors in building
; or

(3) That reduction of the original central base distance between the

North and South base edges—?.u. between CD on North fate and
GH on South face—is due to the drawing-in. effect of a large

cavern subsidence in the natural rock below the Pyramid, and to

the major axis of this subsidence running in a direction approxi-
mately South and North.

The minute accuracy of detail in the finishing of beds, joints, and external
surfaces of the Pyramid, and the remarkable precision of workmanship
evidenced by the tightly fitting blocks, seem to indicate that the same minute
accuracy and precision of workmanship extended to the external form of
the Pyramid as a whole. In Such event, the existing variation in the base
distances is due to distortion by subsidence.

1 HT THE GENERAL EVIDENCE CONCERNING PYRAMID
SUBSIDENCE,

Now if the slightly shorter distance between the North and South base
sides, as compared with the distance between the East and West bast sides, is
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du* to the subsidence effect inferred, the Great Pyramid should contain

the following Indications of such subsidence :

—

fl) The courses- of the Pyramid masonry should indicate a slight dip

inwards, towards the centre.

(a) The existing top platform of the Pyramid masonry should not be

truly central to the Pyramid's base square, unless in the remarkably

accidental case of the axes of subsidence crossing below the

Pyramid's base centre, and possessing the same orientation as the

Pyramid base.

(3) The angle of the Entrance Passage with the horizontal in a Northerly

direction should be greater than the angle of the Ascending

Passage with the horizontal in a Southerly direction—presuming

both, to have been of the same inclination originally.

(4) The angle of the Entrance Passage,, continued as the Descending

Passage, should increasingly accelerate its angle of dip after it

leaves the masonry courses, and as it descends further into the

natural rock.

[3) The Chambers within the Pyramid masonry should be budded and

crushed in such direction of distortion as agrees with the approxi-

mate North, and South direction of the major axis of subsidence

indicated by the Pyramid's externa! variations. [*[ *4^ (3)-)

Every one of the five indications outlined are defined by the existing

state of the Great Pyramid’s masonry as surveyed and measured by Professor

Petrie. The external and internal evidences of subsidence axe discussed in

detail in Sections II and III of this Chapter,
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J 144. THE PURPOSE OF THE PYRAMID’S SOCKETS.

Petrie has shown, that the four corner sockets of the Great Pyramid

were primarily cut to fix the alignments of the two diagonals of the Pyramid

base. Ia three cases the alignments of the diagonals are fixed by the

outer corner of each of three sockets, L, K, and if. for the N.W,
r
N.E.,

and SJE. seekers respectively, as figured on Plate XX. In the case

of the S.W. socket, the socket surface was carried to UX, 17 1 inches

to the West of the point Z on the diagonal ZK. The point Z, defining the

diagonal alignment is, however, indicated by a chiselled line WZ cut by the

original workers for this purpose.

As shown on Plate XX, the true East to West distance from

East side of S.E. socket to West side of S.W. socket—t.tf. between

M and the line UX produced—is 9140,63 B'. Petrie gives the oblique

distance XM as 9141 .4 B", Now the true geometrical Pyramid base side

36.524.24
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P* =9131,06 P* =9141.1 B'. From rhis it is obvious that

aE

ijS,i24 F*
circuit.

distance over the two sockets was the original setting-out dimensiioo for

the comer to comer distance of the Pyramid's base side.
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Act" id The existing distance is a.47 B
r
shorter than the. true distance. Ift the

same way the sum of the true azimuth co-ordinates betweem AB and EF
ui'ft. (Plate XX), at the -centre of the base, is 9068. S3 B" or 0.62 B M

shorter than
ta

* tbe mean of the measurements indicated as original by the distorted oblique

distances QP and RS r 9069.4 and 9069. £ B' respectively, (IT 142-,) The short-

ening effect on base measurements due to subsidence would naturally be

greatest across the centre between two opposite base sides, In consequence,

we may take the shortening of North base as not greater than the mean of the

other two variations noted.
0.47+0. 6a

—0-54 B'
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j T45 . THE ORIGINAL SETTING-OUT LINES OF THE PYRAMID
BASE.

As stated by Feme, the existing definition of the base diagonals-—owing

to subsidence distortion—does not give precisely rectangular diagonals.

The amount of error from true rectangular diagonals is shown by the azimuth

co-ordinates of the half diagonals on Plate XX- The intentional or original

setting out can be very' closely approximated by taking the existing North

base socket distance LK (+i*s correction of 'f 144, i.e. 0.54 B*) and the existing

South base socket distance ZU (+its correction of «J 144, *.*, 047 S'), and by

taking O the centre of the base as fixed
;

then, with these as data we can

Correct the angles LGK and ZOM each to a right angle, to give the closely

approximate true original socket comers L, K. M, and 2.

The result is that the half diagonals OL, OK, OM, and OZ to the socket

comers L
f
K, M, and 2 respectively, are denned by four true squares respec-

tively of length of side 4567.41 B', 4562.10 B', 4570,55 B% and 4558-05 B*.

The result is confirmed, not only as to its supplying the original intention,

but as to its definition of the original construction, by the S.E. socket

corner M becoming the precise comer of the Fyraojid square base of 36524.25

p* circuit. The azimuth distance between UX produced and the S.E.

socket comer M is also the length of the base side for the Pyramid circuit

36524.25 F'+

The Pyramid was therefore set out in preliminary lines as follows t—

(1) The socket corners defined the lines of the base diagonals.

(2) One socket corner (the S.E.) defined the S.E. corner of the Pyramid.

(3) The distance between the East side of the S.E, socket and the

West side, UX produced, of the S-W, socket defined the South

base side of the Pyramid,

r i46, THE TWO VERSIONS OF PYRAMID RECONSTRUCTION*

Remembering that Professor Petrie's reconstruction defines the hollowing-

in of the core without applying the same feature to the caring, and that the

new reconstruction, adopted in the present work, applies the holbwing-in to
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the casing, the reader will rmd instructive matter in the details of Plates XXI

and XXII. These show the appearance of the South-East corner caring

stone according to the two differtot reconstructions.

It should be understood that Petrie carries down the masonry of the

comer easing stones to the socket floors in all cases, The discovery of the J*p

Lisht Pyramid sockets and their foundation deposits (refer Section LIT,

197a) may have called Professor Petrie to modify his reconstruction in

this detail. Bat even this modification could scarcely redeem the evident

weakness of his reconstruction as applied to the South-East socket comer

casing stone, A reconstruction stands or falls under its critical application

to detail. Apart, then, from the identities established concerning the in-

tentional circuit of the Pyramid's base, we are assured that a critical technical

examination of the two reconstructions, as applied to the detail of Plates XX

I

and XXII, will settle the matter conclusively, to the satisfaction of the thesis3^
advanced in the present work.
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If 147. THE EFFECT OF SUBSIDENCE ON FORM OF PYRAMID'S
BASE.

The nett effect of the correction of the right angles of the base diagonals

in *[ 145 is as follows

(1) That subsidence effect has reduced the true ashnuth distance between

the centres of the East and West casing base sides by the total

amount of 0.67 inch.

{s} That the same effect has reduced the true azimuth distance bftteeen

the isrofres of the North and South casing base sides by the total

amount of 2.10 inches. 1

These corrections applied to the distances between the hollowed-in base

sides give a constant distance of 9069.5 B*, East and West, or North and

South, between centres of base sides. The East to West distance given by1^
the existing slightly distorted features of the North and South base sides,

as surveyed by Professor Petrie, still gives this value (^[ 142). This indicates

that the Pyramid masonry, in centrally sliding slightly inwards, could not

very appreciably reduce its exremal base length owing to the tightly fitting

blocks. Externally it compromised by slightly skewing the external form

of its base to retain its external base length practically unaltered, and at the

same time produce the necessary diminution of asimuch co-ordinates to

satisfy the subsidence conditions. This distortion of the external form

the Pyramid base hears relation to the distortion of the socket base only
f

effect to cause.

All the data, then, at our disposal combine to show that the external

comer to comer measures of the Pyramid remained practically unaltered,

although very slightly skewed in direction. At the same time, the effect of

iTbis due to subsidence, is distussed farther in Section IE rSo-iSf), En Light

of data, emerging from inductions snrtfifiqutflt to the itags tiers diso^swd,-

cwtr*



PLATE XXI.

RECONSTRUCTION OF THE SOUTH-EAST CORNER CASING STONE*



PLATE XXII.

ISOMETRIC AND OBLIQUE PROJECTIONS OF SOUTH-EAST
CASING STONE RECONSTRUCTIONS.
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the subsidence brought the hollowed-in central portion of the North base and
of the South base in each case r inch nearer the centre of the Pyramid (*[ 147

,

Case 2} ; and in the easo of the East and West sides £ inch nearer the centre

of the Pyramid {If 147, Case 1). In consequence, the hoUowing>in extent
of about 3.6' would be increased

.

by subsidence to 37' on North and
South base sides, and to 2^V on East and West base sides, 37* is

the value obtained by Professor Petrie from fus sightings down the North
lace slope of the core masonry. This agrees with the value deduced for the
North face including subsidence effect.
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f 143, THE PYRAMID'S DISPLACEMENT FACTOR,
Criticism, therefore, has shown that the Pyramid was set cut to a base

hue of 9141,1 B rf

, that its distance between centres of opposite base sides was
9069.5 B"\ and, independently, that its base sides were centrally hollowed to

the extent of about 36''. The difference between the first two values.,

9141,1 and 9069,3 B', gives twice the extent of hollowing-En as 71,6 B*, and
therefore the hollowing-in as 35,3 @'=35.76 P',

The actual Pyramid base circuit is therefore defined by two squares, one
marginally 35.76 P' Internal to the other. The outer square, defining the

base comers, is 36,524,34 P' circuit, and the inner square is 8 x 35.76 P'
{or 2S6.3 P*) less in circuit than the outer square.

Now 286,1 p* (286,4 B#
)
is an important geometrical value of the Pyramid,

It is also the measurement of the displacement of the North to South Vertical

Axial Plane of the Pyramid's Passage System Eastwards from the North to

South Central Vertical Plane of the Pyramid,

The existing displacement of the Passage System, as defined, was
measured by Professor Petrie as follows —

Petrie's stated possible

range of error.

Entrance Door on North Face . . . , , . =287,0 B'±o,S B'.

Entrance Passage End in Natural Rock . . . „ =3864 B'.
Beginning of Ascending Passage .. ... =-286-6 B'±o,8 S',
End of Ascending Passage * , ,, .. —287,0 E' ±3,5 B',

Ptates XXII3, XXIV, and XXV (Figs. A, A lp and A s )
show how the

ho 13owed-in base feature, the 35th course axis, and the displacement of the

Passage System are all geometrical functions of a composite system, of

geometry featuring the solar year to the scale of IQ P#
to- a day, and to the

scale of 100 P' to a day. To convey the full significance of this to the reader

it is necessary first to define the precise value of the solar year intentionally

identified, with the Pyramid's base square circuit.

f 149, THE INTENTIONAL VALUE OF PYRAMID'S BASE
CIRCUIT,

In E02-104 it was shown that the period of 25,826! years was identified

with the period of the Precession of the Equinoxes, In toa tt was explained
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that 78^ Phoenix cycles gave the identity 25,S3&J Phoenix years (or inter-

calated Calendar years) =25,326,54 -fSolar years. Accurately the identity

defines the precise numerical values of the Pyramid's base diagonals and of

the base square circuit as follows

fi) INITIAL HALF PHCBNIX CYCLE .

From Table III, SG3 year^
r

cycle <*-37.620 days

DOr (365 day?' echinus) Si years of next cycle =22*280

| Calendar year = 1S0 „

164 1 years od cycle *=60,080 days,

(2) NO, OF DAYS IN THE PHIENIX CYCLE,

From Table III. 3 cycles of 103 years =309 years **112,860 days

Do. (365 days' coiumn) 30 years =20 M •* 7*305 »

Phcenix cycle -*329 years =130,165 days.

(3) TOTAL PRECESSIONA L PERIOD-

78 Phtcnix cycles =^5,662 years ^9,373 .870 days
From fr) above 164 1 „ «* -60*080 „

Pfecassional period -<25,826 1 years =9,433,950 days.

The years are intercalated Calendar years.
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(4)

PYRAMID BASE CIRCUIT AND DIAGONALS

Let N —No, of days in solar year, and
P = Processional period in years.

Then from above P —

and from Pyramid base relationship

P
too N
V

2

Solving the simultaneous equations I and II, we get

N—365,2424650 day?.

Then, Pyramid base circuit *36,534.2465 P",

and Sum of Base Diagonals —25,826.542378 P'-

« m

.* (ID

These are the values adopted for the geometrical representation developed

in Plates XXIII, XXIV, and XXV.

U 150. THE PROBLEM AND ITS PLANE.

It has been suggested by the evidence discussed in the two preceding

chapters that the external features of the Great Pyramid were intended to
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form a geometrical representation of the dimensions and motions of the Earth

and its orbit (f 114). Any such representation must, Of necessity, be made
with reference 10 a plane representing the plane of the Earth's orbit. The
plane of the Great Pyramid pavement is denned as this natural plane, as it is

the plane of the Pyramid's base square, defining the circuit of the solar year.

For the necessary geometrical representation the Great Pyramid's base

plane, therefore, represents the plane of the Earth's orbit. This, then, is the

natural plane for the geometrical and comparative representation of all

values defining the dimensions and morions of the Earth and its orbit These

values, in consequence, need only be looked for in relation to the Pyramid's
external features as defined in plan.
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If 153. THE THREE YEAR VALUES.

Consideration of the Earth's motion in its orbit is complicated by several

factors. These complications, however, make it a considerably easier matter

to specify the intention of any geometrical representation or the elements

of the Earth and its orbit. One of the complications referred to is that there

are three different year values denning the revolution of the Earth round its

orbit. These are the Solar (or Tropical) year, the Sidereal (or Stellar) year,

and the Anomalistic (or Orbital year).

The interval between successive autumnal or vernal equinoxes—>or

between successive summer or winter solstices—defines the Solar year. The
interval between the Earth's position, at any time in the year, in relation to

the fixed stars, and its next return to that position defines the Sidereal year.

The interval between successive annual returns of the Earth to the point-

defined as Perihelion—-in its orbit nearest the Sun defines the Anomalistic year.

The Soto year is slightly /ass th&n 365! days, the Sidereal year is slightly

mart than 3fi5± days, and the Anomalistic year is slightly longer than the

Sidereal year. Were the Earth's axis rigidly constant in its inclination, and

in the direction of its inclination, the Solar year would be of the same length

as the Sidereal year. Were the plane and axes of the Earth's orbit rigidly

fixed in relation to the fixed stars, the Anomalistic year would also be of the

same length as the Sidereal year, The Solar and Anomalistic years are

therefore departures from the Sidereal year, due co circumstances ocher than

the primary functions governing the Earth's rotation and revolution.

U i5 fi. THE SIDEREAL YEAR DATUM.

The Sidereal year is therefore the basal period for the other forms of the

year. As such—presuming our premises concerning the Pyramid's purpose

to be correct—it should be the year value defined by the true circuit of the

Great Pyramid's base. Now the square circuit of the Great Pyramid's base

defines the Solar year. This square circuit touches the true Pyramid base at

four points only— the four comers. The true circuit of the Pyramid's base

is the circuit of the hoHowed-iu perimeter of the, casing base edges. This
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arciiit is longer than the square (comer to comer) circuit defining the Solar

year, and the Sidereal year is longer than the Solar year. In other words, the

Jiollowed-ifl base circuit is the true constructional base circuit,, as the Sidereal -^
year is the true constructional year circuit of the basal dynamics of the

Earth's orbit. The question, then, to be settled is whether the hollowed base

circuit gives the value of the Sidereal year to the scale of TOO P' to a day,

If 153- THE COMPLETED GEOMETRY OF THE GREAT PYRA-
MID'S EXTERIOR.

Plate XXV illustrates how the representation in plan should indicate

the three values of the year. This is derived from the geometrical sequence

of Plates XXIII and XXIV in relation to the geometry of the 35th course

axis and the arouta r The derivation oc the 35 th course axis connection is **

illustrated on Figs, A and A
t
(Plate XXV), In Fig. Ax (Plate XXV), the

apex Pyramid circuit at level acb—365242465 P*, and this is equal to the

apex Pyramid circuit D^JitG {.Plate XXIV] . The connected geometry of the

latter defines the displacement of the axis of the Passage System and the

displacement of the central hollowing' in of the Pyramid's hast sides. The

circuit of the apex Pyramid at acbjPhte XXV, Fig. AJ is therefore equal

to the 35th axis length EG—F§^(Plate XXV, Fig. A). The rectangular

itTovn? defined by the latter are EGKC and EF&C. and these are respectively

equal In area to the sroura paralklagrams EGBH arid EFAD (the two hori-

zontally shaded areas of Plate XXV, Fig. A). The two latter define the

centrally hollowed-in area as DEH, La elevation on Fig, A, and as D 1
E lH 1 in Ca“p

J^? il

plan, Pig. B r Plate -XXV, 1 The maximum extent of hollowing-in

(35.762777 P' horizontally from the geometrical plane face of the Pyramid's

slope) applies to the whole area DEH (Fig, A), and along the line EG (Fig. A) *ni <1™*

to the base of the apex Pyramid at c {Fig. A*). The broadly duted (or

scoopcd-leaf) effect necessary to taper off the hollowing towards the apex

is illustrated on Figs, and A, (Plate XXV].

If 154. THE THREE ASTRONOMICAL
PYRAMID BASE,

YEAR-CIRCUITS OF THE

The restoration of
][ 153 is the one restoration that satisfies all the stru-o

tural and geometrical features of the Great, Pyramid. The real test of its

having been the intentional geometrical arrangement is the extent to which
n

it satisfies the conditions postulated in f^f 150-152.

These conditions were

—

J Wrt*
ij i-h»

(1) That the actual (hollowed-tn) structural circuit (ADjH^B, etc,, in

Fig, B, Plate XXV) of the Pyramid's base should give the value

of ihe Sidereal year to a scale of too P* to a day ; and

lFm the relation between point G ora Piate XX, 15 tfacK a»d D on Plata XXV,
jls then: (kivucd, tie ^c^ider 35 irefected to the Surttiisr distuSSiOdi QE su&saUftOCJS ejtecCE ;a 5ecCiflii

Il r ito-rSt.
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PLATE XXV,
THE PYRAMID BASE DEFINES THE EARTH AND ITS ORBIT, IN

DIMENSIONS AND MOTION,
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{i) Tint the geometrical circuit (AmB^YpXnA in Fig. B, Plate XXV),

internal to the structural circuit
r
and defined by it

r
should give

the value of the Anomalistic year to the stale of 1O0 P' to a day,

precisely as the external geometrical circuit {ADCHB, etc.,.

Fig. B, Plate XXV) gives the value of the Solar year to this

scale.

Now the external geometrical base circuit, as defined, 15 36,524,3465 P\

representing, to the Scale defined, a good average value for the Solar year for prtu.un

a long period of history from ancient to modem times.

The actual structural base circuit, as defined, and resulting from the

geometry described, is 36535 .647*536 p'> representing, to the scale defined, 5*™^
a good average value for the Sidereal year. The resulting value of r.

365,356471536 days for the Sidereal year is only S.6 seconds of time Longer

than the value for the present time, 1 365,35637 days.

The internal geometrical base circuit, as defined, and resulting from the

geometry described, is 36525.997317 F-
,
representing, to the scale defined, a“bn

good average value for the Anomalistic year- The resulting value of **-

363,25997317 days for the Anomalistic year is only 33 £ seconds of tame

longer than the value for the present time, 1 365,3595644 days.

In a representation intentionally giving the values stated, one would

expect the intention to be emphatically declared by the associated represent*-

tion of other related valuer So far, the Pyramid's base geometry define

the Earth's annual orbit, in terms of its three forms of year. The intention

would be completely denned by the connected representation of the related

astronomical knowledge concerning the dimensions and form of the Earth's

orbit. {Refer Tf^j IE4 and xzo.}

<1 155. ASTRONOMICAL RELATIONSHIP OF THE THREE
FORMS OF THE YEAR, [Plate XXV, Fig. C.)

The path or orbit 0/ the Earth round the Sun is an ellipse, ACPB, of

which Fj and F t are the two foci. The Sun's centre is at the focus F|. 0 is

the centre of the orbit. AOF is the major axis, and BOC the minor axis of

the elliptic orbit,
ATtm

The ellipse figured is considerably exaggerated as a representation 01 the e*nh't

Earth's, elliptical orbit. The Latter, to any ordinary scale of representation, *"**

cannot be distinguished from a circle.

When the Earth is nearest the Sun it is at P—on the major axis—

whence P is called Perihelion,

When the Earth is farthest from the Son it Is at A—also on the major

axis—whence A is called Aphelion.

further explicatin'^ 3n4 iiiditaonal dm osnAcnisiif tic as U'uiaotEucai ycLatLarvVbi p ot

three forma £ yenr^-iiul for data conccirpmic their variatiDEia—tic reader b to Chapter I v j

S«tina II, and Plates XLrv-LVl itwlualvs.
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The Earth travels round its orbit in the direction of the arrow, i.£ r

direction BACPB.

Now 1m S bo a fixed point in the heavens, and E the equinox for a

particular year. Owing to a slow movement of the Earth's axis, 1 the equinox

of the following year does not occur at E, but at a point Ej, about 50' of

angle (or 20 minutes of time) short of E.

The Sotar year is therefore the interval in

days taken by the Earth to travel round

the distance EACPBE^ whereas the Sidereal

(or Stellar) year—fixed from the immovable
point S

t
and its immovable radius F^S—is

the interval in days taken by the Earth to

travel round the distance S^BACS^

The Solar year is therefore shorter than the Sidereal year by the interval

E t
E—about 50* of angle, or about 20 minutes of time.

The Equinox is aot, however, the only point that moves. In the course

of the Earth
1

5 revolution round its orbit, the orbit itself is not stationary,

but moves round in the direction of the Earth's revolution. In the course

of one revolution of the Earth round its orbit, the major axis AF SF moves

round to the position AjFjPf Hence, commencing, say, from perihelion

at P
r

the Earth travels round PBACFP* to return to perihelion. This

revolution defines the Anomalistic or Orbital year. It is longer than the

Sidereal year by the time it takes the Earth to travel from F to P 1, FP
1
is

about 11.3* of angle, or about 4.6 minutes of time. (Refer also Plates LV
and LV!.)

I 156, THE MEAN SUN DISTANCE AND THE EARTH'S ORBITAL
MOTION. (Plate XXV, Fig. C).

FaF=the shortest distance between the Earth and Sum
F-pA HRthe longest ,, „ „ „

The mean of these is OP^OA, and this distance, in astronomical nomen-

clature, is defined as the mean sh.» ijsfsflcc.

The eccentricity of the elliptic orbit is

OF, _ OFj _ FJi
OF OA AP

V«Iu. fat

EkhSi'i mUi.
1*16 a.n,

fdiii Ont
1 i,*ea a. c..

4 - .liaul D.fltS.

MLnixntiln
4-atu ibil

m — iJbijol

ISThe value of this eccentricity (e) is variable. Its value for a goo A.D

0.016751, Its greatest value during the past 60,000 years occurred about

11,600 B.C. It was then something over 0.019. Since that time it has been

slowly but constantly diminishing, and will continue to diminish until about

26,000 A.D, The value of e will then be about 0.004, when the Earth's orbit

will be as nearly a circle as it is ever likely to be.

3For *tf." la.-i a r iivu of this mo'vcfnen.'t (elsr Chapter IV, Stctioii IE, And nates Ns*. XLIV-LVI
iaelnsivt.
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To determine accurately the functions of the year, at any period, know-

ledge of these and other values, as well as of the taws governing motion in IE*»

ftlhptic orbits, is a matter of fundamental necessity. Without going

extensively into the subject of the Laws of Planetary Motion, attention is

directed to an important corollary of these laws which has an important ^
bearing upon the question of the Sun's mean distance.

it i*7 THE MAJOR AXIS OF THE ORBIT A DYNAMICAL CON*
SLANT, (Plate XXV, Fig. D.)

In Fig, I>, ABPC is the elliptic orbit of Fig- C, with the Sun in focus F*

1 cl Fig. D let OA -OP -a.
M

Then AP «=2i = Major axis.

With centre F 2 at the Sun. and radius FjQ^AF^aa, describe the

circle Q. R.

The corollary to which attention is

directed is as follows

The speed of the Earth round its

elliptic orhtt is at every point, such as Q,

equal to the Speed which the Earth

would acquire in falling to the ellipse

at Q, from Q ,
on the circumference of a

circle {QiR} with centre at the Sun. (F*),

and radios [F,QJ equal to the major

axis (AP) of the elliptic orbit.

Thus the speed of the Earth at Q in

the elliptic orbit k equal to the speed the

Earth would acquire at Q in falling

towards the Sun from Qj to- Q.

From this it follows that " the period
T>

-of the Earth's revolution round

its orbit is " independent of every oxospi ihe major aaLs." 1

For purpose of brevity, rather than accuracy of definition, we will

term the circle Q2R the " Earth's Speed Circle/'

*[ ijS. IKE GEOMETRICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE
RANGE OF VARIATIONS IN RELATION TO THE
BASAL CONSTANT.

The single constant geometrical feature of the Earth’s orbit is therefore

the Earth's
,c
Speed Circle,"' with its centre occupied by the Sun. Referring

again to Fig. D of Plate XXV, we see that the Earth’s orbit ABPC revolves J

in an anti-clockwise direction about the fixed point F lt defined as the centre ^ 4
of the Sun, and the centre of the Earth's Speed Circle RQ^ Thus the point O

hiljieubric
_

‘ftefer Moulton a " CekstiaJ Mfldwntlw," pp. 150-151. ** *A*t_
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describes a circle around Fa, Points P, F,
r
and A on the major axis, and

points B and C on the minor axis, also each describe their independent
circles around F s as centre. None of these points, then—other than the fixed
centre of the Sun, F t—can be deemed as suitable for the origin of co-ordinates
for any graphical representation of the Earth s orbit defining the limits of its

movements and variations. Nor, .-indeed., can the orbit for any particular
date be graphically represented as defining in general geometrical terms the
limiting values of orbital cycles.

Now, since the distance F,0 is a variable distance, and since O rotates
around F

a as a fixed centre, it is clear that a circle of radius F.G, minimum
value, Md an outer circle of radius F *O

h maximum value, completely define
the limits of variation of the centre of the orbit from the Sun. During the
long period of the rotation of the orbit round the Sun (over ioS

p
ooo years}

the curve traced by the centre point O of the orbit lies within the ring defined
by the maximum and minimtun circles.

These two circles, together with the Earth's " Speed Circle '—all
concentric with the bun—completely define, in general geometrical terms, the
fixed element of the Earth's orbit—t.t r its major axis—and the range of
variation of the variable elements, A representation of this nature is

the necessary geometrical basis for any further representation defining the
variable dements in relation to any standard system of astronomical
chronology.

1 159 r GREAT PYRAMIDS EXTERNAL GEOMETRY DEFINES
THE EARTH'S ORBIT AND ITS VARIATIONS,

C+tmttruU
JiSuiLah

T*ltin at
DCEMtri 71IT l

(
#]-,

and

With e— eccentricity of Earth 's orbit, then {Fig, D of Plate XXV)

Maximum value of e
Diameter of max. circle of radius FSG
Radius (FsQd of Earth's Speed Circle

Minimum value of e
Diameter of min, circle of radius F,0
Radius {FaQj} oi Earth’s Speed Circle

Fs0 being variable within its defined limits, and FiQ1 being a constant
= the major axis of the Earth's orbit=AOP.

Now the two limiting values of e are known, and are precisely defined
hy the proportions of the Pyramid base geometry shoivn in Fig. B, Plata XXV.

£?£££.-
3
?

fePrE5entatit}rt t
Fi&' 5)* th* base centre, 0, represents the Sun's centre,

and represent the rectangular diameters of the minimum circle
passing through NVFU. These diameters are defined by the central
hoHowing-in widths of the Pyramid base sides. The maximum circle is

defined by the circle, CLWM, Inscribed within the Pyramid's geometrical
base square. Its diameter is the Pyramid base side length, LOM or WGC.

The radius of the Earth's " Speed Circle
' H

is defined by the distance, OK,
K being the intersection of the perpendiculars, AK and BK, from the con-
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veiling base side lengths, AD
l
and BHi respectively^ Other points such as

}£ afe defined by alt four sides of the Pyramid's base, this definition completing

the circuit of the Earth's " Speed Circle." The radius OK of this circle, byo^^
geometrical construction, is 470360,606 P', The diamerer YOU of

tninhmuu tirde. by geometrical construction, is 1326,212325 P', and the

diameter of the nmimum circle is 5131,061625 F*\

From these values^—

and

Minimum value of s =
YOU
OK

Majdmttm value o£ e
woe
~OK

1326,212325=
470B60.606

=0.003873414

_ 9131.061625

470860.606

=0.01939207,

These values aie respectively the least and the greatest possible values

of e—the eccentricity of the Earth's orbit—as accurately as modem astronomy

pan determine these values.

Again,

radius 0X^470,860.606 P"

=47U73-5^ B'
=7,43968674 miles.

This distance, multiplied by 25,000,000

= 185,992,269 mils,
= Major sjqs of Earth's orbit,

=Twice Mean Sun Distance.

Whence Mean Sun Distance =92 ,996,085 miles.

Professor Simon Newcomb 1 gives for the latter a mean value of

92,998,000 miles.

Thus we have found {U*[ 1 14) that
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radium,
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Sun'" Mi„
OmiiKPt

niilci

i Pyr. inch —— Polar radius of Earth,
250,000,000

and that Pyramid's " Speed Circle
,J

radius OK

= Radius of Earth's " Speed Circle,

"

25,000,000

The scales are therefore decimally related, as we had inferred they would be

in a representation of this nature 114).

For modem variations in the determination of the value oi the Sun's

Mean Distance, the reader is referred to Section III, f 201.

"Esc. Brit (Util Edit), Val. JtXI. p. 717, Table I,
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Ssciros I,—Summary and Conclusions.

U 160. THE GEOMETRICAL EXPRESSION OF NATURAL LAW.
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The Great Pyramid has now dearly established its intention in regard
to its inch-unit. It defines that this unit is a Polar diameter inch-unit of
the value of one 300- millionth part of the Earth's Polar diameter.

In conjunction with a simple, yet extensive system of solid geometry, the
Pyramid inch- unit, as applied to the dimensions and form of the Pyramid's
exterior, defines a further intentional representation. This is to the effect

that all dimensions (angular and linear), and all motions—as well as variations
in these dimensions and morions—of the Earth and its orbit, are simple
Junctions of the Earth's Polar diameter and of the period of the Sidereal Year
Ln solar days. In other words, the Great Pyramid's external system of

geometry is the graphical expression of the Natural Law relationship inferred

from the mathematical due of the four Pyramid constants that defined,
by the noon reflexion phenomena, the principal points of the year (*{«f 46
and 47),
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The matmer in which the Pyramid's base plan simply defines the
dimensions and limiting areas of dimensional variations of the Earth's orbit

shows clearly that the intention was to present these as governed by
the Laws—or, as the Pyramid seems to define, an ail-including Law—of
Gravitation ft[*J 157, 158), This comprehensive graphical representation is

independent entirely of any question as to the accuracy of Any survey Or
measurement of the Pyramid's base, yet this independent representation

agrees precisely with the accurate modern survey measurements. The
intentional numerical value of the circuit of the Pyramid base square is

defined in terms of the known duration of the Phcenix Cycle, or the Cycle of

the House of Enoch T49). In this connection the relations established in

3$ and 39 possess a remarkable numerical significance.

A fact requiring emphasis, itt connection with the vise of the Polar
diameter inch in the Pyramid, is that this unit and the year circle form the

necessary basis for the derivation of the Egyptian common cubit and the

Egyptian droar-s, Nevertheless, the common cubit was in use in Egypt—
but without the Inch as a contemporary unit—before the Pyramid builders

had arrived. This confirms what we have previously seen, that the early

Egyptians had derived from the former civilisation a fragment of the science

that the designer of the Great Pyramid knew in its entirety.

V 161. THE SYMBOLICAL DEFINITIONS OF THE PYRAMID'S
BASE CIRCUIT.

F=rro Whilst the solid geometrical relations of the Pyramid define the form of

{»ttiFnicl?flna| the Pyramid's base perimeter, it is the constructional form of the latter that

d rkan fi- defines. In the plane of the base, ail the principal relations Of the Earth and
EMtrVw)

1^ its orbit. The Pyramid's base perimeter is defined as a symmetrical figure
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fanned of twelve lines. Its comers define an external square, and the lines

of its perimeter from its comers, when produced to meet inside the centre

of each base side„ define a symmetrical figure formed of eight lines. (Plate

XXV, Fig, B*)

The twelve-Une figure is the actual constructional base circuit of the

Pyramid, and defines the Sidereal year to the scale of too Polar diameter

inches to a day.

The external square circuit of die Pyramid's actual base corners, defines

the Solar (or Tropical} year to the scale of 100 Polar diameter inches to a day.

The eight-line ftgtite defines the Anomalistic (or Orbital) j
rear to the scale

of iqo Polar diameter inches to a day [<J 134),

This is a graphical representation indicating that the Sidereal year is the

actual constructional year value of orbital motion, chat the Solar year is the

appannt basal year value, and that the Anomalistic year is the most obscure

value oi the three. This is an exact representation of an astronomical truth.
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* ids, THE GEOMETRICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE ORBIT’S
HISTORY.

The geometry of the Pyramid's base is an exact representation of an
astronomical truth, i.e. that the speed oi the Earth at any point in its orbit

eaa be determined from the following data ,

l—
(a) A circle with its centre at the focus of the Earth's orbit occupied by

the Sun,, and of radius equal to the length of the major axis of the

Earth's orbit, Lp. twice the mean Sun distance ; and
(b) The direction and distance of the free iocus of the Earth's Orbit in

relation to the focus occupied by the Sun r

The Pyramid's base geometry represents the radius and circle of (a)

accurately to a scale of and defines the annular field of (b} to the
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same scale. The latter representation (i.e. of {b}) may be described as the

definition of the orbital field of the free focus. The orbit of the free focus is

completed in each cycle of about 21,000 years. The orbits of a series of such

successive cycle?, owing to the variation in the distance of the free focus

from the heliocentric focus, completely traverse the annular none between

its circle of minimum radius and its circle of maximum radius.

The radius of the constant circle of {a) above precisely represents the

value of the constant length of the major axis of the Earth's orbit. Con-

seq trendy, it represents the Sun's mean distance as half this value. The pu^r«6«

Sun's mean distance is, therefore, represented as a radius, to the scale of £^*1; jiiLw«.

—- , and, as previously shown (^[‘f 10 r, 114. 159}, the Earth's Polar
25,000,000

T *

f
radius is represented by the Pyramid inch to the scale of

230,000,000
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Is 163. THE QUESTION OF UTILITARIAN MOTIVE.

wggff tmt All these and ochec identities have been established as related identities

in this chapter, and in preceding chapters. That they are intentional
identities can scarcely now be doubted. But what new item of knowledge
have we learned that is of any practical value, from the standpoint of the
utilitarian, apart from its interest as pertaining to matters of scientific and
archaeological curiosity ? Very link, indeed, when viewed from the stand-
point Of any utilitarian basis. We have certainly learned that the dimensions^ ™ and motions of the Earth and its orbit are all related functions of the simplest
units of these dimensions and motions. This, however, we have known in a
slightly different form from the Laws of Newton and Kepler. The rational
development of Einstein’s Theory of Relativity now gives us reason to hope
that these and the laws of other branches of science may be shown to be but
varying phases of one Universal Law of Nature.

The most we have learned, then, from the Pyramid's geometry so far—
taken as a whole—has not very materially advanced our knowledge of science
beyond what we have already known in general terms. What we have

PyrtanH? learned may have caused us to alter our conceptions concerning the origin
and development of ancient civilisations. But was this the sole reason that
prompted the design and construction of a monument of the nature of the
Great Pyramid ? Surely there was some utilitarian motive behind a project
of this nature.

1

If I&4 - OMISSIONS THAT SUGGEST POSSIBLE MOTIVES.

rmm4 pwm Let us consider, then, what are the outstanding features of the facts,

from this standpoint of possible motive. The facts have proved to us that a
l** certain stage of world civilisation, at an unknown—or hitherto supposedly

undefined—period in the past had evolved a geometrical system of Natural
Law, in relation to the motions of the Earth and its orbit, equal to, superior
to, or more comprehensive than the modern system of expressing this Natural

s*far n>n. Law, The facts of importance in this statement of the case are that we have
4*t*' not yet learned anything concerning the precise, or even the approximate

date of the stage of civilisation thus made known ; and, that we have not yet
derived a single tangible indication as to how the savants of that period

id-Mldir Ue*l discovered their facts of science--whether by methods of modern times, by*“r' methods unknown to modern times, or by ike development offaculties now atrophied
by long disuse.

n* Fmmid'i Another feature that must have become increasingly evident to the careful

Mnfitri tfejaf reader is of equal importance. This is that, in order to discover the scientific

ii facts embodied in the Great Pyramid, it is essential that the investigator

b,tE^V!SSii should have previous knowledge of these very facts. Was the object of ther<A designer. then, merely to show a later civilisation that the precise science of
gravitational astronomy had been known Jong previously ? Was this the

dadiiubD-fl of
Ifaw ]far the evidence against the Tomblc TieuTy refer Section III, *[ aa-B and Mntmrt.
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M le object of a work so vast, and so painstakingly executed in the minutest jinii .tW

deiaif ? The fact riddle of the Great Pyramid can only be read by ram'i.

one already in possession of the knowledge embodied in its design surety

supplies a dear indication of a more utilitarian motive than we have so far

seen.

<[ 165. THE PYRAMID DESIGNER'S FORETHOUGHT.

To answer the preceding questions we must reach our objective in stages.

One thing we have seen to be dear. This is that the designer of the Pyramid u
deemed he was projecting his knowledge into a future stage of civilisation (alo^ m

that could interpret his intention. He foresaw that the contemporary

language in which the facts could be conveyed would lose its meaning and Tk.

idiomatic significance, It might be lost entirely, or at least be capable 01 ^
mistranslation or misititerprittatiOri. This foresight has- Certainly beta

justified, js^s-i
Tee design was therefore formulated, without the aid of written

expression, to embody in its external features a geometrical symbolism in TSiSwJS,

Earth standard measurements. This symbolism was to be interpreted in an

age already in possession of the knowledge embodied in the Symbolism

projected. The modern elucidation of this symbolism clearly justifies the F.inv* JM«r

remarkable forethought that both conceived the future conditions and

created the design to meet them. Forethought of this nature was never Lin.nM
expended merely to teach a future race of mankind facts of science it already

knew. f.'TZT'
We are compelled, then, to come to the conclusion chat the Pyramid's Lmt *

external features were designed to attract and direct attention to a further 4.

message of greater importance- Granting the forethought displayed, of what

nature could this further message be ? Clearly ro tell the future race of man-

kind what It could not possibly know, or to confirm what could have no ^
other possible physical means of being confirmed. A definitive touting of g™***
future possible knowledge in this way can only relate to a break in the con- lt

tmuity of something essential to a race of mankind possessing the scientific t"*-

knowledge defined
;

a break that had taken place before the Pyramid was &«*> !

«

built, and that could not be restored otherwise than by being passed on

from the former civilisation to the then remotely future civilisation.

*[ rG6 . THE INDICATIONS OF A CHRONOLOGICAL CONNECTION.

The inferred break In continuity can only be conceived as relating to

some factor affecting the history' of the previous civilisation, and related

—

or that should be related—to the history of the present stage of civilisation.

However w-e look at this aspect of the problem, we are compelled to sec that

the primary essential for restoring the inferred relation must be of a chrono-

logical nature. This, indeed* is the one obvious connection suggested by the

Great Pyramid's exterior. Here everything is connected with astronomical
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cycles, and astronomical cycles ate the only possible means of affording a

reliable datum for the chronological relations of two isolated periods of

mankind's history,

Now there are two outstanding astronomical cycles associated with the

Pyramid's exterior. There is the Cycle of the Precession of the Equinoxes,

associated in the Pyramid geometry with a standard period of reference of

35,826.54 Solar years. And there is the cycle of the revolution of the

Autumnal Equinox: from Perihelion to Perihelion.

There is also the cycle defining the variations in the eccentricity of the

Earth's orbit. In addition to these, there Is a cycle not hitherto men tinned.

This is a cycle defining an important feature of a very slight variation m the

Ediptic due to planetary attractions, The important feature mentioned

is what is known as the instantaneous axis of rotation of the Ecliptic, This

axis is analogous to the major axis of the Earth's orbit, and, like the latter,

has a slow revolution round the orbit. This movement—if Its rate during

the past 6000 years be taken as basis—completes a revolution of the Ecliptic

in about 49,000 years,

1 167- DEFINITION OF A SINGLE CYCLE INSUFFICIENT.

A complete and accurate definition of the variable annual rates of any
one of the cycles mentioned for every year over a long period of time covering

the current years of the present chronological era and the years of a chrono-

logical era of past history would be sufficient to effect a chronological

connection. It would not, however, suffice to define the representation of

the values as intentional. A single representation would always be open to

doubt on the grounds of accidental Coincidence.

There are also two other reasons, why a Single representation could nut

be accepted as certain evidence In the relation mentioned. These are

—

[1} That, whilst modern, astronomy is very accurate in its definition of

the variable annual rates over a period of 600 years of modern
time, its values covering a period of 6oco years back from the present

are nut so reliable
;
and

(2} That, presuming certain remotely ancient astronomers knew the

accurate values for their own times, and also knew the accurate

values for years of modem times, it would be necessary for them
to define both facts in such certain terms as could not fail to be
accepted by modern; astronomers.

Any chronological definition of present in relation to past history on the

Great Pyramid's geometrical system would require to satisfy these conditions,

*f £ 63 . THE POSSIBLE MAXIMUM DEFINITION.

The most scientifically appropriate zero date of any system of astro-

nomical chronology is the date at which long?tude of Perihelion, is o°. With
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ihis as baris., definition of intention, and definition of accurate knowledge of

the astronomical values of rates and angles for both ancient and modem
tiroes would be completely established as follows :

—

13 )

(4)

(5 )

l7)

IS}

19}

By the representation of a year of past time, which we term Date A,

defined in relation to the date at which longitude of Perihelion u«ritw* «f

was 0°, and of a year of present time, which we term Date B, for

which the longitude of Perihelion, defining the modem Date B, is

given by the representation.

By the representation of the total angle of Precession between

Date A and Date B,

By the representation ot the angle between the instantaneous axis

of rotation of the Elliptic at Date A, and the same axis at Date B

—

ox by the definition of the longitudes of the axis at "both dates,

that for Date B agreeing with the modem value.

By the representation of the annual rate of motion of the Equinox

in relation to Perihelion, for every year from Date A to Dace R,

the rate for Date B agreeing with the modem accepted rate for

Date B r

By the representation of the annual rate of Precession for every year

from Date A to Date B, the rate for Date B agreeing with the

modem accepted rate for Date B.

By the representation of the annual values for the motion of the

instantaneous axis of the Ecliptic for every year from. Date A to

Date B, the rate for Date B agreeing with the modem accepted

rate for Date B-

Bv the representation of the annual values for the eccentricity of the

Earth's orbit horn Date A to Date B, the race for Date B agreeing

with the modem accepted rate for Date B,

By the conversion and integration of the values in (4}, (Sh and {6)>

giving accurately the angles defined by (r}
r (2), and (3),

By the values in (4}, (5), and (6) not being measured values dependent

upon any Pyramid measurer or surveyor, but by their being values

that arc primarily functions of the Pyramid's external geome£ry+

and that, secondarily, agree with the accurate measurements of a

reliable Fyramid measurer and surveyor such as Professor Flinders

Petrie (for linear measurements). Or Professor Piazzi Smyth [for

angular measurements}, (Refer Section II, 170-175, regarding

the relative value of Petrie's and Smyth's independent

measurements,}

An n-y k] mu,
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n 269. THE DEFINITION ESTABLISHING INTENTION,

If items (1) to {5) and (8) and (g) are established, the conditions are

satisfied as fully as any astronomer could desire.

II item (9) is established, it will be proved that the Great Pyramid's

system of geometry is a graphical representation of Natural Law, defining
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the linear and angular measurements of the Earth and, its orbit
;

defining

the annual rates and periods of the cyclical motions of the Earth and its

orbit ; and defining a system of astronomical chxo-nology that can be the basis

of related reference for every period of highly developed stage of civilisation

in the world's history,

With these items established as identities, the identities become
intentional identities. With the latter established, there will be proved that

a former civilisation was more highly skilled in the science of gravitational

astronomy—and therefore in the mathematical basts of the mechanical arts

and sciences—than modem civilisation. And what will this mean ? It will

mean that it has taken man thousands of years to discover by experiment
what he had originally more precisely by another surer and ampler method.
It will mean, in effect, that the whole empirical basis of modern civilisation

is a makeshift collection of hypotheses compared with the Natural Law
basis of the civilisation of the past.
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Section II,—Pyramid- Measures ash Details, and Subsidence

Destortion.

*r 170. BASIS FOR COMPARISON OF GEOMETRICAL AND
MEASURED DISTANCES.

It is futile to discuss any geometrical theory of die Great Pyramid'!-;

measurements—-internal and external—unless tile geometrical distances

required by theory agree with the corresponding measured distances.

In other words, fact most not be altered to conform to geometrical

requirements,

The actual measurements to be taken as a basis must be those taken by m*™*
hm1

responsible scientific measurer*. The taking of linear, as well as angular,

measurements is not the simple matter it may appear to those inexperienced

in the precise determination of dimensions.

The two best sets of angular and linear measurements oi the Great

Pyramid are those of Professor C. Piaz-zi Smyth, late Astronomer Royal for

Scotland, and. Professor W. It. Elinders Petrie. The former, with his long

and varied experience in observational astronomy, possessed the necessary ”*** ...

qnaiiiications and apparatus for the taking of reliable angular measurements

of a high degree of precision. Professor Petrie, whose archaeological survey **

methods first laid the basis for modem scientific archaeological exploration,

and whose experience in previous geodetic and other survey work eminently

fitted him for the task of surveying the Great Pyramid, has undoubtedly

produced the best set of linear measurements to date.

*[ 171, RELATIVE VALUE OF THE TWO SERIES OF MEASURE-
MENTS AVAILABLE.

Adopting Smyth's angular measurements for the interior details—upon

which Measurements Petrie could not improve—-Petrie took special pre-

liminary precautions in designing and preparing the most reliable measuring

appliances obtainable for linear measurements,1

Compared with Petrie's steel tape and special chain, rzao and 1000

inches respectively^ and his seif-compensating accessory appliances, Smyth's

comparatively short measuring cods and accessories were primitive indeed-

There are, in consequence, cumulative differences between the two in-

dependent sets of linear measurements. Thus Smyth makes the Entrance

iTktw are *t described in Petrii's " ?yiw?:d* wd Tpni^ea oi GLfriC" pp. 10-15*
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{Descending) Passage about 3 inches shorter than Petrie's measurement lor

this. Petrie accounts foe the differences as follows

"
(3] By his (Smyth's) being ail piecemeal measures added together

;.

" (2) By the rude method of naaJdng scratches with 4 4cr$w-drtVw to mark
the lengths of the rod on the stone

(

F

life and Work/ II, 4b) ; and
”

(3J By there being
H

always a certain amount of risk as to the measuring

rod slipping on the inclined floor
r

(' Life and Work/ II, 35}.
" All these errors would make the reading of the length shorter than it should be."

It must be understood, of course, that these remarks concerning the

relative value of the two series of linear measurements apply to the interior

of the Pyramid only. Professor Smyth never surveyed the Pyramid's

exterior. In fact, he never knew the precise or approximate measured

relations of the Pyramid's bast—unless in, theory—until Professor Petrie's

survey had been published, almost 20 years after Smyth's work at the

Pyramid.

Why the Interior measurements of the Pyramid are mentioned at this

stage is for the reason that it is from the existing condition of the interior

we have the clearest evidence concerning the cause and direction of the

movements that affected the exterior of the Pyramid flflj 141-147),
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•f 172. THE CRITICAL VALUE OF PETRIE'S MEASUREMENTS.

The fact of moment is that Petrie's appliances were prepared and his

tinear measurements taken with a critical knowledge of the defects in Smyth's

appliances for linear measurements, and of the inaccuracies liable to occur in

the application of Smyth's method of measurement. This is not to say that

had Petrie been in Smyth's place as original reliable measurer, Petrie's

apparatus and methods would have been any better than choseSmyth adopted.

The truly scientific worker always endeavours to improve upon the

apparatus and methods of his predecessors, and to benefit by their experience,

Smyth published an account of the defects in his appliances and. method of

measurement. Petrie, accordingly, designed his appliances and formulated

his system of measurement to eliminate the defects revealed by Smyth's

experience.

Apart, then, from any question of preference a possibly biassed judgment

might accord to actual measurements most nearly agreeing with geometrical

measurements, Petrie's statement of his linear measurements must receive

preference as the most reliable statement of the Pyramid's measures a

s

they now exist, Against this we must place the fact that Petrie's measure-

ments clearly were taken to disprove Smyth's theories. Were this not a

fact, Petrie could scarcely have failed to see that his own survey and set of

measurements, and his comprehensive classification of ancient metrology,,

contained more distances of geometrical significance than Smytbj or any of

his innumerable contemporaries and followers, ever claimed or showed in

measurement. This if true both in regard to the Pyramid's external

measures and internal measures.
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r m . HOSTILE DATA CONFIRMING INDUCTION,

Xfie possibly small bias evidenced in Petrie's measurements is more than

balanced by another fact to be admitted, via, that Smyth's measurements

were taken with the hope of finding confirmation of his own and John Taylor's

theories. The influencing bias—unwitting, but psychologically unavoidable

evidenced in several outstanding cases in the statements of both measurers*

Smyth and Petrie ; more by unwittingly biassed judgment authorising

the selection of average, than in judgment controlling the taking of any

particular measurement.

The exponent of a theory, or the holder of a preconceived belief, must

always be considered, from any critical point of view—whether friendly or

hostile—as potentially and psychologically, though possibly unwittingly,

biassed in favour of evidence that accords ’with his theory or preconceived

belief- This, it must be granted, is a fair statement of the mentality that

should be adopted to consider logically any statement concerning the results

of inductive analysis. It is not a statement, however, that can be applied

in the particular instance of Petrie's data—hostile to Smyth's theories

—

confirming the latter in a manner never imagined by Smyth or any of his

followers

.

Of such cases, Sir John Herschel L stated

*' The surest and best characteristic of a tveli-founded and extensive

induction is, when verifications of it spring up, as it were, spontaneously

into notice from quarters where they might be least expected, or from

among instances of that very kind which were at first considered hostile.

Evidence of this kind is irresistible, and compels assiiftt with a weight

that scarcely any other possesses."
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* E74. BIASSED OPINION DELAYING PROGRESS OF DISCOVERY.

One good instance of the truth of HerscheL's statement is seen in the case

of the origin of che Common Egyptian Cubit from the Primitive FoEnr

Diameter Inch and the Year Circle geometry'. Petrie was hostile to the

latter, and Smyth hostile to the former. Yet the admirable classifications

oi Petrie's inductive metrology have shown us that the Common. Egyptian

Cubit is a simple function of Smyth's Pyramid Inch, and that the latter is

truly a Polar Diameter Inch.

Again, with no precise measurement of the Pyramid's base to guide him,

Smyth, from a few remotely secondary external and internal details of the

Pyramid's construction, inferred that the circuit of the Pyramid base con-

sisted of 36,524.2 Polar Diameter inches, and that the Pyramid's height was

the radius of a circle of the latter circumference, Smyth even supposed

originally that the pavement upon which the Pyramid was built formed

part of the casing, and that the Pyramid base level was at the bottom of the

pavement blocks,
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It was not un*il Petrie—nearly 20 years after Smyth's work at the

Pyramid—published Iris results that Smyth indicated* in hi$ iaUr edition,

the casing blocks sitting on the pavement. Petrie, on the other hand, whilst

observing the heUowing-in of the core, failed to see that the purpose of this

was to provide the backing surface for a similar hollowing-in of the casing.

This oversight delayed the presentation of the Pyramid's message for a further

period of 2D years. For Petrie declared chat his survey failed to confirm

Smyth's theory in any single detail, except the casing angle ai slope. This

declaration was given additional weight by Smyth readjusting bis theory to

suit what he supposed Petrie's survey to indicate. Smyth's readjustment

required the circuit of 3^,524.2 to be at a level where it could neither be

Indicated nor measured, it. in the natural rock at the level denned by him

as the mean socket floor level.

<[ 173. SMYTH'S THEORY CONCERNING PYRAMID'S PURPOSE
CORRECT.

Investigation showed the absurdity of this readjustment. For, apart

entirely from the obviously untenable nature of the readjusted theory.

neither the mean socket floor level, nor yet the lowest socket floor level, gave

the true level for the Pyramid base circuit, unless by altering the angle of

slope of the Pyramid. As this further readjustment destroyed all the other

essentials of the theory, it was reasonably assumed in sequence by accredited

authorities

—

{ij That Petrie's survey was correct
;
and hence

{2) That Smyth's theory was wrong.

They gave not a moment's consideration to the Other possible and

reasonable sequence

—

(rj That Petrie's survey, being correct, might show

(2) That Smyth's theory was correct on premia ocher than Smyth's, and

on premises other than Petrie inferred from his reliable survey data.

We now realise that the sequence is as follows :

—

(I) That Petrie's survey is Correct ; and

{2) That, in consequence, Smyth's theory concerning the purpose of the

Pyramid is correct.

This is precisely the kind of verification that Sir John Herschel defined

as befog " the surest and best characteristic of a well-founded and extensive

induction."

P4rt#pr™ « 176. EFFECT OF SUBSIDENCE ON PYRAMID PASSAGES.
iJ*(t A *

“ One other feature essential in any analytical investigation of the Great

ftq^Akii Pyramid's measures, but that has never been properly discussed in this

vlnUw. connection, is the question of subsidence. It is true that Professor Petrie

minui'iaiillj. specially discusses the effects of subsidence in the King's Chamber ; but he
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ba$ passed over in silence the necessarily related effect of the sime movement a»t* w
upon the ingle of inclination of the Passages. He states that the angle of

"*

inclination for the Ascending Passage is slightly flatter than, and for the&feEhii**
Descending Passage slightly steeper than, Smyth's theoretical angle for these

Passages, This, however, is precisely the condition in these Passages that
would follow from subsidence movement.

Smyth's theoretical angle for both passages is 26* ig' 9'.63 with the n™
horizontal. Subsidence below the centre of the Pyramid's mass would tjEmtioi

toease the angle of the Descending Passage and decrease the angle of the%
Ascending Passage. Accordingly we find that the mean angle of the built

portion of the Descending Passage is 26° s6
r

43' (Smyth and Petrie). of the
first Ascending Passage, 26* 2' 30' {Petrie), and of the Grand Gallery,
zb* xf 37' (Smyth and Petrie).

The distortion of the King's Chamber proves, that subsidence has taken
place. The fact that subsidence has taken place below the Pyramid proves
that the angle of the Descending Passage has steepened, and that the angle
of the Ascending Passage has flattened. The massive and rigid construction
of the Grand Gallery has been able largely to resist relative movement
between its various parts. It has subsided almost bodily, thus almost exactly
retaining its original angle of slope, being now only 33 seconds of angle
flatter than the theoretical angle of ifT io\

That 26* iB
J 10" was the original angle of slope is dearly shown by oriiuiiuih

Petrie's detailed measurements. M slJ

i5\ir,

If 177. SMYTH'S THEORETICAL ANGLE CONFIRMED,
At Petrie's floor distance of 990 E' down the Descending Passage from n—

the original Entrance Doorway, the Passage suddenly commences to increase wVsis
its dip. Between the latter point and Petrie's floor distance 1505 B\ near EElS*
which—within an inch or two—the Descending Passage intersects the
Pyramid base level, the angle of slope of the Passage floor line is 26° 34' o',

=fr
^

This is obtained from Petrie's offsets from his theodolite altitude of

26 31 33^, stated as the mean angle for the whole Descending Passage
length to its termination deep in the natural rock. 1

The effect of subsidence movement below the Pyramid's base level on i* A,r.^ar
the Descending Passage immediately above t|ie base level is therefore

26^ 34
' 0^, less the original angle of slope. Presuming the latter to be irlpst.

s6
,J

iS
r

10*, Smyth's theoretical angle—we obtain 15' 30' as the amount
by which the Descending Passage, immediately above the base level, has been S*FtWWtiM>

steepened by subsidence in the natural rock below the base level, Now this lU*
amount is also the amount by which the portion of the Ascending passage 11%
nearest the natural reck has been flattened. This portion of Che Ascending
Passage should therefore be 26° iS f

10", less 15' 30 '=26* 2' 20', whereas;
the mean angle of slope of the i&t Ascending Passage is 2’ 30 'A

,r ir ir'

Pyramids aad Tcm^Jcs of Girth/' p. 5S- "Ibid., p. 61 .
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-f t 7S. significance of existing centric position of
STEP AND QUEEN'S CHAMBER.

Another detail, however, confirms the latter conclusion. Petrie's

interior linear and angular measurements show that the existing centre of

the Queen's Chamber and the existing termination of the Grand Gallery

floor at the Great Step both he in the central vertical East to- W«t plane

passing through the centre of the Pyramid's square base area. This coin-

cidence i$ obviously intentional. Petrie accepts it as such, and therefore

as a feature of the original design and construction.

The significance attaching to this feature still existing, t£ that it supplies

an important indication as to the approx [mate location of the centre of

subsidence. It indicates that this centre wa^ not so sufficiently remote from

the Pyramid's base centre as to produce appreciable horizontal North to

South displacement of the Great Step and of the centre o i the Queen s

Chamber, As a result, near these points, the tangents to the curve a

t

the

subsided core courses of the Pyramid would nor be far from the horizontal,

unless where locally budded by thrusting. As a corollary of this, the subsided

Grand Gallery door neat' the Great Step should still retain its original angle

of slope of 26* iS' 9'.63. Professor Petrie's offsets to the Grand Gallery

door from his altitude hue in the last 31 3I inches towards the Great Step

prove this to be the case, 1 The existing vertical distance between the foot

of the Great Step at the South end of the Grand Gallery and the floor level at

the North end of the Grand Gallery b 0.34 B' less than for the original angle

of 26° 18' 9^3

l 179. SIGNIFICANT EFFECT OF RESTORATION OF ORIGINAL
PASSAGE ANGLE.

The still existing centrally located position of the Great Step and Queen's

Chamber, however, supplies us with a more certain basis for testing Smyth's

theoretical angle for the Passages than any of the above lines of Inquiry.

This is, that if the location defined is the original location—-and there is no

disagreement cm this question—'and if the angle of slope of the Passages was

originally 26* 18' 9^63, then with Petrie's existing Passage lengths from

the existing Entrance Doorway on the North face to the junction of the

Passages, and from the junction to- the Great Step, both applied along the

inferred original angle of 26* \S
f
9' 63, Ehe Great Step and the centre of

the Queen' 5 Chamber should still be in the same central location. Calculation

along the lines defined, agrees precisely with the conditions inferred.

Thus Petrie states that his survey data, Passage measurements and

angles define—

(1) Existing face of Great Step as 0.4 B* South of existing centre of

Pyramid, with probable error of ±0.4 B* ;
and

lJ ‘ Pyramids >md TetiifLfa of Girfb..
'
£- 71 -
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(2) Existing centre of Queen's Chamber as 0.3 B' North of existing

centre of Pyramid, with probable error of ±o.B B',

pfltrie accepts from these that the central location was intentional

Adopting the centric position of the Great Step, Petries Passage floor

^Stances, the constant angle of Passage slope of 28° iS' 9'. 63, and Petrie's

Entrance Doorway on Pyramid face at 663.20 B'±o.i above pavement * &**_&*

base, we obtain aa follows

—

Horizontal Distance, Great Steo to North End, Grand

Gallery .. . .. - =1617*5331 S*

Horizontal Distance, North End, Grand Gallery to

Junction nt Passages . . , - .- =1336.6529 B',

Horizontal. Distance. Junction of Passages to Petrie's

Entrance Doorway * * . . . . - - * - -** 9^5^5<>4 B"*

4009.3364

Horizontal Distance, Petrie's Entrance Doorway to

Petrie's existing North Casing Base . . = 524.1 h^'3

Centre of Pyramid to existing North Casing Base - - —4535'93^4ct3>-3

The same distance on Plate XX ^distance O to CD . . “4533'7JQQ

The difference lies within Petrie's range of passible error 0 .2264^0.3 B'.

1 3S0. PASSAGE DISTANCES PROVE HORIZONTAL INWARD
MOVEMENT OF BASE CENTRES.

In the above series of additions the existing North casing base

point at 524.1 ±0,3. B* horizontally from Petrie's Entrance Doorway,

was taken without any reference to the question of the angle of the

Pyramid's face slope. This has been shown to have been originally exactly

5t
a
51' *4

r
*3-

Petrie has proved conclusively that the floor of the Entrance Doorway

certainly commenced at 666.2S±o.i B* above the Pyramid's Pavement Base. ;;V“E*
The level and depth of the rgth course of masonry determine that the Entrance

Doorway emerged with its roof line at the top of the course and its floor line

at the bottom of the course. Near the Entrance, the existing bottom level

of this course is 666.30 ±0.1 B', as Petrie has shown. Nothing can be more

certain than that this, gives the original floor level of the Passage at the

Entrance on the face slope.

We therefore have two certain facta to guide us. The Entrance floor

on face slope was 668. 2S ±0.1 B* above the Pavement, and the angle of slope

was 51
0

51
f

i 4'.3. From these we And that the original horizontal

distance from casing base to Entrance door was 534*91 B*±o,X, or 0.8
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longer than the existing indications tend to show., Adding the latter in the
series of horizontal passage distances of if 179 we obtain

—

Horizontal distance. Great Step to En-
trance Fleer

Horizontal distance. Entrance Floor to

original North Casing Ease

Horizontal distance, Great Step to North

<

Casing Base .

.

Deduct,. Plate XX, abdag distance
0 to DC

Plate XXX Plate XXX
Original. Petrie's existing,

=4009.84 B" 4010,91 R'±o,6

" 524-91 B'zbo.i 524.10 B'drC-S

=“4534 . 7o B'±o,i 4335 -or B'±<l9

- 3̂3 -7*

Extent to which centre of North Casing’!

Base lias been drawn in by subsidence
towards centre of Pyramid,

1,04 Ey
±o.i,

In !f T47 this was independently obtained as 1.0 inch average for each
easing face, or a total drawing together of the centre of the North casing base
and the centre of the South casing base of 3,1 inches. (Refer also 1 42-145.}
The existing details and measurements discussed above show further that, in
addition to this general movement, there was a relative horizontal movement
between the masonry courses of the Pyramid core ; that this movement
became in extent cumulatively greater for higher courses; and that the
general direction of the movement of Successive courses was towards the
North side, steepening the Pyramid's face slope from its. original
5T 3

53' T4*3 to 53 ? 20 ^ between the existing base and the existing

3:9 th masonry course. The nature of the relative movement indicates that
the angle of North face slope should become steeper for higher courses.

f 181: INDICATIONS OF FURTHER MOVEMENT INWARDS OF
SOUTH BASE CENTRE,

One feature not entirely dealt with concerns the South base point G on
Plate XX, G is the point located and surveyed in by Petrie, In *[ 147
and prior to the geometrical definition of the central width of maximum
hollowing-in—this point was considered as lying on the base edge of this
central area, i.e. on the line D 1H l of Fig. B, Hate XXV. Actually, by
comparing Hate XX, for point G at 1028,7 from centre of base, with
Plate XXV, for Point D1 on Fig. B at 9x4.1 B' from centre of base, we find
that Petrie’s South base survey point (G on Plate XX) lies on the line D^A of
Plate XXV

,
Fig. B, and 113.6 B* from D t towards A. In this position on the

geometrical Pyramid base, point & (Plate XX) should be i,n P' further
South than the maximum hollowed-in base line D,H| (Plate XXV}. Its

distance South from the base centre should therefore be 4535. 85 B', whereas
the corresponding existing distance is 4533.69 B", or a.iy B' "less than the
existing distance.
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New we have already seen that the centre of the South base has moved

inwards, owiug to subsidence movement, at least 1 inch. The Passage data

of *[ ifio have confirmed the data of 147 by indicating that the North base

has moved inwards 1,04 B" ±0,1, The total movement of North base centre

and South base centre inwards was estimated in *| 147 as 2.1 B* To this we

must now add an addition a! 1.11 inches for South base movement extra to

that estimated. This gives the total movement inwards between the centres

of opposite base sides as 3,21 inches—2, £7 inches inwards on, Sbbih side, and

1.04 inches inwards on North side. The movement, as defined, is confirmed

bv two features of the Pyramid's exterior.

if 1S2, THE- MOVEMENT OF THE SOCKETS, AND THE DIS-

TORTION OF THE CORE ESCARPMENTS,

One of the features referred to has already been considered, in 143 and

i&>, and the other at the and of *j 1S0. The former showed that the side of

the trn*f square defining the half-diagonal CM (Plate XX) requited to bejjggk

4570,55 B", whereas the existing East side of this square is 4567:02 B*, or “‘“^7

3-53 i«s irue defining the half-diagonal. This indicates

a movement of the South-East socket 3,53 B' towards the North. Professor

Petrie's data on Ids Plate X presuppose correction for this movement without

drawing attention to the actuality of the movement, since his survey data on

pages 38, 39, and aofi do not agree with his data on.his Plate X.

A ground movement is necessarily greater than a compactly massive

building movement effected by it. Hence the Pyramid masonry base move-

ment is less than the South-East socket movement.

The second feature referred to is the distortion of the Pyramid’s core ^
escarpments. The North core escarpment up the centre of the North face

is Steeper than the South core escarpment up the centre of the South face

{confirm ing ! 181}, The former, from the base to the existing top, n,T™i*
is 51* 54' 24*, whereas the latter is 52

0
51’ 13', or within 1* of the true l**i

angie of slope ol the casing. This difference of angle would be the exact I^'e^iT

effect of the return ground wave, or " echo
'* wave of the earth tremor of a n#

subsidence that had produced a steeper dip in the Pyramid's courses inwards mVfTSi'Si*

from the South side than inwards from the North side.

% 1S3, RELATION BETWEEN PASSAGE SUBSIDENCE AND
SUBSIDENCE OF COURSES,

The general form of the subsidence effects on the Great Pyramid can be

obtained from a study of the subsidence effects Ln the Passages and Chambers,

We have seen that the original angle of slope of the Descending and Ascending

Passages was 2b* 9 *,63. Correcting all Passage points to their original

positions at this angle of inclination, commencing from the Entrance inwards,

will give us the extent of subsidence at all such Passage points.
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Thus we find chat the levels of the original and existing principal floor

points of the Passages—and their extent of Subsidence—are as follows

Original, Existing,
Extent of

Subsidence,

Floor junction of Descending and
t

B' B', B".

Ascending Passages . , ,

.

Floor joint, North. End, Grind
376,1 172,9 ±.2 3.a

Gallery *

,

S6 r-5 832.6 ±.3 S.o

Foot of Great Step, Grand Gallery

Top of Great Step, 1 Grand Gallery

1666.0 I ±.3 9-5

(33.87 S') 1701 .Ely 1692.36 ±.5 9.5

Place XXX gives a graphically Uliistraced comparative statement of all

the existing and original dimensions of the Passages, together with a statement

of the cumulative subsidence in the Passages.

The above tabulation shows, in accordance with the laws of central mass
subsidence, that the subsidence effects follow,, progressively increasing, from
the North base inwards towards the centre. This progressive increase

continues beyond the centre into the King's Chamber, where the lowest

door point is 2.4 B' lower than the top of the Great Step. The total extent

of subsidence, therefore, at the level of the King's Chamber and at the

South-East comer of She King's Chamber is 9.5B"-r2.4 B* —11,9 B*. The
subsidence at the Pyramid's base vertically below this is necessarily greater

than this amount, owing to the cumulative loss of subsidence in ascending

order of courses, for points of courses on the same vertical, This cumulative

loss of subsidence bolds for every vertical line passing through the courses,

and is due to the well-known structural effect of
**

flabarching.
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f Es4+ basis of subsidence diagrams.

Proceeding, then, in the same way for the Descending Passage, we find

that its lower sloping end in the natural rock—about 303 horiroataily

North from the Pyramid's base centre—has subsided 20 B*, and at its entrance

into the natural rock has subsided 4 B\ Proceeding thus for all intermediate

points in this Passage we obtain the cumulative extent of subsidence from
the North face inwards towards the centre. This gives, in the natural rock,

the extent of settlement of the base courses at points vertically above the

'It is i$ wt)| to itj.it here that PfcdeasDr Petrie h» an unfortunate error in Ms caJculatiomi
for the level of the Step, and, in «r,sequence. for every point beyond that. All hia other ejdating
level? for the Piwases have heen correctly reduced jftojn his data. In titiia osm, however, he ha?
stated the End of Lie Gallery as 1 ,.39 B' higher rhae his own data prove it to be. Tina can be
?.Luwn from a. simple stateraent nf the tzitt£. His bnrijmitil distance for thi Grind Gallery apeti
with his sloping distance and angle of stop* for the Gallery, but does not agree with his vertical

nan far the Oijllery Sow, ‘.Din latter gives a steeper *j*ELe of slope thin the anpaal angle of
id* ri' y'_63. whereas Petrie's stated eraitiiDf ao^ie j leas rhart *hia.

Hi? offsebi finjn hi? theodolite altitude line determine that the foot of the Gr^t Step 350,34
vertically lower tha-n the same for an altitude of ifi' As the rise from the mutmiaeo.
meat nf the Gallery to th* Jwi o( Step with the Utter angie ia 804.47 !&'. the esistiiiE™a ia So3-93
B', whereas Petrie's jaie -A a. 30 B' higher. Refer al#o Note? :? Plate XXX.
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Passage poults taken, The general rate of increase of subsidence again bta
indicates that the maximum extent of subsidence is nearer the South base sid&SsSjh*
than rhe North base side, thus conJirruing the indication of the Ring's Chamber
in If 283, and confirming the inference derived Ln

T|*j
1S1 and t&2

r
as to the

M""d *'

additional movement of the South base side inwards at its centre towards

the centre oi the Pyramid's base area.

The extent of subsidence thus obtained at all observed points in the .

Descending and Ascending Passages, and in the Antechamber and King's jSSdffi.'il

Chamber, enables us to p!ot a diagram of subsidence. To make this diagram
of use in studying the related movements, it is necessary to magnify the sub-

sidence movement. We can produce a tme-to-scaEe representation of

subsidence by drawing rhe Pyramid and its Passages to a certain scale, andSTifiSSL
then drawing all existing variations horizontally and vertically from their

original positions as ten times their true extent. All that this amounts to is

that we are imagining the Subsidence effects to be ten times greater than
they actually are.

Drawn in this maimer, Plate XXXI represents the subsidence of all the
Pyramid's courses and Passages, as indicated by the existing variations of the p'™ST

floor or axis levels of the Passages. Similarly Plate XXXV gives the sub- o*J

sidence affects in the King's Chamber and Antechamber, and in theii con-

necting Passages

.

If 1S5, PYRAMID COURSES
CHAMBERS.

AND HORIZONTAL COURSES OF

Study of the precisely determined relative amounts of subsidence in the

Passages and Chambers in relation to the two subsidence diagrams—
Plates XXXI and XXXVa—establishes the following identities between
horizontal passage and chamber masonry courses on the one hand, and the

horizontal courses of the Pyramid core masonry on the ocher hand —

Existing
Lowest
Level.

Ceiling Lev?.] of King's Chamber
Ceiling level of Antechamber ,

.

fiise of walk
^/Kins’sCh^^r

h Anwnham her

Top of North and South wills

and course of East and West
walls, Queen's Chamber

EL
1920-7
1540.3

1655.4
ioSb.o

102 8.9

Sub-
sidence.

Ongm-
aily.

Existing Levels

of Courses on
Pyramid Core

Face.

Top of

Course
JJM-

Plate

5.W. N.E.
XX.

BL BL B'. BL
H,S i93*-5 3951.7 1 93J.

7
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3 1,2 56th
3 £.S \
II .2 J
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As to the variations in depths of existing masonry courses, Petrie, in

Ms Plate VUl gives tires* as follows i

—

For 39th contbst 1 indi variation ; 56th course, 04 inch
;

50th course. 0.2 inch
;
joth course. 1.5 inch.

The above statement of lev-els shows that the level of the original top of

the North and South walls of the Queen's Chamber Was 1030,33 F T
=1031,46

B', the length, of side of the quarter-srtmra square. Since the height of the

North and South walls is 1S4.4 B* =184.2 P', the original level of the

Chamber floor was 846.130 P* *=847,06 B*. The existing level being

834.4 B*. the extent of subsidence in the Queen's Chamber is 12.66 BL This

amount of subsidence here agrees with the cumulative rate of increase of

subsidence effect on the courses from the Great Step vertically downwards
to the centre of the base area. The same restoration gives the original level

of the ceiling of the horizontal Passage to the Queen's Chamber coincident

with the original level of the ceiling of the 1st Ascending Passage at the

Entrance to the Grand Gallery, i.s. at 9I4.4 BL

f 386, PYRAMID'S CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS DESIGNED TO
MEET SUBSIDENCE EFFECTS.
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Plate XXXf shows clearly the cause and nature of the subsidence. The
cause is seen in the several fissures in the natural rock portion of the Descending

Passage. These had existed when the Passage was cut in the natural rock.

Two of them have been built up with blocks by the original builders.

These- fissures are the evidence of the collapse of a subterranean cavern

deep in the limestone forming the Nj.le YaHey, which contains many examples

of this cause of subsidence. This subsidence, as we saw, occurred prior to the

building of the Pyramid- Indeed, many special details of the Pyramid's

construction indicate that the designer of the constructional details was aware

of the subsidence, and took special constructional measures to meet its

effects. This is evident particularly in the construction of the masonry

chambers and in the construction of the Grand Gallery. In fact., the Great

Pyramid 15 as perfectly designed to meet, and adjust itself to, the conditions

of subsidence as if well could be ; more perfectly designed for its substrata

conditions than St. Paul's Cathedral, for example, was designed to meet the

conditions of its substrata.

Where limestone fissures occur there is instability, particularly under

added burden to the strata in which they occur, The designer of the

Pyramid's constructional details foresaw the possibility of the existing

precarious stability of the fissured strata being disturbed by the superimposed

central mass of the Pyramid's masonry. That his details, devised to meet

the expected vertical movement, were effective is proved by the fact [shown by

*[ 180) that the Passage lengths, in spite of subsidence, have remained

unaltered.
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if rS;. THE CONSTRUCTIONAL PURPOSE OF THE TERRACED
' ROCK CORE.

The designer of the Pyramid's constructional details foresaw that the

slightest tremor due to adjacent cavern collapses—which collapses in such

strata are the minor causes of earthquakes—would disturb the precarious

stability of the strata below the Pyramid. He foresaw that the central mass

of the Pyramid' 5 masonry, in such case, would bring its maximum intensity

of pressure to bear upon a square considerably internal to the Pyramid’s base

square ;
and that such local concentration of pressure would, by dynamic

impulse of momentary subsidence due to Earth tremor, punch the central

area, along its fissure surfaces, below the level of the natural rock base.

To meet this eventuality, the natural rock .was left terraced upwards T«T»e*Jr*eii

towards the Pyramid's centre. The constructional object of this was £**“,*
obviously to form the nucleus of an arch, so that when the terraced centre

was affected by local Earth tremor, the momentary impulse of the central -^Le^*n4^

mass of masonry should, by the accentuation of
fi

flat-arching.” be largely

diverted as arch thrust effect clear of the central area. The derign, in effect,

provided a shock-absorber; but a shock-absorber designed to " throttle " m#wman
r “ dm to

two separate shocks, or senes of shocks, tn*,**
.1 M*4 KtlHC

The first shock was that instantaneously reacting to the Earth tremor,

producing vertical movement. Vertical movement of the fissured area

—

like the effect of central failure, due to shearing, on the fixed ends of a beam—
produced the second series of shocks : (i) an upward and outward kick of the

freed external strata ; and, On its completion,
(
2 ) & reaction wave outwards

from Its centre. Both these secondary effects were
u damped " or

" throttled ” by the incidental thrust of the arching effect noted.

The f ‘

echoing ” retnm of the latter ground wave—always accompanying

such earthquake effects—would produce, as it does in such earthquake

movements, an undo!atopy movement inwards towards, the centre. This

would be largely resisted by the terraced natural rock core. Nevertheless,

and for the reasons noted in *T 182, the centre of the South base was jolted t«i»™
taa rnl ]|r

inwards 3,17 B*, and the centre of the North base 1.04 B'. -—rf*.

<1 rSS. THE SOUTH AND NORTH MOVEMENT OF MASONRY
COURSES.

Plate XXXI indicates the central “ punched-in ” area of maximum n-*ih«

Subsidence, This effect would have been considerably increased had the ”

central terracing of the natural rock core been omitted. This “ &ock~ MuoutVi*

absorber ” detail has made it possible at this date to derive from the existing

measurements and structural indications, the precise purpose of the Pyramid's

design and construction. We may, therefore, take it as certain shat the design

of the constructional details has effected its purpose. The designer of these

details has therefore been justified in his conclusions concerning subsidence,
** **"'
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act! in bis- design to- meet the effects of such subsidence as he inferred might
take places, and that has taken place.

The indications supplied by the variations in level of the Passages have
determined the subsidence of the masonry courses, These, as shown, on
Plate XXXI, indicate that the

HP
punched-in " area of fissured rock is more

deeply fl punched-in" near the,South bade side than near the North base side.

This shows that the dip oi the courses inwards on the South side is steeper

than on the North side
;
and that, in consequence, the surrounding undulatory

movement due to the " echoing
M
Earth wave, mentioned in ^*7 182 and iSy

p

would have the effect of jolting the whole qf the southern portion of the
masonry bodily inwards, producing a relative horizontal movement along
successive courses from base to apes, Hus relative movement of courses
would increase the horizontal slip between courses in proportion to the height

of a course above the base, this increase being due to the decrease of super-

imposed mass, and to the consequent increased opening of vertical B-ast to
West joints towards the North face,

K I THE JOLTING OPEN OF JOINTS IN THE NORTHERN
SIDE OF THE CORE MASONRY.

The reader can experimentally obtain the conditions of the last effect

for himself. Place a long line of blocks in end-to-end contact on a table and
wikldi thffw 1

'pl

JLrtdtoi build on this successive similar and equal courses of end-tc-end blocks, in

CfaMTa) Smttk Such manner that all the initial ends butt firmly against a rigid vertical board,

tb« .win- Strike the rigid vertical hoard with a hammer and examine the end-to-end
joints between blocks in each successive course. The end-to-end joints near
the vertical board will generally remain tightly closed, and will only be found
to have opened out towards the further end of the courses, and to an increasing

extent for the higher courses. Owing to the latter effect, the originally

vertical surface formed by the ends of the courses away from the source of

shock will he found to be inclining over.

lf«l nf fhM
llldl id

tk* Fjmmid'i

Thl 4f]4 BLM.f

awt ut ckw
JuaiDa^T jvitala

Nvftfa dE t b. fc

PfAmid'i
*mtfir ini
ITlfTT-tiMi Of tP

tkl lUJliltuL

If the effect described took place lit the Pyramid from the South side, as

all the structural and subsidence evidences have indicated, then the existing

top platform of the Pyramid should show a greater distance from the Pyramid's
centre to the North face of the core escarpment than from the Pyramid’s
centre to the South, East, and West core escarpments. Petrie gives the

distances obtained by him at the mean level of 5408-5 B r
above the base as

follows :

—

Centre of Pyramid base horizon tally to the
core masonry faces on the

Mean.
N. side 224-5 ±0,7
JL side 214. 1 ±0.3
S. side 215.0^0.4

„
W. side 217.6 ^r.Q

thus confirming the movement as described.

Thus it will be seen that, although the distance to the South core face is

only 0.85 B' less than the mean of the distances to the East and West core
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facfflj the distance to thfl North cor* face is S.65, B* greater than the latter. Ciatxdii***

It is this extra distant* that ha* matte the twisting angle of slope 51* 54' 34' £,43 w«*

jErom the centre of the North core bast io the top core platform, 1 whereas the

existing angles of slope of the centres of the South, East, and West core t»t^
escarpments are not appreciably different from the original angle of n«rt^

r

31* 5*' 14' 3*

U ipo P THE GEOLOGICAL DATA.

When it is remembered that the stratification of the Giz-eh Plateau, upon

which the Great Pyramid stands, and of the whole of the adjacent Nile Valiev m*v*JUr

consists of limestone, the geological reasons for the subsidence effects are t

clearly to hand 1 The Nile bed itself is formed in a great limestone fault,

'* eroded into a gorge, fed by water-tunnelled caverns ifl the cMs," and now
" filled with debris, forming the present Nile bed/* Here aro evidences of

the cause of subsidence, in the examples of collapses of underground caverns

and grottos. As Petrie states.3 large caverns have collapsed at some

hundreds of feet below the present Nile (Fig, 4);''

One such smaller cavern or grotto, but not collapsed, is already known

under the Pyramid masonry (Plate XXXI), and within the natural

rock core, terraced to receive and to bind into the masonry courses of the

Pyramid. Net rbia grotto, however, but a larger unexplored cavern, by

collapsing prior to the Pyramid"* construction, has been the cause of the

lock Assuring and instability of strata discussed in ^ 1&6-1B8.

H 191. THE EARLIEST FORCED ENTRY TO UPPER CHAMBERS.

The Pyramid's structural indications are fairly conclusive that sub-

sldence effects wera observed on the external surface of the Pyramid not

long after it was built, possibly within a few generations from the time of its

construction, and certainly before precise details and measurements of its ^7
internal construction were lost or forgotten. The latter conclusion is certain

from the entry for ficammatLon of the effects of the subsidence upon ™T
Chambers.

When the Pyramid was built, all access to its upper chambers was dosed

by the granite plug or plug* at the lower end of the 1st Ascending Passage

{Plate XXXI). To hide the fact that a Parage began here, a limestone

block was inserted to make the roof of the Entrance or Descending Passage Oap.-BndinT
Fiihip »«d

IIt will be ob?er™l that this general angle for the r-nfcrt vstrytre Sum cl the NorthKve escarp- chubs- mIf*
me*E ham "iase tn existing fop platform agrees irtih the existing indicatfons of casing skipa fa*

North face, from gristing casing base to Entramifl sill indicated by nxisring Line 'jf Entrance

Passage, anil its la.tarswticj with the e.-c^stm.g base level ai th* ig-tih mawwy course, near Its

existing ZntranM. T&e litter definition, as obtained, br Petrie, p^ea tusting M=£fa oi Worth

face casing, in its first 700 inches «F height, as 53' ^r±i r
. (Refer | i3n-j

•Refer Pstria's " Iflit Egypt/' Vol. I (1854 Edit.}, pp. 1-6 .

•Ibid-, ;pp- 3 and 4. iHoatT. Pig. 4- For socb tnJlapsci originating earthquakes, refer iie

Archibald {Slide's
F|

Text-book <4 Geology.
1

' pp. 389, +77-479.

VOL, t it
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PLATE XXXIIt

continuous past the ist Ascending Passage. Entry to the upper chambers
was thus effectively dosed. It was possible only to use the Descending
Passage to gain entry to the Subterranean Chamber.

When it was. observed, however, that an internal movement had taken ti. r^i,

place, steps were taken by the keepers of the Pyramid to force an entry, rg ^9lr
atT1

The manner in which this entry was effected forces Us to two conclusions :

ni,*r ia
"‘Esieii

(1} That the Arab accounts of A1 Mamoun's. latar forced entry in the

pth century A,D. are correct in stating that the rsc Ascending

Passage above the plugs was filled with limestone blocks, which

had to be broken up one by one, by the Arabs (refer also

303 and aoSal ; and Slid#,’"*'

(z) That the plans of the Pyramid, or the data of its construction and

ground conditions, were sillt in existence when the first entry was

effected for inspection,
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PLATE XXXIV,

ISOMmO PEPJECBON3OTN6DIMS D0«?WAY
* cfHOHZONTAL PASSAGE -» QUEENS CHAMBCG

*

Eatrr by
bUmtJtj-bf
np Lkiaufb
nmfm'ii j Ir

< Irttta.

TI 19a. THE TUNNELLING OF THE WELL-SHAFT.

Instead of seeking £0 tunnel through the masonry- as the Arabs did later,

the early keepers of the Pyramid commenced their tunnelling in a gradually

doping direexion from the Descending Passage, up through the natural rock

terracing to ihe grotto [Plate XXXI). Here they organised their depot lor

tools- ^nd rest, and for the bye-passing of workers and materials. Their
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reason for commencing their tunnel so deep in the natural rock. was

obviously to intersect, for purpose of inspection, the two fissures, FQ and
jj*,*

1^* * 1^

MN, shown on Plate XXXI, This Seema to indicate that the fissures not

built up in the Descending Passage had developed as newly visible in

the Passage at the time of the subsidence that had occasioned the visit of

inspection considered.

From the grotto they then continued with a rough shaft approaching*™^^
towards the commencement of the Grand Gallery. When they had proceeded jij fama

1*

sufficiently far with this, by their rough initial methods of aligning, they made »*«

an accurate survey from a fixed point of the Pyramid's construction to

determine the exact location of their tunnel end in azimuth, altitude, and

distance from this fixed point. Referring to the then known data concerning

the Pyramid'
1

s interior, the keepers thus obtained the location of thdr tunnel

end in relation to the end of the Grand Gallery. They next continued their

rough tunnel to a point vertically behind the first (lowest) ramp Stone on

the West side of the Grand Gallery. This effected, a perfectly vertical shaft

—

the so-called Well-shaft—was driven upwards to the predetermined point at

which the keepers intended to force an entry into the Gallery. Reaching

this point behind the first ramp Hone, as shown on the Frontispiece [right- b*h* *w*

hand view) and Fl&te XXXI3 (plan), they forced the ramp Stone upwards

aod outwards. That this is the manner in which the ramp stone was forced inhT&nd

is shown by the fractured appearance of the ramp around the Well-shaft.
GiJUtt '

This is accurately illustrated on the Isometric Projection shown on Plate

XXXIII

% 193, THE EARLIEST INSPECTION OF THE SEALED CHAMBERS.

Having gained an entry, the keepers proceeded to an inspection of the ri»

Chambers. To inspect the Queen's Chamber, they had, perforce, to break Gjfiiwfljwf

or remove the Grand Gallery floor slab that originally bridged the Entrance '*

Passage to the Queen's Chamber, as indicated by the existing details. These onw^*
are as shown on Frontispiece (right-hand view), and Plates XXXII, XXXIII,
and XXXIV- This done, they found little or no serious indications of failure

in the Queen's Chamber.

Proceeding to the Antechamber and King's Chamber, they found here

indications of possible instability due to the movement that had caused

inspection to ba made. In the King's Chamber they found the ceiling beams
cracked along their South ends inside the Chamber. The cause of

fracture is clearly indicated by the general form of subsidence shown
^

on Plates XXXI and XXXV. To enable any further movement or

fracture to be indicated, the keepers evidently smeared the cracks and open
“i'‘”

joints with cement or piaster. Thus Petrie states, regarding these ceiling-

beams, that
* 4 Round the S.E, comer, for about 5 feet on each side,

the joint is daubed up with cement, laid on by fingers. The crack across the

Eastern Roof-beam has been also daubed whh cement, looking, therefore, as
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addendum to PLATE XXXV.
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if it h&iS cracked before tbc chamber was ft pished. At the 5.W, comer,

plaster is freely spread over the granite, covering about a square foot

altogether.” (The first italics are ours, the second Professor Petrie's own.}

If
iq4, THE INSPECTION TUNNEL TO CHAMBERS OF CON-

STRUCTION.

To gain access to the important Chambers of Construction over the

King's Chamber, the keepers next drove an opening into the East wall of the

Grand Gallery at its upper or South end. This is as shown on the Frontispiece

and Plate XXXVI.

Tunnelling clear of the wall blocks of the Gallery, the workers turned

their tunnel towards the South, as shown on Plate XXXVI,, to enter the

Chambers of Construction at the upper level of the ceiling blocks of the

King's Chamber. Here they found that the indications of instability were

not so serious as they had feared, for they did not proceed higher than the i***i*.

1st Chamber with their inspection. 1 Modern tunnelling upwards into the

four higher Chambers has shown that the use Of limestone (in lieu of granite) sUSt^VkiZ

Supporting blocks, bearing the ends oi the higher granite tooling beams, has

caused the shock of subsidence to be partly broken by crashing and " plastic
"

flow of the limestone. Tn other words, the higher Chambers of Construction rwi '

were purposely built weaker than the lowest Chamber and ceiling beams of

the King's Chamber, to act as a succession of
HC

buffers " between the super-

imposed mass of the Pyramid and the King’s Chamber, -during the expected

subsidence movement.

To permit of this
**

buffer
N

effect being fully developed, the beams or

*

Slabs of the Chambers of Construction were not built into the East and West if.*!®*

walls, from which, as shown by the adhering plaster, the upper Chamber has

subsided as much as 5 inches. Hence, instead ot indicating had workmanship

—as has been supposed by some authorities not conversant with the design ch^=±^^

of constructional devices for counteracting the effects of subsidence movement ^^* r
*

that cannot be prevented— the workmanship in these Chambers is the

necessary effect of good design. An entirely rigid system of construction,

with uniform workmanship from the lowest to the highest Chamber, would

s T1li; question of as eaiiy faroed entry inti? the Pyramid for tnipfieefon baa been disccswd
at greater kn-jth than many readem may deem bo ha warrancBd by the relative. iinpdrtaace of ttw

faets. Tlie rtiaoa ts that many theories oi intention have been attath*! to the so-ialEv!
"
"Well -

abaft "—by whictl W?deem this Karlieut entry wia inside—and to the -30C1S5K tunnel tq the C? i ;'i Fiibtn-s

of Coqsfcmttfoa,.

Wc ba,vfl tried to s.bertKn the Bresentiitiuifl of #hat ssfimtd to us to be th= true «rplaflitfon,

by sdopfrog tie qinativs form rather chan the inductive form of presenting the data. The
reader, therefore, liquid understand that whore the narrative form may seem to aw of

A-owirtfoa, Id the presentation of what aftnaUy baa, been evolved by inductive analysis., this is

ftttuejy due to rhe abbreviated form adopted. Where assertion may seexa tu esriat, the reader, it

fo boned, will nnd the cuofijining data in the wn««,
f-wo fats of importance in thfo coaociition. are (ij that the ramp atone in the Grand GalEeiy

ctearty was forced Into the Grand Gallery from the 40-called Well-shaft; and (a) rfott Use fotwd
inLeta were evidently all carefoUy selected fc& be at such points as would cot destroy or interfere

with the purpose of any essential feature of the Pyramid's Passage construction,
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jiave been disastrous, A voussoir arch construction would have been more
disastrous Still, as the final stage of settlement has produced an opening out

of the King's Chamber walls, This opening out, in conjunction with the

tilting thrust from the Grand Gallery, illustrated on Plate XXXV, Fig. A,

would have produced a rocking motion and a kicking*up effect on the North
hannthing of a voussotr arch construction, as well as an opening out of the

span of the arch. The complicated combination of stress movements between

the voussoirs would have produced failure.
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Section III.—Details Concesutikg Plates.

f rq5 PLATE XIX. THE REDUCED CO-ORDINATES OF PROFESSOR
PETRIE'S SURVEY DATA.

The data given on Plate XIX are self-explanatory to the technical reader. The
purpose of the Hale is to enable the technical reader to check the calculations giving'

the co-ordinates of FIAte XX.

It should be sufficient for the general reader to observe how closely the newly

calculated co-ordinates of Plate XX agree with Professor Petrie's calcalafced

distances, as given on Plate XX.

wt
rfl6 PLATE XX, THE MEASUREMENTS AND LEVELS OF THE

EXISTING DETAILS OF THE GREAT PYRAMID'S EXTERIOR.

The data given on Plate XX are self-explanatory. The direct measurements

of the base square ore Professor Petrie's. The true Pyramid azimuth co-ordinate

measurements are from Petrie's survey data given on Plate XIX. The plan of

the base sockets—shown to a magnified scale as compared with the scale Of base

co-ordinates—is from Professor Smyth's " Life and Work/" VoL I, p. E3&, etc.

As explained in Sections I and II of this Chapter, ground subsidence has shifted

the sockets, both in relation to their original azimuth and in relation to each other,

and at the same time, by consequent minor earthquake effects has shifted the

ba$E courses of the Pyramid in relation co the shifted positions of the sockets. The
sum of all apparent movements, as examined in detail, varies from | of an inch

to ^ inches. (*^ 141-145, rSo-tSs.} What we have termed the Pyramid's " true

aHmuth co-ordinate system " is the azimuth system as defined by the existing

socket comers—outmost from the Pyramid's base centre. This azimuth system

was adopted as the system of reference for the various related—primary and

secondary—movements.

The existing evidences of the various related movements have shown 145,

ifio, and iBe) that the point M of the 3.E. socket was adopted as the point of

origin for setting out the Pyramid's base square and dragonafa H
and that the

distance between the East side of the latter socket and the West aide UX of the

5.W. socket defined the length of the Pyramid's base side. Even in the event

of the technical reader failing to agree with all our conclusions concerning the

reiated base movements, it wiil nevertheless have to be conceded that the point M
formed the point of origin for preliminary setting out, and that the distance between

the East side of the S.E. socket and the West side of the S.W. socket formed the

preliminary definition of the Pyramid's base width horn East to West, S45,

iSo. and rfii,)

The level? of the Pyramid courses are as obtained by Petrie. The reader should

note that the geometrical considerations o£ Plates XXII I r
XXFV, and XXV (Fig, AJ

require that the special apex Pyramid should be 364.27^65 P" =.364.6!? B' high.

The Pyramid's geometrical height being 5813.01 F' -*5819.40 B' gives base of original

apex Pyramid, or top surface of the highest course of masonry at 5454.73 B' above

the base. This agrees with the highest existing course, the 203rd course, at

545t.fi B\ thus leaving 2.9 B' for subsidence of the highest course. Owing to the
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1 321 ,
GEOMETRICAL DEFINITION OF FORMULA FOR THE
NEW EPOCH,

For a geometrical representation such as Plate XXXVII, tint represented

with reference to an Epoch that is not die mid-date of the representation, the

general formula, P^a-rb.ti+Cnt^, k completely defined with respect to Its

Epoch Xif the following data ate given :

—

(i) The geometrical representation of the Epoch X as T 1 years from the

.mid-date of the defined interval T years.

(a) The geometrical representation of the value of P,, in Connection with

— the point defining the Epoch X, this giving the value of a -P*.

(3) The geometrical representation of the value of m in connection with

sm
the point defining the Epoch X, this giving b

(4) The geometrical representation of the value of Q in connection with

aQ
the point defining the Epoch X, this giving c=— .

It is important to observe that the geometrical representation of these

values should give F*, m r and Q as co-ordinates at the point geometrically

defining the Epoch.

For the representation to prove its intention, and to supply data, easily

capable of being converted into algebraic form,, its scalar system should be

given in terms of round hundreds or thousands of years. In other words.

the interval T years—as also — VCac^—should be in round thousands of years.

to cover a sufficiently long period defining variations in annual astronomical

values. The inferred. Pyramid scalar system of chronology—in which the

interval T is fiooo years, and in wliich, as the evidence indicates, the nfitl-da-te

is dearly defined {«Jf 215 and 216)—is just such a framework as is necessary

to define the associated astronomical relations of sis-arfi in terms of the

system of geometrical interpolation of Plate XXXVII,

H 222, THE VARIATIONS OF THE PRECESSIONAL RATE.

iut> J P»—

pmtd n
BgutkT nil

^ +lij L -|-C.tL
B
,

Now it so happens that the diagrams of Plate XXXVIIa {left hand),

as defined, graphically represent

—

{a) precisely’ the conditions of Precession, for

P =the annual value of the rate of Precession expressed in seconds of angle

;

and Plate XXXVIIb (right hand)—

(b) the exact conditions of Precession, for

P =the annual value of the rate of Precession expressed as years per 360\
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This is obvious from. the following

360
*

Rite la P yea:7 per 360 —AKnuaTniLte <if Precession in angle'

Annual Tata
of PT*t*«iinit
tnrwiti h
TMfl p*T
r«T4jwti*B *f
wliirii-E: ™
t — b.li + tJi1.

„\5 the annual angular rate increases the annual rate in years per 360°

dimmishes. Hence for fa)

Annual angular rate of Precession =i+b,tt +c.t 1
t

;

but for (ty

Annual rate of Precession in P years per 300
fl =a—b„t

1
+-c,

,t 1
l
-

h will assist the reader to follow the Pyramid's elucidation of this

matter if we give some explanation of the basal data and formula universally

adopted by modem astronomers in dealing with Frecesstonal values.

233. NEWCOMB'S DATA FOR PRECESSION.

In the middle of the 19th century the Preccssional value adopted by Tj^ohwa.",

astronomers was Bessel's value—30 '.2346 +0'. o<x»244t forward from 1850 A. D. ,=j

Levernier gave the value for 1850 as 50 *.235 7 for the Julian year, and Oppolzer
C*IwW

as 50
1

*.234(1 for the tropical year.

During the second half of the rath century the Scruv^Petere' value— Tk»iii*

50' 2522 +o'.ooo22yt forward from 1S50 A.D.—gradually superseded the

earlier accepted values, In 1897, however. Professor Simon Newcomb 5l?pmrirf hT

published the results of his researches in
fr Astronomical Papers of the diM™

111* 4

American Ephemeras'' (VoL VIII}. Since that date his value and

formula have bees, universally adopted by astronomers.

Mewcomb's calculations cover the period from i6ao A.D. to 3X00 A-D-

His values for years at intervals ten years apart, from idtw A-D. to 2100 A.D,, d-c
y

tabulated in Bauschingcr's
41 TafeLn zur Theoretischen Astronomic," Taf.

XXX, give the formula 3Q'.3453+o
rf

rCQQZ223t from 1830 A.D., the centra! uu^T.jj.

date of his calculations.
*lB*

This formula is derived from the following l

—

Date Value, Difference

A.D. Sees, of Angle. in 250 years.

i(hq 30.1:897 'Average difference

-K>-055& in Z50 years

1S50 5<^453 A

+0,0555 o.oottftsa per

3100 50.3005 L
year.

Examination of the complete table in Bauschinger's- work shows that the

slight inequality in the two differences is due to the values being stated only

to the 4th decimal place. For the same reason, the value in " The Nautical

Almanac ”—30 *.2453+0'.0002225 1 from 1850 A.D,—has been interpolated

from Nevrcomb's values from 1750 to 1950 A.D.
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Bausching-er, again, in his " Bahnbestiinmung der HinuneLsfcdrperj"
1

P- 79 j gives the formula- 5Q*.2453+0 *,00022131, which cannot be precisely

obtained from the data in his ” Tatelm"' within any selected limits.

S NEWCOMB'S FORMULA FOR PRECESSION.
/

In the present work we have adopted Newcomb's formula as derived from
the complete range of his data, and to apply equally to his data both before

and after 1850 A.D,

This gives

Animal rat® of Precession =5o'.24534iO'-MhM223t.

Converting this into the rate expressed as the numb er of years to complete
a revolution (^6o

a

} F
we obtain

R =25.793-46 —a. 114* with t positive (+) forward from 1850 A.D.

The formula strictly applies only to the period 1600 A.D. to 210a A-D.
covering the range of Newcomb's calculations. It gives, however, extremely
accurate results for many thousands of years before and after this period,

as the reader will sec. This indicates that the constant C in the formula
P=A+B,H-C.tfl—negligible within the range of Newcomb’s calculations—
must be an extremely small quantity.

In Newcomb's formula (Epoch 1850 A D )

A =25,793.46; E = —0,114; andC=o,

«S 225. PYRAMID'S GEOMETRICAL CONNECTION BETWEEN
EXTERIOR AND INTERIOR. ^4

Now the measure of 25,826,54 P 1*—supplied by the sum of the Pyramid's
bate diagonals and by the precessitmal circuit—b indicated as the measure
of the Pyramid's standard period of reference for variations in the rate of
Precession {*[ 166). One quarter of this period for 6456,635 years} is, there-

fore, the Pyramid's standard, period of reference for 90* of Precession.

In Case I, Fig, A, Plate XXIII, the value of 3861.02215624 P* was
obtained as an important relation in the geometrical scheme of the Pyramid's
right vertical section. We now see that this value, and its ^Vth subdivision
(Fig. B, Plate XXV II) . form the key to the relationship between the Pyramid's
external and internal geometrical systems. For

fa} A triangle of vertical 2861,02215624 P" and hypotenuse 6456,6355945
P' (Plate XXXYTII. Fig. A) defines the angle of slope of the
Pyramid's Passages with the horizontal as 26” IS' 9".63. (|[K 176-

W9-)
fb} A horizontal distance of 386,1022156 F' Eastwards from the North

to South Central vertical Plane of the Pyramid defines the North
to South central vertical plane of the Passage system, {If 148 and
Plate XXIV.}
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PLATE XLla.

GEOMETRICAL DETAILS OF THE GREAT PYRAMID'S
PASSAGE SYSTEM.
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PLATE XLIb,

GEOMETRICAL DETAILS OF THE GREAT PYRAMID'S
PASSAGE SYSTEM.
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pyramid records *39

The latter movement is illustrated by the successive stages presumed by

Plates XLIV to XLVII. Each Plate shows four successive positions of the

Earth in its orbit during a year. Positrons on other days of the same
year have the same direction of inclination- Thus Plate XLIV represents

the direction of inclination of the Earth's axis during the year 4699 B.C.

Plate XLV represents the direction of inclination of the Earth's axis

during the year 1844 A.D-— the direction having altered 90* between

4699 B.C. and 1844 A.D. Plate XLVI represents the direction ot inclination

of the axis during the year 8203 J A,D,- -the direction having altered iSo°

between 4699 B.C, and 8203^ A.D, Plate XLVI 3 represents the direction

of inclination of the axis during the year 14,390 A.D.-^the direction having

altered 270
s between 4699 B.C, and 14,390 A.D. The direction then returns

to the position represented on Plate XLIV, which now represents the direction

of the axis for the year 20,415 A.D.—the direction having turned round

360° between +699 B.C. and 20,415 A.D, Between these two dates, the

cycle of Precession is a period of 25,1122 years. For other earlier dates, the

period is greater
;

for Later dates, the period is less. Thus for precession of

360
3
prior to 1844 A.D.. the processional cycle is a period of 27,376.1 years,

beginning at -25.533 B-C, and ending at 1844 A.D. ;
and for precession 3So

fr

forward in time from 1844 A.D., the ^recessional cycle is a period of 24,442.2

years, beginning at 1844 A.D. and ending at 26,286 A.D.
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For ISo
3
prior to 5844 A.P., | period

And for r So
13

after 1 344 A.D., j- period

Processional period r 1,434 B.C. to 14,390 A,D.
Cvcle

-13.276.20 years.

>12,546.45

=25,823,65 years.

These periods follow from the formula and method of *| 238,

*f
276, THE SOLAR DAY AND THE SIDEREAL DAY.

Now, in *[*[ 273 and 373, 365 rotations were taken as illustrating the case

of the revolution of the Earth round its orbit, Strictfy speaking, this is nntme
—even as an approximation.

In the course of a solar year, the Sun appears to revolve round the Earth

365.3423 rimes, thus defining the number of days. If, however, the Sun

were hidden for a year, we would observe that the stellar heavens appear to n^a«H
revolve round the Earth 366.3432 times in z solar year. The reason is that *?£**^“C

the Earth in revolving externaliy round the Sun, IS performing its revolution

internally to the stellar heavens. The 3teilar heavens, therefore, appear to nf^^tdirif

revolve 366.2423 times to the Sun
J

s apparent 365.2422 times. Hence the

apparent diurnal revolution ot the stellar heavens is termed a "' sidereal

day " and the diurnal revolution of the Sun Is termed a " solar day,” The

latter is the day as commonly known. The former is an astronomical unit

employed in the " Nautical Almanac" and astronomical ephomerides. Hence,

One Solar Year =365.3422 solur days,

, , KJ =366.2422 sidereal days.



PLATE XL IV.

PRECESSION OF THE EQUINOXES—THE SOLAR YEAR
IX 4699 B.C

PLATE XLV.

PRECESSION OF THE EQUINOXES—THE SOLAR YEAR
IN' 1844 A,D.



PLATE XLVL

PRECESSION OF THE EQUINOXES—THE SOLAR YEAR
IN S203I A.D.

PLATE XLVIL

PRECESSION OF THE EQUINOXES—THE SOLAR YEAR
IN 14, 390 £ A.D,

16VOL, i.
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The solar year, debaed as consisting of 366.242s sidereal days, is termed

the
,i: Sidereal year ” in some elementary works on astronomy, and in, others

that ought to know better. This designation, however, is a misnomer.

The Sidereal year—as defined in 1
|

c 13a and 155—is the duration in solar

days of the Earth's complete revolution of the stellar heavens. The amount

by which the solar year halls short 'of the sidereal year is determinedly the

extent to which the direction of the Earth's polar axis is altered, by its

processional factory in the course of a year. The resulting dip backwards

of the solar year round the stellar heavens is illustrated in successive stages

by the modern month indications of Plates XLIV-XLVlI inclusive.

H 377. THE VARIOUS ELEMENTS OF PRECESSION,

Now the plane of the Earth's orbit is necessarily the plane in which the

Sun's attraction acts on the Earth. Owing to the inclination of the Earth’s

axis of rotation to the plane of the orbit, the paane of the Earth's equatorial

protuberance is oblique to the plane of the Sun's attraction. In Consequence,

the latter attraction tends to pull the plane of the equatorial protuberance

into the plane of the Earth's orbit. The Earth counteracts this tendency

by means of the " wobbsing " motion described in r
T\ 271, 272

,

and 275.

The resulting slow change of direction of the Earth's axis—measured by its

annual extent of change—is termed " Solar Precession.”

Again, the plane of the Moon's orbit round the Earth being oblique to

the plane of the Earth's equatorial protuberance, a similar action and counter-

action result- Precession resulting front this is termed " Lunar Precession.”

As the orbits of all the other planets are oblique to the plane of the Earth's

equator, a similar resultant action and counteraction are due to planetary

attractions .
Precession resulting from this is termed

'

p Planetary Precession /

'

The algebraic sum of all three Processional values is the total precession,

and is termed "' General Precession.
”
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f .378. APPARENT—AS DISTINCT FROM ACTUAL—MOVEMENTS

.

To an observer on the Earth, the Earth appears to be stationary. The

Sun appears to perform a complete revolution round the Earth in the course

of a solar day, and the stellar heavens to perform a complete revolution round

the Earth in the course of a sidereal day 276). Similarly, the moon and all

the planets appear to revolve round the Earth each in a period of approxi-

mately a solar day.

The apparent paths of the Sun, Moon, and Planets in the stdJar heavens

always He within a particular belt or girdle encircling the heavens. This belt

is termed the Zodiacal bdt, or, simply, the Zodiac, The central encircling

Iron of the Zodiac is the Ecliptic, or apparent path of the Sun, The apparent

path of the Sun is therefore traced hi the stellar heavens, although, whilst

the Sun is visible, the stars, defining the Sun's course, are themselves invisible.

pmlil «f lb.
Srifl.
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the Ecliptic axis have shifted less than £° in relation to the fixed stars, or to

be more precise, in relation to their original positions at the beginning of the

interval considered.

The Ecliptic North Pose is therefore taken as the point to which the

positions of the North Celestial Foie for different dates are referred. The
Ecliptic axis is thus the axis of reference for Precession, and the Ecliptic

North Pole is the point of reference for Precession of the North Celestial Pole.

The North Celestial Pole is, in consequence, defined as revolving slowly round
the Ecliptic North Pole. As thus denned, the movement is illustrated on

Plate XLIX, the various positions of the North Celestial Pole being shown
for dates from 5000 B.C, to 2300 A,D. Complete illustration of the movement
in relation to the celestial hemisphere north of the Ecliptic, and in relation

to the fixed stars thereon, is shown on Plate XLVIII, This shows the relations

between the North Celestial Pole and Lhe Equinoctial and Solstitial CoSures,

and by these relations illustrates the meaning of
J< The Precession of the

Equinoxes,
1

' round the Zodiac.

! 2Si t the earliest ZODIACAL DATE.
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At a remote date in history the constellations or star groups of the Zodiac

were divided off into equal spaces in the Ecliptic. As these have come down
to lis, the star groups indicate a division into twelve Zodiacal Signs. The
constellational figures associated with these signs and their designations are

as shown on Plate XLVIII,
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R. Brown, jun., in his " Primitive Constellations,
1,1

places the date of

origin for the figures shown as 4&9S B-C, (astronomical) =4699 B.C. (historical)

,

This date agrees with the various Other lines of independent evidence discussed

in Section I oi this Chapter. Brown's date of origin depends upon the

following :

—

The toe of Castor, beginning the sign Gemini, also marks the termination

of the sign Taurus, At the date 4609 B.C. (historical) a given meridian on

the Earth passed through the point thus defined precisely at •midnight of

the Autumnal Equinox of that year
;

or, alternatively, the Sun occupied the

point thus denned at noon of the Vernal Equinox of that year. This can be

independently confirmed from the present position of the toe of Castor, and
from Newcomb's formula for Precession (*f 224). The resulting relation

between the modem months of the solar year and the Zodiacal signs for

4699 B.C. is as shown on Plate XLIV. The first month oi the Equinoctial

year therefore coincided with the Zodiacal sign Gemini in 4699 B.C. In

successive later years, owing to Precession, the beginning of the year slipped

backwards gradually through the sign Taurus. Now the earliest known
historical records in no case refer to an Equinoctial yea? beginning in Gemini,

They all refer to an Equinoctial year beginning in faums. Brown therefore

placed the date of origin at the last point of Taurus, thus fixing the date at

4G-99 B.C. (historical).

"Vol. I, 9. *6.
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The stellar heaven^,, therefore, appear as a vast globe encircling ihe Earth,

To the ordinary observer, the Earth appears to be the centre of the stellar

With minor modifications-—affecting geocentric and heliocentric 1^7 in,

of reference— the point of view of the ordinary observer has been
*'

T*p*

globe,

points

adopted as the basis of presentation for astronomy in ancient and modern
times.

f 379. THE CELESTIAL SPHERE.

EKflk.
4
! pj«

Mm pjod Mi-*./

•: S&1-W
fluf

Mtnliilvkiii.
C4***fU JT#rti

_ PnEj* nil

The axis of apparent rotation of the stellar globe is the polar axis of ihe pj*"^*"*
Earth produced. The Earth's polar axis produced into the northern hemi- £***.

sphere of the stellar globe defines the celestial North Pole. All the scars in e^°L .q^tn

the northern celestial hemisphere appear to revolve daily around the point "^”47 *"

thus defined ; and similarly in the southern celestial hemisphere, with refer-

epee to the celestial South Pole, *>w“
PI*IXl4

Similarly, the plane of the Earth's equator produced in all directions E^^ijaKi

defines the plane of the celestial equator. Its line of intersection with the

apparent stellar globe defines the line of the celestial equator. SpSmS
Now if the polar axis of the Earth had been perpendicular to the plane

of the Earth's orbit, the plaue of the Earth's equator would have coincided fijfarti'i

with the plane of the orbit. As the plane of the latter produced defines on

the stellar globe the line of the Ecliptic, or the apparent annual path of the

Sun, it is obvious that, with the condition assumed, the polar axis of the j*3**?
. .j

stellar globe would have coincided with the axis of the Ecliptic, and the celestial
C«|jpliF, iir.H

Ekf, D*J«r 4.01
, a J- . “ilh tl]4 4 ur

from tne ^ ct* EtU^t,

position assumed above, the North Celestial Foie la about 23 ^° removed from

tfc Foie of the Ecliptic, The latter is unaffected by the tilt. The resell, is

that the yearly path of the Sun appears to be performed round the Ecliptic iwTL^*'
as the middle circumference of a sphere of which the axis of revolution is the

Ecliptic axis, and that the daily apparent revolution of the stellar globe is

ejected about the celestial polar axis, One effect of the fatter apparent jp^
EtBpd*‘

revolution is that the imaginary point of the Ecliptic North Pole daily appears

to revolve around the North Celestial Foie, and that the imaginary Sine of the

Ecliptic traced by the apparent annual journey of the Sun round the stellar
p32*jjftu£

l1

globe appears to revolve daily with, the stellar globe, ^dLJuiT
ith eb*
caJwtiiJ

equator with the Ecliptic.

Owing, however, to the tilt of the Earth's axis being about 23 ¥'

r
2S0 . THE TWO AXES OF ASTRONOMICAL REFERENCE,

xi« of fit

i r

The polar axis of the stellar globe is therefore the axis of reference for « u»

the day and Che year, since all motions within the year appear to be performed

relative to that axis. Owing to Precession, however, the celestial polar g* j *t

axis changes direction with the Earth's- polar axis. The stellar globe for one

year, therefore, does not bear the same relation to the fixed stars as the stellar

globe for another year, to 6500 years the stellar globe turns round 90° BUl LiCCUpV Ebl

lji relation to the fixed stars, whereas m the same interval the Ecliptic and
P-St pf f-n-jr

jrljtr fl4f.
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«f
1* 2 . TAURUS PRE-EMINENT IN EARLIEST HISTORICAL TIMES -

Egyptian imagery, This particular symbol appears in the earliest records

of the two countries. These records are therefore not anterior to the date

4#og B.C, h when the Equinoctial year first began in Taurus. The records

clearly prove that they belong to a much later date, when the symbol of the

Bull was already a symbol of long-established use. This conclusion is inter- T<l
^'’Viii'

esting as Indicating that pre-dynastic civilisation in Egypt and Mesopotamia

—when the rites of the Bull were already woven inextricably into the tradi- ^
tional rituals of the priests— belongs to a period considerably later than

j Mim
4699 B.C. The epoch of Mena in Egypt and the epoch of Sargani of Akkad s£E.rtj.

are therefore of a still later date or dates,
Akf.T^u

Long after Taurus had ceased to begin the Equinoctial year, Vergil 7^^ ^
wrote that " the white boll with th& golden horns opens the year." VergiLs

statement is clearly a survival of the tradition of a former fact of historical

chronology- On the other hand, the existence or the dominant symbol

of the Bull in the earliest record; of oriental civilisation Indicates the total

lack of any similar survival of a tradition associating arty Other sign than

Taurus with the beginning of the year. Taurus was already the Sign 01 ii*

tradition when the earliest existing records were inscribed. No existing :>i f D pr*c*dEr i

human retie of an intelligent civilisation can be reliably connected to a date aiFh kaeva «

iic wmnt^ B f. The qfopfo fact wittLEAfitrsff to the existence -of an c»ii:uu ih*

Tj-ox-ji aljfiaJf
tha befigures of the Zodiac.
hj>.|ih:nn w b«Q
wliwt r*r ard.1

w*T+ jci'-ri b»d-

% 283. THE LUNAR ZODIAC OF NOCTURNAL SIGNS.

The later conception of the Zodiac pictured the Zodiacal Signs as the

various stations or bouses of the Sun during the Solar year. In this con- i—

ception. knowledge of the signs as Nocturnal (visible) Signs necessarily *;-, *;££**

preceded their use as Diurnal (and invisible) Signs. The early Zodiac depicted

the signs as nocturnal. This conception requires the astronomical assumption

of an imaginary Anti-Sun in the Zodiac at midnight in place of the modem £irtj

conception of the visible Sun in an invisible Zodiac at noon. Now the nITi£*™4*i.

Anti-Sun would be indicated by the projection of the Earth’s shadow on to mrihji .dru*,

the celestial sphere, if we can imagine the projection to be possible. The

equivalent indication is given at a total lunar eclipse- The Moon, entering
w

the Earth'; shadow, indicates the place of the imaginary Anti-Sun in the

S

a.

Zodiac,
S5^

The Moon, therefore, becomes the ideal medium for defining the path of

the Anti-Sun along the Ecliptic in the Zodiac. Successive total lunar eclipses At
detine the Ecliptic, With the latter known, successive full moons, slightly Erfi^

above or slightly below the Ecliptic, determine the precise position of the
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Anti-Sun on the Ecliptic.1 The earliest Zodiac is. therefore, the Lunar Zodiac

system of NocEumai Signs.
i»»u £odm. ^

tnk*rm‘J'
-From the conception of the Lunar Zodiac originated the many anciently

T>jur^i itt, D pictured forms of homed head-dress supporting a Moon-—the latter often

freroglyphically represented in the shape of a crescent to avoid its being
jmdxLip^ confused with the Sun—figured as crowning various deities of the year. The
!nv*™*!

IM
Lunar Zodiac is the Zodiac of the ancient Euphrateans.
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f 284. THE EARLIEST ALPHABET.

The tint sign of this ancient Zodiac was identified with Taurus before

the existence of che Send tic languages, since in Chaldean and Hebrew—and
in the early forms of Semitic language—Taurus was signified by Atop or

Aieph, the first letter of the Chaldean and Hebrew alphabets. As alap

signifies a bull, the name Long preceded the alphabet and the written or

inscribed language. Hence, too, that the letter A is derived from > and > *

originally the symbol of the horns of the hull. Petrie2 shows that the latter

symbol ta met with in Egypt the Mediterranean during predynasiic

times in Egypt—*.c. long before the reign of Menu. Its use is therefore

remotely later than 4609 B.C., when Taurus^Atop began to be the fust sign.

Long-established identification as the First Sign of the year was necessary

before it could give its contribution to tbe Mediterranean signaiy* that formed

tb^ primitive alphabet.

Petrie shows that the letter A was in use in Egypt prior to Mena, the

first Dynastic Ling, and mak^s the significant statement that

—

“ The history of the a^Aabef is as old as civilisation.”1 (The

partial italics are ours.)

FiLifin* it.
itnl» ns fh t

ruitti iur
(Tuupi a.d

Sfccic cn Kj d r
triditiaml
Srur-w -m
FHtpiinl EQ
Diootm limtt
d<DDC lJjkl

riiiUBi
jratcnx u. m
cDopfapiii
fetE-wapa Iwn
tncifn.t

« 285. THE TWO ORIGINAL ZODIACAL SYSTEMS.

Referring to Plate XLVIII
r
the reader will see that generally the signs

are alternately long and short, and also, generally,, that any two adjacent

signs are equal in extent to any other two adjacent signs. Generally speaking,

the signs are alternately about 40
s and 20

L

Thus the extent of Taurus from the toe of Castor to tail of Aries is 40
0

;

Aries =-20°; total 60
u

.

Prices 4-Aquarius „ . =60*
Capricoraus+Sagtttariiis =6o'

:

Scorpio -tLibra

Then the rule is disturbed at Virgo and Leo—

=6o
:

Virgo **40

'

Cancer “30*
and Leo
Gemini

3*
-20

J"rhi» point oi view is adopted nerety Jtjj- puipose of i]JastntdcK|i r
aa the AntUS-urn can &e

^etcTinin-Ed very -simply by onAtnaiy metii-afls.

v '
‘Che Hoyal Tdmba ul the isc Dynasty.

-
' I. pp. 31. 32.

^Ibid.* I. p. 32.
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PLATE XLIX,
( En!a.j£ifiii'fiTit of Ctotraf Portion. of Plate XLV II I.)

THE PRECESSIONAL MOVEMENT OF THE NORTH CELESTIAL
POLE.

PLAN OF THE CONSTELLATIONS ROUND THE NORTH POLE OF THE ECLIPTIC.

Tie thick circumferential line defines the Path at the North Po2e of the Heavens. The
position of eh? North. Pole o( th.« Htivenj f<ir any date is given hy the intersection of the radially

uLited Lino for that date with, the latter circle.



Leo

PLATE LV.

THE MOTION OF THE EARTH'S ORBIT.

4.044 BrC,

Positoa of tbfc of thfl Earth’* Orbit in relate to Utt Equinom and Sdrtiees and in

relation the Zodiacal SisriH.

.V=Jd :—ParibrikHt at A, Ap-heiion. at



Leo

PLATE LVL

THE MOTION OF THE EARTH'S ORE IT.

1246 AT,

Po&Hdcms of the ucB of tb* ILLrth'a Orbit in relation to tie Equinoxes and SpUties* and iu
rsia^or. to tie Zodiacal Siyiis.

NoU :—PeritifllioD for 1^46 A.D. at A \ for 4044 B.C. at * r

Apih.6[k)p for 1 ;+6 A.D, at £ ; to 4*44 ft.C. at o.
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When the vain* of P h expressed by the algebraic formula P =A-fE.t—C.tU the *f

vertical increment of displacement for the tilting 'ins :s a constant for succssevo nj,>(,!***

years. In other words, for the case defined;, the vertical, displacement of the tilting g^fi

, ni , nt

Eine is proportionate to the time in years. It is, therefore, expressed by a straight line *f n+ cun**

equation. Toe straight line defining the algebraic relations is, as shown on Fig. A.
“ <L '

If
304b, PLATE XXXVII. THE GENERAL FORMULA FOR THE MID-

DATE EPOCH.

In Fig. A the base line of coordinates is the time base of Fig. B. Points 0, r,

2„ 3, 4 ,
and 5 in Fig. A, therefore, represent the same dates as points o„ r„ 2, 3, 4r Fai*. A and 3 ,

S, and b in fig
1

. B. The co-ordinate it ary point in Fig, A determines the amount II"M IXXVC1 -

cf vercica. end displacement of the tilting line in Fig r B tor the corresponding point

in Fig. B. ThEjs for point 2 in Fig. A, the value of p is p.. This vainc, applied it

the points W and Z of Fig. B^as shown on the diagram,—fives the position or the

tilting fine for the date represented by the point 2 in Fig. B. The vertical line 2ISL

from point 2 in Fig. B Intersects the tilting line defined at point N
3

. The co-ordinate

zN^ gives the value of P for the date represented by the point 2„ Similarly for the
other points.

Now, Eet p be any required value in Fig. A, it a given time, t, forward from the

mid-date represented by the point 3, From Fig. A, p =p 3 -j-q. Then, since p^p^ =*Q>
"* E

Fig. A, and since DE is 1 straight line, qt - by simple pro-

Q.t
. v

amount by which the value of p at time, t, from the mid-dace exceeds tlie value of p
at the mid-date.

In Fig. Bj P st time, t, from the mid-date is obtained from the value of p obtained ,1

in Fig. A, The position of the tilting line at time. e r from the mid-date is the dash
fine RNjS. The tilt is such that RW=the value of p obtained from Fig. A.
considering the bdangle RWNj.,

RW
WiV

as shown on

portion, q =^, Bat since p=p
:i
-‘-q, P=Pi+ Y".

Otherwise seated,

P-F,
or

_F

JtT

P-P.

1 t*en.^ FqnnwJ* Df

mti.rp.nl j d(in.

for mid-
itn t(ic.i. L

Therefore

and since

F-P*=^,

P = P,+^,

P-P, gp s.t l 2 Q.C=

"P
: “j

1 ?

c* r
aPa-t

Pa+"T"
zQ.t

'

'TT
which is of the general form

P= A-j-B.t -|-C.tj

;

where A. B, and C are constants.

A-P

E

and C =

S>

2_Pj

T '

T 1
'
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266 THE GREAT PYRAMID: ITS DIVINE MESSAGE

T 304c. special CASES FOR THE mid-date EPOCH,

Case I .—Ear the case illustrated on Plate XXXVIl, Figs. A and B, the values

of p and F both kcrease with the time.

Tr- this case, B is positive (+) and C is positive
( +) a

the formula being

1 P»A+B.t+CA*;

A = P St
TJ SPg

®"T- and C
I

Case II.—For the case illustrated an Plate XXXVIL Figs, C and D, the values
a i p and P both decrease with the time.

In this case, B Is negative (— )
and C :s positive (-!-}.

The general reader will sec- why C 33 positive if he tulderatands that Case IT is the

equivalent, of Case I with the direction of time reversed, is. t negative {— )
in Case I.

Then F^A-B.r+C.t4

since
(
—1)*=(—t)x{—t) =-+t*.

As before A-F 3 > B=^ and

1 . II

Case III .—For the value of p increasing with the rime, and the value of p
decreasing with the time {Plate XXXVII, Fig. C in conjunction with Fig. B), B is

positive (+} md C is negative (—).

Then P-A+B.t-C.t 4 .. , , «* III

with values of A, B, and C as before.

Case IV,—For the value of P decreasing with the time, and the value of p
Increasing with the time {Plate XXXVII, Fig, A in conjunction, with Fig. D), B is

negative ( — }
and C is negative

{
— ), as maybe proved independently by taking, in

Case III, the direction of time reversed.

Then P*-A— B,c—C.t !
+ , ,, , , IV

with values of A, B, and C as before.

*f 30-4d. GENERAL FORMULA FOR CHANGE OF EPOCH,

To transfer to a formula for an epoch other than the mid-date epoch, proceed as
.EniasiSucE it i0 ]i0 ,vt
1h,c,^r.ti.in IOIIOWS

Let X in Fig. B. PTate XXXVU, represent the new epoch, T
x
years after the

mid-date epoch.
ct«xick. Then, as shown on diagram, Fig. B, value of P at date X of epoch = Pz =a,

From concluding formula of 304b,

G*m Ell.—
Fvr P Lb

Lai; slid p
deer iLiiifii

iwii-Ji biiTi* l.(Jr

3 :t -pfliibi-pi

£ + < ind C H
(— i.

C*t* IV,—
F*J P ilicliu-
:ii[ ud p
inctiiijiiE
iribh. limp ft}.

3 « nij C AT*
both n*J*riT*

Subtracting, we obtain

F-P
J
+^.t+^4 s

..

P.-P^^.T^-V

P-P^F^-Tj+^t^T^;

M

(a)

- (3)
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Now. 33 £? diagram. Fig, BJet be the number of yeara for values of F in relation

Ed the new epoch X. but t
a
being taken as positive* (+}, forward from date X,

Then tx-t—J% .. .. (4)

In formula
(5 )

above, the vaSue of P for the new epoch X is, stated as a function

of the vafue of p for the mid-epoch,

By analogy' with the nud-epoch formula (Y 304b}, let

j—, im 3Q ,
* =ti-rY'hT|j-ti {5 )

stated in terms applicable to the new epoch
;
m being st constant for the oew epoch,

analogous to p 3
lor the mid-epoch

.

It is required to state m in terms of p aj
or airs Tursa. Expressing formula (5) in

terms of formula (4) we obtain

P=P«+^?(t-T
1
)+^(t'-3t.Tl4-T1*)

Subtracting formula {3) from formula (6)

=aTj 1m “"Pad

and —!KjPj -m *y-'
I

The resulting general formula for a change of epoch is

P=a-hb.t,.4-c.tj*,

t7 )

wh ere

a=>Pa =P for new epoch X
> 2KL
b"T
U =

T S

when T
t
b ahead of the mid-epoch.

2 Q-Tj

T

•f 3°4^ SPECIAL CASES FQR THE CHANGE OF EPOCH,

As before, we can express the preceding general formula, in the following forms ;

—

Cam /.—Values of p and P both increasing vrith the time. (Plate XXXVH,
" — F.ii-r-.nU f«c

4114 41 P
*IL-J ? talk

Figs. A and B.j

where
P-a-EKti+c.V

a —Ps **P lor new epoch X
s 237!
b~T

pi

_ ^Q'.T^/when Ti followsm—P&T "'4”
[

thE mid-epoch

or
i-Q.T ! fwhen T| precedes

'PJ j \ the mid-epoch

lIn diagram, Flats XX XVII, Fig. E, t, is shown u a aegs-tj™ {—l vpiq* of time.
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Cass II.—Values of p and P both decreasing with the tame, (Plate XXXVII,
Figs. C and D.)

P=a—b.tj+ctr,
where a

r
b, and c are as above, and

2(LT, f when T t follows -nr,-

themM^ppch " " VI

,

sQ.Tj
(
when Tj precedes

=Pi+ ' j y the mid-epochor

Case IIL'—Yajnq oi P increasing, and value of p decreasing with time. {Plate

XXXVII, Figs. C and E.}

P*a+kt,—c-t^,

where a, b, and c ate as above, and
sQ.T] / when T, follows

if, ^P; -

1 the mid-epoch
vn

or
?Q.T 1 f

when T4 precedes
"Pj t-

] the mid-epoch

Case /V,.—Value of P decreasing,. and, value at p increasing with time.

XXXVtt, Figs. A and. D.)

P ^A—b.^—Crt! 3
,

where a, b
r
and c are as above, and

. ,

2Q.T
t

f when Tj followsm =Ps“ p '( the mid-epoch.

•2 Q.Tt f when T ,
precedes

.M —
?* y 1 the mid-epoch

(Plate

vtli

If 3Q4f. TOTAL MOTION FOR A GIVEN INTERVAL.

To obtain the true mean value of P for a given time* t
p
from the epoch in the

formula

P=A+ B.t-j-C.ta

integrate thus—

/P.(dt)=A.t+|,t«+j^.

Then the true mean valae of P for time, t, from the epoch

/P.(dt)
!-» » *1 i

i t

=A+?d+-.t* .* .* IX
J 3

where P is the annual motion expressed as the period of a cycle.

Then the true mean value of P for 00 ' of total movement la such that

-ft=P,

4t=A+-.t+-.t i
J
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and

Again,

lor 360®

„ iSo*

,,

1 p
30°

j-
t'+(|-4t+A -a

i£
3

3B ;/B \ J 4A.C—

r

t=p
2t=P
6t-P

I2t -P

;C

Corresponding alterations being

made in formula X.

36o.t
Let 0— Total angle covered by motion in t years ; then —^ —P

. X

arid
-(l-OWCR^

3ioC
XI

Ow-LUg generally to formula: X and XI resolving themselves into a quotient ot two ghn^t* aftheJ

quantities, and to other complicated factors of arithmetical reduction, it is m>n,nmMt&ta.

generally simpler and quicker to employ formula IX with trial and. error value of t

to give 4t=P for 90
fl

of total movement, or for 6 in degrees of total

movement Two or diree brief calculations are gmeraliy sudden t, as the reader

will find by trial.

* 304E. VALUES IN PRECESSIONAL FORMULA FOR DIFFERENT
EPOCHS.

Basis ;

—
*f 236.

P—a—b.ta+c.t!3
.

Fpt epoch midnight ending

35th January 2S44 A.D.

and formulae VI, f 304s-

a **25,7194.213764,

b ^0.1129593*
c =0.0000001430*5 1 1,.

VaJuc. ill

fioarrn.ii£ji £ OF

Epoch :

Autumnal Equinox,

Values, in vears of At iooh yim'
isinCTBii Itten

a. b.

4DQ D S.L. Iti

t-
1 (1*1 A»DL

4000 B-C. ** 0 A.P.

3000 R.G. *1000 A.P,

3000 B.C, —'2000 A.P,

rooo B-C, -“3000 A.P.

If A.D. ^4000 A.P,

ioOI } A.D. -*=5000 A.P,

;i:.k?i
f A.D. =6000 A.P,

26,459.038617

26,344.350359
26,230.34920a

36.116.433646
36,005,304.196

25,889.460847

55,776^03599

0,5:146306096

0,1143447074
o.i 140586052
e. 1 13772 5030
0.11:54864008

0.1132002986

0.1129141964

Constant for all

Epochs,
0.0000001430511
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It will be noticed that b reduces its value by o.oooafiGrc 22 per root? year?' change

of epoch
;
286,1022 being the numerical value of the Pyramid's Passage Defacement,

and of the displacement of the Pyramid's central extent of base side (If*; 223,

233-335)'

f 3^4, r frecessional formula for annual angular rate.

The Pyramid's precessions! formula for epoch 1st January 1850 A.D. is as

follows :

—

P =35,793.542.356“0 . 112957605azt 4-0.000000143051^,

whereas Newcomb's for the game epoch is

P "25,793.46—o.II4t , „ . * -
.

(r*ftt f 324)

{applicable from x6oo to 2 £00- A.D,),

The Pyramid's pFccssioual value, when expressed as the rate in seconds of angle

per year (for ISt January 1S5O A-D. epoch)

= gd',245 1343097 4-0.00022003^38351 +0-00000000684474
3

;

whereas Newcomb's formula for the same epoch is

50
jr

.i453 +0.0002 523t (refer 1 224} ;

Bausebingcr's being

5o'.2453,-!-o,ooG22i3t (refer *J 223).

The above data are for comparison only. The reason, for emphasising this is

that, if the formula for P {expressed as years of Cycle) pretiufy agrees with the

formula P bAj+c.t
t
", it is mathematically certain that when the data denied

from the same are converted into the formula

Seconds of angle per year =a+b.t
1
+c.tl

,
J

the latter formula does not precisely define the morion over l&e fong periods accurately

covered by the cyclic form of the same. The formula thus obtained, however, is very

accurate indeed
;

when integrated to obtain the total angle of precession over a long

interval a very slight discrepancy occurs. It is not very material, but serves to

show that the" angular functions cannot be as accurately expressed by the general

interpolation formula P ~a +b.t
1
+c.t

i+ as in the roe of the cyclic functions thus

expressed..

7 30+- PERIHELION MOTION.

P=a—b,t 1 +c,t 1
2

.

Basal Data ;—
p for 6000 A.P. (2001 1 A.D.) =-21,000

Epoch r midnight ending 25th January 1S44 A.D.

a =21,006.883208 ’|

b —0,0436792952.} - refer Jj 247.

c =0.0000001430511 J

Other Epochs :—

Epoch 6043.9707335 A,F- "20+5I A.D. -
-

a =20.998.08x926 ~|

b =0.04362160826 ' refer *1 247,

c =0.0000001430511 j

(1*49
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Epoch 43 <970735 3 prior to 0 A, P. =4044 B.C,, when longitude of Perihelion
! ,

a = 21,269,051404 1

b =>0,0453633817 [- refer *[ 247,

c=0' roopgflOi:43o5J£ J

i, when employed with the method uf 304!, give Che longitude

[246^ AD., arid longitude of Perihelion 103' 42' iS'.b (the sum “M 2,3** *

dJ
39 "

A.D.
The latter vilaos

of Perihelion 50
s
at 1246^

of the base angles of the Pyramid's vortieat section} at 6043.97 A. P. =2045} A.D. ior fr i(-,*

(refer f 247).

Epoch ;

Autumnal Equinox.

aaor

B.C. = 0 AJ.
B.C. = roots A.P.
B.C. =2000 A.P.

B.C. >-.3000 A.P.

A.D, *4000 A.P.

A.D. ^5000 A.P.

A.D ,
= 6000 A.P.

IHim af Imu
[I*. -J

PTr^lpi J

£045 A.D.

Valuta in Years of

a. b.

ViIdb lb

c. «p*cb* 3 nap
Tf*ir*

b*m Ui'ru B.C.

21,267.054970
21.221.7472 19
2:1 ,r70.825571
21,132.190025
21,087.840531
22 ,o43 -777239
21,000.000000

0.0453508015
0.04506416993

0,0447735971
0.0444924949
0.0442063927
0.0439202905

0.043634*883

it 2 Q4 L A.D.

Constants for all

Epochs,
0.00001301430513

f 3041. MODERN PERIHELION VALLES COMPARED WITH
PYRAMID'S.

In Gausz's " Tafeto
JJ1

{Edit. 1917}

—

Longitude of Perihelion for rat January 1910 A.D,

is given as , , . L . l .. , . roa“ 23' 3".u

Pyramid's value foe same ia ioiq 22' 54 '.4

Difference >* . . o' o
r

8*,6

Having regard to the circumstances; of the two presentations, one contem-

pjran cons vd tis and the other remotely anterior to -the longitude defined, anything i

11"

hmailer than the difference of S'f? obtained tan scarcely be imagined. In fact, the

difference falls within the modem limits of error in determining the tongitu.de of

Perihelion.

Again, when the Pyramid's Perihelion cyclic value of P for ist January 1910 **^“
j^*1

A.D. (i.A 21,004.001 yean) is transformed into the equivalent annual value for the lOiiunj

change of longitude of Perihelion, the value, stated to a decimal places, is -

.

whereas Gavsz, " Tafeln
mt

(Edit, 3917}, gives for 1910 A.D. . . . , 61 &&
— Lh«o P-yrimLd'i

Difference .. ,. ^0*25'**™

Again, the small difference of o\o2 fails within the modem limits of emir in n>

determining the annual rate of change of the longitude of Perihelion.

It should be noted hv the reader that research on the motion af Perihelion has

not been so extensive or complete as in the case of Precessions! motion ;
and that the

THE

Muifu iimiudl

LUCilLluaB !
PirilialiKii

U

T

ISIS A.D,
J
T

,
t nn|y jin

of
PvTkmi4'«
run.* f*r Mm*
Jaii.
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determination Of ill e anmiEl values related to Perihelion, for arty particular year, is

complicated by tile intricate factory governing the dements of all the planetary orbits

of the Solar System.

r
i 305, PLATE XXXVIII, PIGS- A, B, AND C. DEFINITION OF

PASSAGE SLOPE-

Figs, A, B, and C of Plato XXXVIII, as figured and lettered, largely explain
themselves, Essential details of Fig. A are given iis \ 225, and oi Figs. B and C in

220 and 227, The relation between the three figures of Plate XXXVIII and
the various stages of Plate XL are given in Tlf 22F to 233. An important relation

between Plate XXXVOI
r
Fig. A and Plate XL, Fig, A ia defined in footnote to ^ 242,

-

The general reader, with but a slight knowledge of geometrical methods, will see
that the Scalar Axis construction of Piate XL, Fig. A—here derived from Plate

XXXVIII, Fig. A—can be obtained directly at a geometrical construction from
Plate XXIII, Fig. A, Case L The construecion was omitted, as a possible over-

elaboration.

The method, however, is as follows ;—Referring to Plate XXIII, Tig, A, Case I,

let the -ifcction shown be a North to South Vertical bectiOQ

—

F^kj = 2 &61.02215& P',

and
BjA.B, =6456.6355945 P T

.

From k
t
drop a vertical to cut A1B1 at a point which we may term p. Then

PL Or. and below A^p construct a square of which Ajp is the

opper henzontai side, The lower horizontal side of this square is then 2061.022156
F' below the precessions! circuit levd A

J
B l , Continue the lower horizontal side to

pass through and beyond the geometrical North face slope of the Pyramid, prodneed
below the base- The hue thus obtained ia the line XV m Plate XL, Fig, A, Now,
with B EA-,B. =6456,6555945 P', of Plate xxm, Fig. A, Case I, as radius, and
point A

j
as centre, describe a circle to intersect lh.fi:lower horizontal line abc-ve defined.

The intersection occur*, at point V of Plate XL, Fig. A.

If 306. PLATE XXXIX, GENERAL SCHEME OF PASSAGE SYSTEM.

hflJlc[1„ *f Plate XXXIX illustrates how the structural indications, as seen in a sectional

elevation take:! along the plane of the axes of the Passages, suggest the geometrical
framework of the Passage system. The root and floor lines of the 3st Ascending
Passage are shown produced to intersect the line produced of the North face stops,

iTOiLuitti
This intersection naturally forms a geometrical zero datum for measurements along
the Passage slope. The indication thus suppbed leads to the various geometrical

constructions and astronomical identities of Plates XL, XLI, and XLIL
t&i EJjm" At first sight the drawing may seem to be an exact copv of the splendid Plate

appearing in Messrs. Edgars' workA We willingly acknowledge our fngfibtedncss to

tha Edgars for many new details furnished by them as a result of their and Dow
* Covington's investigations and measurements. The Flate furnished by the Edgar?,
however, supplies a measurement horizontally from the Great Step to North base
casing edge, jd inches eti excess of the ime dritajice obtained by Petrie's survey.
This shows tbit the Edgars theoretically reconstructed the measurement of the casing
base by ignoring Petrie's survey

;
precisely as Petrie theoretically reconstructed

the casing comers and arris edgti by ignoring the hoilowing-in feature observed
by him.

7*!
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Felrifi's total Parage floor distance from the hollowed-in casing face to the HrtDitiii

vertitsJ face of tiie Great Step is precisely as shown on Plate XXXIX. In the Plate SJf"
supplied by the Ed^ara, owing to the casing stones being shown In section, where our H**fcd3Si«i***

plate shows the arris edge in elevation, the total distance (Edgars') from the Great r^XIcYJ™
Step to tee casing face thus obtained is 28 J Inches longer than Petrie’s, or any other

measurement. Tliis fact i$ not notEd in the test of the work referred to. It fr i*wT

don btf lll even ii the Edgars knew of th e discrepancy. The reader will And i t, h owever

,

bv scaling the plate referred to. Strangely enough, the error occurs, not in the

Entrance Passage length, but in the Grand Gallery length. A corresponding error

occurs ir. tefi horizontal length of the Passage to the Queen's Chamber.

1 A PUZZLE OF SIXTY YEARS' STANDING,

The reason for the error of 2&| inches Em excess for the Grand Gallery—as
scal-sd from Messrs, Edgars' Rate—will appear when the reader refers to ocr Plate

XLI, Fig. H. In thus drawing attention to Edgars' mistake in reconstructing, the

intention is not merely to criticise. The same initial error occurred in the first

published series of articles dealing with the preliminary discoveries of the present

work, 1 The error in our case affected., not the Gallery length, but Lite Entrance
Passage length, When we observed that our geometrical length for the latter was

25| inches in excess of Petrie's measured length for the Entrance Passage, the reason

for the diSerence appeared at once. Prior to this we had unwittingly adopted the

same view as tint Edgars concerning £be casing base. The observing of the error

noted supplied the Erst indication of the hcllowing-in feature. The hollowing-in

feature n'as, in fact, suggested to us by the geometrical indications prior to any
knowledge on our part that Petrie had observed the precise extent of hollowing-in

on the core escarpments.

The same error of rflf inches will he seen to have perplexed Professor Smyth.
In his " Life and Work” Plates, and in the first three (or four) editions of his " Our
inheritance,” the Great Step and the CEntrc of the Queen’s Chamber are both shown
thrown to che South of die Pyramid’s central vertical axis. in his 5th Edition of

the latter 'work, however, Smyth adopted Petrie's Passages and his casing base at

pavement Level, At the same time Smyth adopted the untenable theory already

dealt uriih in *[*[ Xja and 173.
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^07. PLATE XL, FIGS. A,

SCALAR ZERO,
B. AND C THE SCALAR AXIS AND

The preliminary geometrical bases of Plate XL appear on Plate XXIII, Fig. A,

Case !, and Plates XXXVlII and XXXlX, for which refer tlTf 305 and 306, These
bases define the constructions for the Scalar Axis, DCFY of Plate XL, Figs. A, B, and
F. The geometrical indications that supplied the important angular relation of the

line FT are supplied in the footnote to If 242.

It should he noted by the reader that the reference lettering in the diagrams of

Plates XL and XLI is unchanged throughout

The dimensions throughout are accurately calculated in a*] cases from the various

geometrical bases adopted, Th e reader should observe teat th e only" basal dfonamotbrJ
feature adopted in Plate XL, Fig. B, extra 10 the dimensional features resulting

from the geometrical construction qf Fig. A, is the scalar distance ot 20CQ P\ The
verticals 886.2269254 P' and 3588,8194163 PL and the horizontal 5237.4561800 P*
follow as calculated results from the adaption of CG =2000 F*. In Rate XL, Fig. E,

tee dimensions of Gtt and HK are unknown. GH and HK are merely figured 3 s ere

LIlit3e were written tjy D, Davidson in ijjop. and published in rguc.
out print.
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as further geometrical indications supplied by the constructions of Plate XXXIX
and Plate XL, Fig. B-

Plate XL r Fig. C, supplies the geometrical basis for the detcnnimtinn of the
dimensions of GH and HK. K is the point of intersection of tie Kt Ascending
Passage roof tine and the face of the Pyramid, both produced to effect tile Inter-

section. The horizontal QFK through "the point of intersection, K. cots the ist

Ascending Passage floor line at P, such that the horizontal distance QP from the

,
Pyramid's central vertical axis is 5151.6495562 P'. Die latter dimension is the
length of the side of the square of area equal to the area of the Pyramid's right vertical

section. This dimension defines the co-ordinates of the point oi intersection K, and
also the scalar aero for passage measurements.

* 307a, PLATE XL, FIGS. C. D, AND E. THE SEQUENCE OF
CALCULATIONS,

The manner in which the latter arc defined is as follows :

—

The sloping Passage distance DG -AtH is known from Plate XL, Fig. B.

In Plate XL, Fig. C, QP being given supplies by calculation the sloping Passage
distance MF,

Then MH—MF=PTL as shown in the terct Oi fig. C. This gives the basts for

the calculations supplying all the co-ordinates related to lire Passage height. Hi esc
are as- figured on Plate XL, Fig. D.

Similarly
,
as shown on Plate XL, Fig, C, the vertical height between the Passage

floor and the Scalar Axis is derived from the combined data of Fig, C and Fig, &.
The resulting calculated cCHordinates are as shown on Fig. E.

Ail the co-ordinates of K and G, in Figs. D and. E, are bases, perpendiculars, and
hypotenuses of right-angled triangles, with the hypotenuse in each case making an
angle of zb

13

id' 9^.63 with the base. Angle KUd (in Fig D)=5£ 13

5*' 14'. 3, the
Pyramid base angle.

The rditiofis of Figs. D and E, thus calculated, enable us to complete all the
geometrical dimensions—vertical, horizontal, and sloping—of the rst Ascending
Passage produced between the Pyramid's central vertical axis and its geometrical
North face slope produced. The important resulting vertical dimension, shown on
Fig. C, is the vertical distance AM of the pcinL M, the foot of the Great Step,, a-bovn

the pavement base level, AB.

The above is merely a skeleton outline of the geometrical sequence and of the
sequence of calculations, to enable the general reader to ptece together the various
stages and calculations of Plate XL, Figs. A to E, The diagrams were prepared to be
self-explanatory.

507b. PLATE XL, FIG, C, THE RHOMBOID OF DISPLACEMENT,

An important geometrical detail shown on Plate XL, Fig. €, is the rhomboid 1 of

displacement, of which WjWjZjZ^ is the side elevation, or rhombus elevation. The
twelve dimensional lines forming its edges are each 2S6.1 P p

. The rhomboid thus
defined is a solid figure bounded on its upper surface by the plane of the Grand
Gallery roof, W.Zj

;
on its lower surface, by the plane of the 1st Ascending Passage

roof produced, w
t
Z|

:

on its West side, by the North to South central verticil plane
of the Pyramid

;
on its East side, by the central vertical plane of the passage axie ;

On its South side, by the East to West central vertical plane of the Pyramid
; and on

designation, although not precisely corc*", -vriJ] fe fetter updentaod by tfe craioirity
o£ readers. The cermet terrq ie " rfenifeherlTigii."
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